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PREFACE 

This study was first undertaken in the autumn of 

196^ as matter for a Pulbright project. The following 

summer in Paris provided an opportunity for further 

research. In the winter of 1965-66 the subject was arranged 

as a paper for presentation before the Romance Club at the 

University of Arizona. It was also at this time that, under 

the guidance of the late Professor Arthur H. Beattie, the 

theater art of Gaston Baty was firmly and finally decided 

upon as subject for a doctoral dissertation in French at the 

University of Arizona. The late spring and summer of 1966 

also provided a new opportunity to research the wealth of 

documents in the Parisian libraries, particularly the • 

Blbllotheque de 1*Arsenal. 

The method of research has been a thorough scrutiny 

of the esthetic treatises of Gaston Baty found largely in 

his books, articles, and essays. In order to obtain a 

fuller and more complete overview of the entire Baty 

esthetic, it was also necessary to see the practical appli

cation of this esthetic. Hence, a further step was neces

sary, one which involved an exhaustive study of contemporary 

critical comment elicited by each of Baty's stagings. The 

source for these evaluations has been the journals and 

periodicals of the time which are preserved in the Fonds 

ill 
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Rondel of the Blbllotheque de 1'Arsenal. The libraries of 

the University of Arizona and the University of Nebraska, as 

well as the Harvard library through inter-library loan, 

furnished much in the way of background material. 

The organization of this study has been threefold. 

Gaston Baty derived his esthetics from a personal, historical 

synthesis of drama art. This synthesis is herein analyzed. 

Baty likewise expressed many notions of relevancy to theater 

art contemporary to his own strivings towards an art of 

totality. Such were, for example, his conception of the 

role of the metteur en scene as well as the place of the 

text in a drama of totality. These concepts are linked to 

the historical synthesis. Finally, a treatment of the Baty 

stagings most illustrative of his esthetic dootrlne Is pro

vided. The advantage of such a manner of presentation Is 

that it gives a balanced and orchestrated view of the Baty 

esthetic of totality as It relates to the art of the 

theater. 
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ABSTRACT 

Gaston Baty was a metteur en scene of the brilliant 

Inter-World War generation whose mission was to renew the 

theater as an art form. Baty's was a generation especially 

significant for the place acquired by the metteur en scene 

who came fully Into his own as the maltre/createur of the 

dramatic experience. Por his part, Baty proposed an 

esthetic of totality which centered about the forme and the 

fond of drama art: the fullness of man's universe, from the 

world of the real and the everyday to that of the symbol and 

the dream, was evoked in plastic relief upon the stage. 

Baty's intellectual infrastructure was that of Thomlsm 

imparted by his teachers, the Dominicans, and which was com

plemented by a personal mysticism. 

Por Baty, the primary mission of theater art was 

that of escape. Whereas in other times theater art had been 

utilized to instruct, to inform, to preach, or simply to 

provide light amusement, Baty maintained that the theater 

was a means of lifting the spectator out of himself and 

introducing him into the realm of the dream and illusion, a 

realm, for Baty, of higher reality." -

Baty found the basis for his esthetic in a personal 

historical synthesis of the great ages of the drama, that of 

Aeschylean Greece, of the Middle Ages, and of Elizabethan 

vi 
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England. All espoused an esthetic of totality in both the 

forme and fond of the drama. Coupled with this was the 

presence of a united public, for in Baty's Judgment, no true 

drama art could exist without the presence of a public that 

was united in spirit. 

Baty found that the Middle Ages espoused an esthetic 

of totality in the forms of both the liturgical drama and 

the mistere, both of which found a fervent and cohesive 

publio. The one element which the theater of the Middle 

Ages lacked was a poet to equal the magnificence and ampli

tude of Its form. The Elizabethan theater was fully equal 

to the great eras which had preceded it and superior by the 

presence of Shakespeare. The Elizabethan public was also 

one united in spirit. 

From this point in histpfry, with the cresting of the 

Renaissance, of the Reform, of Humanism, Baty saw a drama 

art of totality falter and become fragmented. One element 

alone, the literary, emerged*as maintaining hegemony in the 

theater. Baty disdainfully referred to this conquest as a 

victory for Sire le Mot, since for Baty the word was the 

heart of the drama, but one which needed a fleshing out with 

the elements of plasticity. Throughout three centuries this 

literary force remained primordial In the French theater, 

with respites accorded only by such phenomena as Moliere and 

the comic tradition, the Theatre de la Folre and the 
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Commnadia dell*arte, with a brief resurgence In dramatic 

spectacle manifested In the Romantic theater. 

In the closing years of the nineteenth century Andre 

Antolne and his Theatre Libre appeared and excited a revolu

tion In theater art, especially In the area of the mlse en 

scene. This event, as well as the activity of the 

Symbolists, prepared the way for Baty. 

Baty's productions, the Implementation of his 

esthetic doctrine, formally began with the end of World 

War I, and continued in abundance and success until the out

break of World War II. During this period of his main 

effort Baty Joined with three other metteurs en scene to 

form the Cartel des quatre. dedicating themselves to the 

renewal of the theater as an art form. Their influence 

waned with the war and tts social aftermath, although there 

are some present indications of a renewed interest in their 

art. 



CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

On the first floor of the Sorbonne In Paris one 

notloes a sign lndloatlng Blbllothfroue Gaston Baty. A 

perlodloal appears bearing the title Cahlers Gaston Baty. 

and In 1966 the Paris newspapers announoed an Exposition 

Gaston Baty. The student, the curious, the Inquirer, are 

provoked to wonder who this man was, and what he offered of 

merit by whloh these signs of recognition are accorded to 

him. 

Gaston Baty, metteur en scene, appeared upon the 

Parisian soene Immediately following the cessation of hos

tilities In 1918. Just as a political order was left In the 

rubble of World War I, so likewise were the Jaded traditions 

and conventions of the Frenoh theater consigned to the past. 

Gaston Baty, among others,* helped to seal the tomb of this 

Inglorious past. And with the dead burled, there was time 

left only for the living. It was a new breath of life, one 

of renewal, that Gaston Bat.y labored with great skill and 

zeal to Infuse Into theater art. 

*In 1927» Gaston Baty, under the Inspiration of 
Jaoques Copeau, Joined three other metteurs en scene. 
Charles Dullln, Louis Jouvet, and Georges Pltoeff In an 
association known as the Cartel des quatre. It was formed 
for the sole purpose of Implementing revolution and renewal 
In the drama art of the Frenoh theater. 

1 
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Significantly, It was during these years of Baty's 

creative labors that a new and marvellous phenomenon took 

place In the theater. Until this period, the Prenoh theater 

had been guided for good or 111 by the creative talent of 

the dramatist. He was now superseded by the metteiir en 

seine. Jean Vllar, commenting on this phenomenon, remarked: 

"Les vrals oreateurs de oes trente dernleres annees ne sont 

pas les auteurs, mals les metteurs en seine."*• 

In oontrast to a fragmented theater art that had 

been the-order of the day for some three hundred years, 

Gaston Baty proposed an esthetic of totality whose manifes

tations are dual. A totality of the arts—the plastic, the 

auditory, the visual—evokes upon the stage the totality of 

elements In a given existential situation, existential taken 

In Its prime sense of state of existing being.2 This dual 

totality, which threads Its way through principle and pro

duction, Is the elan vital of Baty*s entire work, and gives 

It Its major significance. 

Until now little In depth has been written on the 

theater art of Gaston Baty. Paul Blanchart has produced a 

^-Vllar, Jean, "Le Metteur en scene et l'oeuvre dra-
matlque," Lecture given May 19^6 at the Theatre Grammont, 
published In La Revue theatrale. No. 3 (October, 19^6), p. 
320. 

2The word "existential" Is not to be taken here, or 
elsewhere In the dissertation, as related to the philoso
phies of existentialism prevalent In the twentieth oentury. 
Although the possibility of providing such an Interpretation 
of Baty's work does exist, suoh is not the Intention of this 
dissertation. 
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short monograph of some ninety pages, as has Raymond Cognlat. 

Both bear the title Gaston Baty. Pranoe Anders, In her work 

Jacques Copeau et le partel des quatre. has given Baty a 

summary treatment. In 1953 an Issue of the Revue d'hlstolre 

du the&tre was devoted to the life and work of Gaston Baty. 

However, the size of the periodical did not permit much to 

be done In depth. Finally, In 1955 Arthur Simon completed a 

doctoral dissertation at Columbia University entitled Gaston 

Bat.v: Theorist of Theater Arts. Simon's study was, how

ever, one of a more general nature on Baty's life and work. 

He dealt summarily with the principles of Baty*s esthetlo, 

but devoted much spaoe to a consideration of the plays Baty 

aotually wrote, an aspect distinctly avocatlonal to Baty's 

role as metteur en scfene. The contribution of this disser

tation Is, therefore, a description and ah appraisal of the 

tenets and theatrical produot of Gaston Baty viewed as a 

theater of totality. 

Within the varied provlnoes of French literature the 

study of the metteur en scene, his esthetics, and his prod

uot, must oocupy a significant place, for It Is he who takes 

the post-dramatist's text and makes of it what it was 

oreated to be: theater. Prose, poetry, and theater are 

legitimate instruments of expression, from the most abstruse 

of philosophical concepts to the most unphilosophical yet 

evocative poetry of a Mallarme, but the method of studying 

them must remain dlstlnot. If the study of theater, for 



example the seventeenth-oentury theater, stops with an 

examination of the text, no matter how profound the examina

tion might be, theater has not truly "been studied, for the 

text represents only one aspeot of the theater. The common 

point of both theater and literature Is the expression of 

experience. But at the same time theater goes far beyond 

the written word. Theater, by Its very definition, Implies 

spectacle. It does not exist on the passivity of the page, 

whloh Is only Its shell, Its schema. Theater, writes Henri 

Gouhler In his book L'Essenoe du theatre.* exists only upon 

the stage and before an audience. It Is the audience Itself 

whloh confers existence upon the spectaole. Theater cannot 

be conceived otherwise, for it is not otherwise, Just as a 

square circle Is a contradiction In terms. Georg Puchs, one 

of the contemporary Influences that shaped the thought of 

Gaston Baty, has written: "The beginning of a dramatic work 

of art Is not upon the stage or even In a book. It Is 

created at the moment when It Is experienced as movement of 
O 

form In time and space." 

Many people are victims of the belief that a drama

tist writes a play like a novelist his novel, but a play Is 

muoh more than a novel. It Is the creation of an author who 

^Gouhler, Henri, L'Essenoe du theatre (Paris, 19^3), 
p. 2. 

2 
Puchs, Georg, Revolution In the Theater, condensed 

and adapted by Constance Connor Kuhn (Ithaca, New York, 
1959), p. **3. 



takes a bit of earth and fashions It Into life, Into flesh 

and blood. Here the metteur en scene appears. He analyses 

the author's text, unwinds It so to speak, to discover each 

component of Its rhythm, searohlng for every particle of 

life which Its oreator had put there. Following this, the 

work of the metteur en scene switches from this analysis to 

synthesis as he oonfers upon the poet*s creation a new 

existence and duration upon the stage. 

The final essential part of the staged drama Is the 

public, for between the poet's text, re-created by the 

metteur en sofene. and the public, there must be a communion. 

The Interpreter Is he who establishes the oommunion between 

stage and audlenoe. Pierre Dominique, commenting on Baty's 

efforts at the Theatre Plgalle, has expressed this phenome

non quite well: 

Et alnsl, le public est un choeur Invisible, assls 
dans 1'ombre. II ne fait pas que de^venlr s'amuser 
au theatre, comme on le crolt communement, mals 11 
se donne, son ame parle et chante, repllque mals 
oul, repllque, oar son applaudlssement n'est que 
cela: une repllque collective, une espeae de grand 
orl lit Justement ou 11 en faut un. S'll ne r£aglt 
pas, qu'll y alt silence ou absence, eh blen, mon 
Dleu! o'est que la communion ne s'est pas falte, que 
la pleoe, bonne ou mauvalse, n'a pas trouve son 
public, comme 11 arrive qu'elle ne trouve pas ses 
acteurs. Et vollli pourquol la piece n'est Jamais la 
meme lcl ou la.* 

Any study of the theater Is Incomplete short of 

actual attendance at a performance. It Is essential, 

•'•Dominique, Pierre, "Gaston Baty k Plgalle," Parls-
Solr. January 23, 1930. 
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therefore, when studying or teaching the theater, to probe 

the notions of the esthetics behind the text as drama. 

Although the text Is the essential element of the drama, and 

Baty himself was to call It the "noyau" of the drama,* It 

Is, nevertheless, only a part, and for Gaston Baty, theater 

was a totality of elements, just as It was to express for 

him the totality of existence. 

The purpose here Is In no way to study the tech

niques of theater art, for this belongs properly to the 

drama departments, but rather the esthetics behind the 

theater of Gaston Baty, the esthetics which takes a passive 

text and creates of It a universe. In short, if the study of 

theater Is valid In a literary discipline, then likewise 

must the consideration of the vivifying esthetlos behind the 

dramatic text share In this validity. As Raymond Cognlat, 

In his short monograph on Baty, has stated: "Lire une 

plfcce, c'est d'lmaglner un decor, des mouvements, des 

aoteurs, les accents de leur volx, o*est etre sol-mSme 

metteur en scene."2 

^•Baty, Gaston, "Quatre Dangers menapent le theatre. 
Premier Danger: la lltterature." Le Figaro. February 2. 
1937. 

2 
Cognlat, Raymond, Gaston Baty. Collection Metteurs 

en scene. Vol. II (Paris, 1953), p. 23. 



CHAPTER II 

THE NAN AND THE IDEAL 

The child oontalns the man. His tastes, his apti

tudes are not Improvised. They are developed within the 

mystery of his own consciousness, like the skeletal form 

within the secret of his flesh. Two factors were to play a 

profound role In the consciousness of the young Baty: 

mystlolsm and the marionette. 

Bom In 1885 at Pelussln about sixty kilometers from 

Iyon, he undertook his early studies In the humanities with 

the rigorous but personable Dominicans at Oullln. This, 

aocordlng to many of his associates, wrought a singular 

formation In his thought, one from whloh he was never to 

deviate. Paul Blanchart, one of Baty*s most articulate com

ment at ors, wrot e: 

II y Cchez les Dominicalns^ revolt une Instruction 
a la fols tres llberale, respeotant ses go&ts 
lltteralres et ne contrarlant pas une vocation pr6-
oocement afflrmee, et tres rlgoureuse quant h la 
methode lntellectuelle: sa formation thomlste 
restera 1*explication fondamentale de sa doctrine 
esthetlque.1 

Thomlsm, the philosophical system of Thomas Aquinas 

based upon Aristotle, viewed the universe as a balanoed 

whole of matter and spirit and arranged In a hierarchical 

•'•Blanchart, Paul, "Documents Blographlques," Revue 
d'hlstolre du theatre. I-II (1953), 11. 

7 
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system. The Supreme Being is at the head of this hierarchy 

and from there the whole of creation descends to its lowest 

forms of inanimate matter. Man, with his spiritual soul and 

material body, was viewed as holding a plaoe Just below the 

angels and Just above brute animality. In effect, he 

straddles the fenoe between matter and spirit. Baty's own 

world vision is replete with this Thomism. Indeed, Prangois 

Porche quotes him to the effect that: "En reaction contre 

la tradition frangaise, toute cartesienne et Janseniste, 

J*essale de servir un the&tre selon Saint Thomas."1 

This statement must not, however, be Interpreted in 

any sectarian vein. The personal religious beliefs of Baty, 

and these are not to be confused with his personal intellec

tual formation afforded by Thomism, did not intrude upon his 

esthetic convictions or professional capacities. Indeed, 

through a career spanning more than thirty years, Baty pro

duced but one play with a specifically Catholic theme. This 

was L'Aube et le solr de sainte Genevieve, in May 1923, at 

the Baraque de la Chimere, Baty's first theater. In this 

connection Paul Blanchart has noted: "A tous les stades de 

sa carriers, 11 manifesto, a l*egard de la religion, comme 

de la politique, une independance absolue: 11 Juge, cholsit, 

et pense unlquemment en fonction du theatre."2 

^Porche, Francois. "Gaston Baty." Revue de Paris 
(August 15, 1935), P. 922. 

2 
Blanchart, Paul, Gaston Baty (Paris, 1938), p. 63. 
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Thomism provided Baty with an Intellectual base to a 

personal mysticism. But mysticism, the quest of the infi

nite, in order to be genuine, must go further than the 

intellect which is only finite. It was suoh a mysticism 

which Andre Long described in Baty when he wrote that: "Je 

d^oouvrais, en llsant son livre fLe Masque et l'enoensolr? 

un Baty lnconnu, mystique et sensible, inflniment plus 

ap&tre qu'ambitieux.'1^ There is also the remark of the 

dramatist H.-R. Lenormand who referred to Baty as, "ce mys

tique auquel rlen de mystique n'est etranger."2 

But more important than these Judgments, or any 

similar, is the sense of the mystic which one acquires by 

associating at length and in depth with Gaston Baty. One 

oannot know his writings, nor the plays which he produced, 

as well as the esthetics which vivified them, without 

detecting that lofty dignity that only those with a true 

calling ever attain. The observation of Frangois Porche Is 

to the point here: "Alnsl se desslne le personnage: la 

figure est douce, ouverte, volontiers epanouie, le regard 

est reflechi, avec des lueurs de nai'vete; reflets d'une 

^Blanchart, Paul, Revue d'hlstolre du the&tre. I-II 
(1953), 29, quoting Andre Long. 

p 
Lenormand, H.-R., Intran. June 15, 1928. Article 

found in Ponds Rondel. (Occasionally material from the 
Ponds Rondel lacks portions of the bibliographical data.) 
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bonne foi totale, ou les faoultes d*enthouslasme prennent 

vie et ohaleur."1 

The marionette, the Gulgnol of Lvon. also served 

uniquely to focus Baty In his vooatlon. One the one hand, 

wrote Porche, Baty was a man of faith, a faith that demanded 

much submission. But Gulgnol was not submission, It was 

revolt: "[la fol] est genuflexion," claims PorchS, "1*autre 

nargue."2 

Lyon was a worker city, with a sharp distinction 

between the few very rich and the many very poor much In 

evidence. But the worker did need his rest and riposte. He 

obtained both on Sundays with the marionette. Francois 

Porche has left a most vivid description: 

Gulgnol est l'exutolre, la revanche de l'dme popu-
lalre, lorsque le beaujolals mousse dans les verres, 
et que les langues se dellent. Comme le peuple dont 
11 est lssu, Gulgnol est apre et cru. 

Mais bizarrerle des sentiments humains, ces Jeux de 
marlonnettes, ou se complalsent au debut, dans la 
fumee des pipes, quelques ouvriers en sole et quel-
ques marinlers, le bourgeois lyonnals lui-meme y 
prlt gout. Bien mleux, 11 s*y reconnut. Dans les 
sarcasmes qui ne lui etalent pas menages, 11 se vlt, 
comme dans un mlrolr de deux sous, qu*un gamin, un 
"gone" du faubourg, lui eut mis devant le n e z . 3  

The Gaston Baty who was to effect a theater of 

totality based upon a vision of the universe that breached 

1Porche, "Gaston Baty," p. 922. 

2Porche, "Gaston Baty," p. 923. 

•^Porche, "Gaston Baty," p. 92*K 
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the gulf between spirit and matter, received some early 

lessons on the latter from the Sunday afternoons he spent 

with the Gulgnol of Lyon. His faith, gilded upon his own 

rich nature, provoked the mystloal bent within him. Gulgnol 

and the worker of I^on fixed his attention squarely upon the 

earth and taught him much about the popular soul. Indeed, 

Baty's two most Important theaters, the Baraque de la 

Chlmere and the Theatre Montpamasse, were situated In 

neighborhoods suffused by this popular soul. It was here 

that the metteur en scene was most at home. 

But there was yet another example that Baty gleaned 

from the marionette of Lyon. He saw in the figure of the 

marionette a projection of both the demonstrator and the 

spectator, a symbol where a whole populace could come to 

confess Itself, to see Itself satirized and embrace Itself. 

In a rudimentary way this was one of the elements so admired 

by Baty In the theater of the Greeks, of the Middle Ages, 

and of Shakespeare. 

After receiving his licence from the University of 

Lyons in 1906, Baty traveled throughout Europe and particu

larly Germany where he spent a great deal of time In research 

and study. In Munich he paid olose attention to the efforts 

of Fritz Erler at the Kunstler Theater founded by Georg 

Fuohs, and to that of Max Relnhardt In Vienna. Of these 

quiet years Paul Blanohart later commented: "Tous ses 

lolslrs sont consacres au theatre: a la lecture, a la 
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documentation, a la recherche."* It was during this time 

also that Baty became acquainted with the writings of the 

Swiss Adolphe Appia, those of the Englishman Gordon Craig, 

as well as those of the German Georg Puchs. These three 

theoreticians of theater art exerted a profound Influence 

upon Baty as a metteur en scene. Of them Baty was later to 

write: 

C'est environ de 1900 et dans les annees qui 
sulvlrent lmmedlatement que furent etablles, par 
trols theorlciens, les bases du theatre de l'avenlr. 
Toustrols, blen que dans un esprit et avec des 
procedes dlfferents preconlsent un retour aux lols 
fondamentales de l'art theatral, degage de toute 
visee reallste, rendu a son caractere de pure fic
tion etreunlssant, sulvant un harmonleux dosage, la 
totalite des elements. 

In 1906 Baty returned to Prance where, as a measure 

of family loyalty, he occupied himself with his father*s 

lumber business. Baty's heart, however, was not In this 

work and he devoted all his leisure time, as well as his 

business trips, to his young man's quest of understanding 

the theater. In the fall of 1908 Baty married. Prom that 

moment until his death in 1952 his wife Jeanne remained 

Baty's most attentive and faithful collaborator 

During the years preceding World War I Baty also 

Joined with a friend, Charles Sanlaville, later a decorator 

^•Blanchart, Paul, "Documents," p. 12. 

2Baty, Gaston, Vie de l'art theatral des orlglnes 
a nos .lours. In collaboration with Rene Chavance (Paris, re-
edition 1952), p. 265. 
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at Baty's Baroque de la Chlmere, in the preparation of a 

number of mlses en soene. In 1911 Baty published privately 

Blanohenelge. oonte allemand en quatre aotes which, noted 

Paul Blanchartwas remarkable for Its preflguratlon of the 

plays for the marionette theater Baty wrote In the last 

years of his life. In the early part of 191^ Baty published 

a series of artloles In the short-lived Revue oathollque de 

Lltterature et d'Art. Blanohart remarked that these 

articles oould have been written thirty years later by the 

author and no change in esthetic or doctrine would have been 

noted. 2  This faoet of permanence in doctrine is one of the 

most striking about Baty and his career. 

The year 191^ saw Baty mobilized into the army and 

it was only with his discharge In 1919 that he began his 

years of active effort and production. He was thirty-four 

years old. 

Gaston Baty, as an Important esthetlcian of theater 

art, composed two primary treatises: Le Masque et l'encen-

solr and La Vie de l'art th6&tral d&s orlglnes k nos .lours. ̂ 

The former contains a limited and subjective interpretation 

of theater history. Baty, with his mystical shirt tail 

^Blanchart, "Documents," p. 12. 

2 
Blanchart, "Documents," p. 12. 

^Baty, Gaston, Le Masque et l'encensolr: Introduc
tion a une esthetlque du theatre (Paris. 1926). 

Baty. Vie de l'art. first published In 1932. 



hanging out, attempted to unite theater art, which he con

sidered the highest form of art, with the progress of 

religious cult In civilization. This Is not to say that he 

saw the theater as narrowly sectarian, but rather that he 

saw it as rising out of man's religious Instincts. Review

ing the book, Auguste Villeroy noted: "Mais ce qui fait la 

grandeur veritable, la puissance profonde et secrete de 

1*expression theatrale, o*est qu'elle est avant tout rell-

geuse et sacree. Par ses origlnes oomme par ses fins, le 

theatre appartlent a la religion. Et Gaston Baty, hardlment, 

le prouve."* 

On the other hand, Baty*s Vie de l'art theatral 

which he wrote in collaboration with the critic Rene 

Chavance, was a considerably more objective and substantial 

work. With a vast background of scholarship, as evidenced 

In the bibliography, It covered a much broader spectrum, and 

Indeed, attempted to comment upon the manifestations of 

theater art from the beginnings of recorded history. 

A third work, Rldeau balsse. Is an anthology of 

Baty's esthetics gleaned from his books, essays, articles 

and Interviews across the span of his career. A shorter 

work entitled "Visage de Shakespeare"^ which Baty composed to 

•'•Villeroy, Auguste, review of Le Masque et 
1'encensolr. Solr, October 28, 1926. 

2Baty, Gaston, "Visage de Shakespeare," Masques. 
Cahler XIII, 1928, pp. 5-57. 
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accompany his staging of Hamlet at the Theatre de 1*Avenue 

in 1928 astounded the oritlos by its peroeptlve powers. A 

very lengthy artlole by Abel Chevalley In the Meroure de 

France commented that: "... le 'Visage de Shakespeare,* 

sous une forme volontairement breve, cursive, mais fremls-

sante de vie et d*intelligence, n'est pas seulement une 

Image, mals une evocation—par endrolts une vision de 

Shakespeare, son oeuvre et son temps."1 

Added to this is a periodical entitled, La Chlmfere: 

Bulletin d'art dramatlque. which Baty published monthly from 

February 1922 through October 1923. The periodicals and 

newspapers of the time also contain a number of articles, 

essays, and interviews by Gaston Baty. It is from these 

sources, as has been noted, that the investigation of Baty's 

esthetic principles is pursued. 

In his own right Gaston Baty was also a dramatist 

creating such plays as the well received Dulclnee, as well 

as a number for the marionette theater to which he devoted 

much time In his later years. To this he added a number of 

adaptations for the theater such as the acclaimed Crime et 

Chatlment. and Madame Bovary. 

But Gaston Baty was more than an esthetlclan, or a 

writer. He was a metteur en scene, and to this vocation are 

Joined, as to a vital center, all other aspects of his life. 

•^Chevalley, Abel. "Les Deux Hamlet," Meroure de 
France (December 1, 1926), p. 260. 



Whan asked on one oooaslon why he did not write more In 

order to elaborate on his doctrines, Baty replied: "Mon 

llyre n*est, 11 est vral, qu*une Introduction k un ouvrage 

plus Important que Je n'eorls pas paroe que J*al mleux k 

falre: ce n* est pas pendant la batallle qu'un oapltalne 

redlge des manuals de tactlque."^ What better things Baty 

had to do were those of his profession, those of a metteur 

en scene. Paul Blanohart, one of Baty's biographers, com

mented that: 

Ses reflexions sur l'hlstolre et la phllosophle du 
theatre, sur la teohnlque et sur l'esthetlque de la 
soene, ett d'autre part, sa vaste enquftte poursulvle 
sur les reallstes de l*art dramatlque oontemporaln, 
l*ont orlente, puis deflnltlvement fixe k une con
ception qui anlme en lul le doctrinaire et qui va 
dlrlger, dlsclpllner, et stlmuler le rSallsateur: 
oelle du the&tre art total, art synthase.2 

And late In his life Baty penned these lines Into his Journal 

lntlme: "Je n'al pas autre chose a falre que mon metier. 

Non settlement je n*al que cela k falre; mals cela Je dols k 

tout prlx ne pas cesser de falre."-' The theater was the 

consuming passion of Baty*s life from early youth until his 

death; his vocation of metteur en scene was this passion*s 

consummation. 

lwUne Lettre de Gaston Baty," Les Nouvelles lltte-
ralres, Ootober 23, 1926. 

2 
Blanchart, Gaston Baty. p. 27. 

•^Baty, Gaston, "Pages du journal lntlme." Revue 
theatrale, No. 31 (1955), p. 8. 
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Gaston Baty believed theater art, as the art supreme, 

to be one of a totality of creative elements evoking upon 

the stage, in a particular setting, the totality of existen

tial elements hovering about a man in any given situation. 

This premise of totality was the touchstone of Baty's entire 

career. Baty defined theater based upon this premise, but 

it was a definition likewise subscribed to by the great ages 

of the theater, notably that of Aeschylean Greece, the 

theater of the Middle Ages, and the Elizabethan theater. 

The historical synthesis of theater art constructed by Baty 

was based largely upon these great ages of the drama. 

As a matter of fact, Baty*s ideal found a prototype 

In the Poetics of Aristotle, a work formulated soon after 

the emergence of theater as a clearly distinct art form in 

society. It is a work which Henri Gouhier referred to as 

the "vade Mecum" for any student of the theater. 

Aristotle consistently underscored the fact that the 

theater, as it had evolved into an art form, was to imitate 

not men, but the actions of men—in short, a life in situa

tion. Baty, too, saw life as a totality of existential 

elements: man, with the interior and exterior forces which 

act and react upon him, and with which he Is either in 

harmony or dissonance. These elements together effect an 

action. Aristotle also enumerated those elements of drama 

1Gouhler, Henri, L'Oeuvre theatrale (Paris, 1958), 
p. 3. 
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whioh demand the poet's attention: spectacle, melody, 

dlotion, ethos, Intellect, plot. And the poet, In 

Aristotle's conception, was the prime mover who Incorporated 

all of these elements, and not simply the literary, Into the 

staged drama. He also ascribed to the characters of a drama 

the qualities of "heart and head."1 In other words, a man 

was a composite of reasoning Intellect and active emotions, 

a balance of the two. 

In the same context Aristotle also referred to the 

dramatis personae as agents of the action, and nowhere does 

he ascribe to them any function higher than that of simply 

being parts of a whole. Baty likewise maintained that no 

element of the staged drama should predominate, but that all 

should be equal parts of a harmonious totality. He 

expressed this most graphically in his famous article on 

the Sept volx de la lyre.2 Baty was expressing a theory of 

multiple means for evoking an emotion upon the stage. These 

multiple means he labeled the seven chords on the lyre which 

is drama. 

These were the inherent principles of drama art, 

formulated post factum by Aristotle In his Poetics, and 

^Aristotle, Poetics, revised edition by Lane Cooper 
(Ithaca, New York, 19^7), p. 21. 

^Baty, Gaston, "Lea Sept Volx de la lyre," Bulletin 
de la Chlmere (March, 1922), p. 17. 
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taken up again In large part by Gaston Baty for his theater 

of totality. 

What are the characteristics of drama art which 

specifically differentiate It from any other art form? The 

essential distinguishing feature Is that of presence, of a 

real living presence. What Is specifically theater Is that 

the aotlon can never be detached from the living Interpreter. 

Illusions of all types may be admitted upon the stage with 

the exception of one: that of the real presence of the 

living actor. It is he who confers upon the arts of space, 

sight, and sound their life, and upon the duration of the 

drama its quality. 

The esthetics of drama implies a synthesis of the 

many arts, and Indeed, this is the whole structure of Baty's 

esthetics. But there is one more question of distinction 

that arises here: how does a synthesis of the arts which is 

theater, differ from that found, for example, In a Broadway 

musical, or Baty*s abhorred Theatre du Boulevard? The 

answer is, simply, that a production of this ilk is but a 

clever arrangement of dialogue, music, dance, decor, con-

fected as a carnival of the arts rather than a creating 

synthesis, for in the theater, synthesis must spring forth 

from the soul of the drama. Its substantial form is found 

In the prime matter of the poet*s text. The final realiza

tion upon the stage may be called, in the words of Henri 

Gouhler, the "tout." In his book L'Essence du theatre 



Gouhler has observed: "Le tout est le drame totalement 

pense par le dramaturge: cela parait evident. La represen

tation est done la realisation, aussi fidele que possible, 

de ce monde interieur."-1-

What is necessary to the staged drama, what is lack

ing in the Broadway spectacle, is poetry, and this whether 

in form of prose or verse. Gouhler defined this poetry upon 

the stage as "cet art d'ouvrlr l*&ne k 1*invisible transoen-

dance." One does not see Athalie*s Jehovah, nor the fate 

so cruelly bearing down upon Oedipus. But they are there, 

and it is the theater*s task to render them present, to 

evoke^ their reality. We are upon the stage, where, noted 

Gouhler: "Tout est presence: les signes sont ohargees de 

creer des presences, lis participent & la creation de ce 

monde qu'est le drame, lis sont createurs de ce qu*lls slg-

nifient en le signifiant."^ This Is the poetry that must 

exist in the theater, one effected there by a synthesis of 

the arts communicating in time, duration, and space. 

Gaston Baty was himself very much a poet of the 

stage. Jean Vilar, writing of the brilliance that was the 

•'•Gouhler, Henri, L'Essence du theatre, p. 70. 

2Gouhier, p. 70. 

3Evoke is to be understood throughout this study in 
its primary definition, that of rendering present as If by 
some mysterious means. 

k 
Gouhler, p. 70. 
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theater's during Baty*s generation, has said of the Baty 

drama that: NS'll y eut un poete qui hanta les planohes des 

differents theatres qu'll a dirlges, ce ne fut pas l*auteur 

de- Maya, de Tetes de re change et tant d*autres pleoes, malar 

M. Baty lul-meme."1 But what, precisely, was the poetic 

quality of the metteur en scene? The answer lies In one 

word: sensibility. Baty knew how to extract from things 

their poetry, their lyricism, and how to evoke them upon the 

stage. He knew how to plumb the Innermost reaches of men 

and of things. Baty himself describes this: 

Poesie de la vie quotidienne; 1*exploration des 
royaumes secrets de l'&me. ... Aussl necessite, pour 
exprlmer tout l'humain, de falre oollaborer avec les 
mots les autres elements du drame, valeur the&trale 
d'un silence, d'une note, d*un geste, d'une t&che 
lumineuse. Bnfln non plus la vie reelle, mals une 
transposition de la vie, un spectacle qui ressemble 
a un reve.2 

Indeed, it was with this element of sensibility that 

Baty differed from his colleagues in the Cartel des Quatre.3 

Their point of convergence was a theater of totality. Prom 

here each went his own way. The art of Jouvet and DullIn 

followed much the classical pattern of their leader Copeau. 

Baty, however, aligned himself with the romantic and lyrical 

Ivilar, Jean, "Le metteur en scene et l*oeuvre dra-
matique,w Lecture given May 19^6 at the Theatre Grammont, 
published in La Revue theatrale. No. 3 (October, 19^6), p. 
326. 

^Baty, Gaston, "A Propos du vingtleme anniversalre 
du Carnaval des enfants," Comoedla (May, 1935). 

3cognlat, Raymond, Gaston Baty (Paris, 1953), p. 36. 



tendency. A case In point was Baty's production of Lea 

Rates. in April, 1937, by H.-R. Lenormand. Georges PitoSff 

had staged the same play a few years prior to the Baty 

staging. The protagonists for PltoSff were marked out in 

the classical style as heros attacked by the dark forces of 

tragedy. For Baty, the heros were simply a couple of 

failures, marked from the start by their own medioority. In 

Pitoeff's hands the play tended towards more classical line. 

In Baty*s, the play became clearly a romantic drama. 

The distinguishing characters of the theater as an 

art form have been touched upon here. It has been noted 

that, dating back to Aristotle and beyond, theater was con-, 

sldered as a synthesis, a totality of the arts, both visual 

and intellectual, and that theater differs from its very 

essence from every other art form. Before analyzing in 

detail the form which these principles took in the esthetic 

formulae of Gaston Baty, one vital question remains to be 

answered: what is the mission of the theater, what is its 

ralson d'etre? 



CHAPTER III 

THE MISSION OP THE THEATER 

At the basis of Baty's esthetic was his concept of 

the mission of the theater. Although through the ages the 

theater has had many missions, such as that of instruction 

during the Middle Ages with the liturgical and seml-

llturgical drama, such as that of pleasure and instruction 

during the seventeenth century, for Gaston Baty the 

theater*s only mission was that of escape. The theater*s 

purpose, he felt, was not to teach as from a pulpit, or to 

amuse as at a carnival, but to deliver one from the reality 

of the moment, to cast the spectator into another universe, 

one that was alive, dynamic, If but for a few brief hours. 

In referring to this directive purpose of drama art Baty 

even used the word "noblesse.In other words, it was the 

theater's nobility to permit the spectator to escape for a 

few short hours from being his own contemporary. Fortunat 

Strowskl, a critic and contemporary of Baty, has described 

this escape mission: 

Je ne meprlse aucunement la piece qui dlvertlt. ... 
Mais, 11 y a un autre theatre, dont la prise sur le 
public est plus grande, parce qu*ll attelnt le fond 
humain. 

^-Baty, Gaston, Program for Le Medecln malgre lul. 
Theatre Montparnasse, December 2k, 1930. 
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Mysteres de la destinee, pressentiments et 
angolsses, passions qui troublent et qui dechirent, 
problernes qui sont oomme des abtmes, notre vie 
depend de tout cela; et tout oelane peut s*ezprlmer 
que dans une forme dramatlque sujserleure. 

Mais quand oela a ete ezprlme par le theatre et 
nous est revenu k travers des personnages orees par 
les dramaturges, nous en sommes purifies, comme 
disait Aristote, nous en sommes purges. 

C*est a ce theatre que Gaston Baty s'est con-
sacre, et 11 l'a fait reussir, au deli de toute 
esperanoe.1 

This escape did not Imply alienation from reality, 

but rather an elevation Into reality*s more universal forms. 

Baty voiced his views in an interview conducted by Georges 

Stuart for the paper Solr. In describing the theater of the 

Germans and the Russians, he said; 

Le theatre est j>our eux Cthe Germans and the 
Russians] un element de la vie sociale et pour nous 
une porte de sortie hors de la vie reelle. 

lis ont un theatre de prolongement. Nous avons 
untheatre d*evasion. Pour le spectateur un 
theatre est un rldeau. Pour le notre, 11 est une 
fenetre.2 

In 1937 Baty wrote a series of articles for Le 

Figaro entitled Quatre Dangers menacent le theatre. The 

third of these dangers he labeled L'Actuallte.^ It was in 

this article that the metteur en scene most succinctly 

stated his case for a theater of escape. Baty saw a real 

^-Strowski, Fortunat, untitled article from Paris-
Midi. June 17, 1928, from the Fonds Rondel. 

^Stuart, Georges, "Gaston Baty avocat du texte et de 
1*esprit classlque," Solr. June 20, 1930. 

^Baty, Gaston, "Quatre Dangers menagent le theatre. 
Troisieme Danger: L'Actuallte." Le Figaro. February 16. 
1937. 
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danger for the theater in a too intimate liaison between 

theater and contemporary life. He felt the theater could 

too easily beoome a prey to those who would propagandize. 

Again for those dramatists engrossed in the questions of that 

tragic generation, the theater was rife with the potential 

to beoome a means for expressing the questions and problems 

that ground down upon the Europe of the late thirties. This 

funotlon, Baty truly believed, was without the pale of 

orthodoxy for the theater. 

Baty maintained that no art can content itself with 

oopying life, much less dramatic art. The needs of the 

spectator were too great for that. He wrote: 

II faut qu'aveo leurs ohapeaux, les speotateurs 
deposent au vestiaire leurs soucis. Sans doute les 
reprendront-ils a la sortie. Mais pour un moment, 
lis auront, grace a nous, rej&te le fardeau et peut-
etre pesera-t-il moins lourds sur leurs epaules 
repasaees. 

Plus la vie est dure, plus le theatre a cette 
mission d*en faire provisoirement vlvre une autre. 
Par lui, nous pouvons nous echapper, voyager dans 
d'autres pays, aborder en d*autres temps, connaltre 
d*autres hommes. Nous pouvons vlbrer a l,unlsson de 

Sersonnages flctlfs plus lntensement qu*aupres des tres que nous almons le plus. Nous pouvons retrou-
ver la beaute, la grandeur, la poesle, le mystere5 
approcher les realites les plus hautes que masque au 
long des jours, l'ecran des petltes realites quoti-
diennes. 

Qu*on me oomprenne blen. II ne s'aglt pas de 
presenter seulement au spectateurs une distraction 
facllement optimistev Blen au contralre, nous nous 
efforcerons de l*lnteresser a quelque chose de plus 
profond que ses preoccupations l'empechent de sen-
tlr. Cet homme lsole dans les rues parml d'autres 
hommes, va se retrouver plus proche d*eux, dans une 
emotion oommune, sur le plan non plus des evenements 
passagers, mals de l*ame humaine. Pendant trols 
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heures, o'est peut-etre son Ame qu'11 retrouvera; 11 
rentrera dans la communion des vlvants? 11 redecou-
vrlra le sens de oe mot admirable, oe mot qui n'a 
presque plus de sens dans 1*existence d'aujourd'hul: 
"Le Prochaln."1 

Let It be recalled that the working man of Lyon at 

the Theatre Gulgnol, which Baty frequented as a youth, was 

seeking escape from the present. For him the performance 

was a liberation, a release—however temporary—from the 

present. Baty likewise maintained that this esoape provided 

by theater art would be complete only when the spectator saw 

with the eyes of yesterday, yesterday's era existing again 

upon the stage. "II faut regarder," wrote Baty, "le monde 

d'autrefois avec les yeux d*autrefois." 

Illustrative of this view In which he evoked the 

atmosphere of the Court of Louis XIV was Baty's staging of 

Phedre in March 19^0. It Is an aging and pious Louis, now 

under the sway of the devout and pious Madame de Malntenon, 

who was a first spectator to this play of Racine. Louis' 

courtiers, of course, aped him. This was the atmosphere 

that suffused the presentation of Racine's great tragedy, 

and the atmosphere which Baty sought successfully to re

create with his staging. Wrote Baty: 

Le repertoire classlque pose un autre problfeme, 
different selon que les oeuvres restent lmmedlate-
ment accessibles a l'homme d'aujourd'hul, ou 

•'•Baty, "Quatre Dangers." 
p 
Baty. Gaston. "La Phedre de Racine." Conferencla 

No. 1 (May 1, 19^0), p. W. 
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qu'elles exigent de lul un etat d*esprit qui n'est 
plus le slen. Dans oe cas, pour le suggestlonner 
et revelller en lul l'ame du speotateur d'autrefois, 
tous les moyens seront bons, pourvu qu*lls rendent 
& 1'actIon son mouvement, son emotion, son patheti-
que.1 

How does this escape, Intended by Baty as the 

theater*s mission, differ from that offered from, let us 

say, an animated cartoon, or the medloore television pro

gram? These, too, are means of escape. The answer Is that 

while Baty saw the theater's purpose as being one of escape 

for the speotator, he likewise felt that the speotator must 

leave the theater with uplifted soul, more a man than when 

he entered. R. Cardlnne-Petlt has quoted Baty to the effect 

that: NI1 est necessalre, en qulttant la salle, que le 

speotateur reparte, l'&ine embellle, avec le sentiment qu'il 

est molns honteux d'etre un homme."2 

Although the dramatic art of Baty was everywhere to 

have escape as Its mission, the works of the dramatist Simon 

Gantlllon most typified this notion. Of the four plays of 

Gantlllon which Baty staged, all of which were successes, 

Maya, presented in May 192^ and re-staged at intervals, was 

the most outstanding. In this play reality and symbol were 

integrally woven into the fabric of the play with the former 

lessening In intensity as the latter increased. 

•^•Baty, Gaston, "Decor et Lumiere," Art et Transfigu
ration. March 19^7, p. 16. 

2Cardlnne-Petit, R., untitled article from Les Nou-
velles lltteraires. January 20, 1937, from the Ponds Rondel. 
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A girl, Bella, Is a prostitute In a southern seaport, 

probably Marseilles. Sailors, searchers, wanderers of all 

types oome to see her. She Is for then, passively, the 

plastic matter of their desires, their quests. Not only her 

body was given, but also her soul. Bach made of her the 

objeot of his dreams, of his Illusions. Hence she became 

known as Bella-Maya, Maya being the Hindu word designating 

appearance or Illusion. The author wrote: 

Ceux-lk [les consclents et les lnconsclentsl 
poursulvent en elle ou au moyen d*elle, & travers 
elle ou malgre elle, la reoherohe d'un lnflnl dont 
elle est la truchement. Alnsl dlmlnue 1'Importance 
reelle de la fllle, & mesure que s'aocrolt chez 
1*homme la valeur de l*etre lmaglnalre qu*ll lul 
superpose et qu#ll flnlt par lul substltuer.1 

The thread of realism ran throughout the play, meta-

morphlzlng Itself Into a spiritualism and escape as Bella 

became Maya, seller of pleasure and dispenser of Illusion. 

A simple prostitute In a seaport became a universal symbol 

of the dream, of the escape, of the eternal Illusion among 

men, only to fall back each time Into the oadence of the 

everyday. It Is significant that throughout the play the 

sea, a common metaphor of escape, softly hushed In the back

ground. 

Robert Kemp, commenting on the play In the paper 

Llberte, observed: "[Batyl y mele la fantalsle et 

1*observation; 11 a trouve une synthese qui contlent et qui 

•'•Gantlllon, Simon, "Maya," Masques. No. 5 (January. 
1927), p. 87. 
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ne deforment pas les realltes. II salslt le vral. 11 

suggere le my stare. C'est tine belle intelligence."3- And 

Antolne, of Theatre Libre fame, noted: 

L'Impression de oette piece reste obsedante par 
puissance de suggestion de l'auteur. Gaston Baty 
l*a encadree dans le decor unique de la ohambre de 
la fille aveo un reallsme depoullle qui conffcre k 
1*ensemble vine sorte de gravite mystique, sans 
symbollsme soullgne nl inutile brutalite. 

Baty succeeded, therefore, in preserving in this 

play his total balanced universe where matter and spirit 

play their roles in harmony and in mutual complement. At 

the same time he brought to the stage a play redolent with 

the undertones of escape he felt It the theater*s mission to 

offer. 

Gantlllon's Departs, staged In November 1926, took 

up the Baudelairien theme of the voyage. This theme was, 

one might say, Just the contrary of Pascal*s dictum that all 

man's troubles stem from the fact that he does not know how 

to be alone with himself in a room. 

The play opened with the two heros, John and Jeanne, 

discussing their proposed escape from the banality of bour

geois existence. They are filled with a nostalgia for 

leave-taking. He will be a navigator, Journeying to 

unlimited horizons of adventure and discovery; she will be a 

^Kemp, Robert, "Maya," Liberte. January 15, 1927. 
p # 
Antoine, Andre, "Maya," an unreferenced article 

from the Ponds Rondel. 
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great actress, knowing great glories and countless loves. 

And so one day they depart, eaoh to his own destiny. They 

attain their goals, but only to realize that the realities 

In which they must exist never quite reach the height or 

depth conceived in their dreams. Again, they depart, 

seekers anew after blessed illusion, an illusion which, com

mented one critic, is the nourishment of their souls.1 

The critics offered much praise to this spectacle. 

Portunat Strowski saw it as an example of the new theater, 

one that had left aside analytical logic and abstraction to 

embrace a world fully mingled with poetry and reality. The 

play was presented In what Strowski called "le nouveau 

langage collectif appele le theatre,and he went on to 

clarify his statement: 

Le langage ne se contente pas des mots. II ne se 
oontente pas des syntheses. II s*adresse aux yeux, 
comme aux orellles, 11 parle avec toute cette 
sensibillte generale, qui par nos nerfs, nous met 
en communication aveo le monde exterieur et avec 
notre propre corps. II se developpe, 11 se noue et 
se denoue llbrement, selon la verite poetique ou la 
verite reelle. 

Le langage de departs (Jeu, paroles, lumleres, 
decors, costumes eternise en scene) a une simple 
unite. II est varle et anlme. Il.monte de l'ironle 
reallste a la poesie melancollque. 

^•Gregorio, Paul, "Departs," Comoedla, November 26, 1928. 

2Strowskl. Fortunat. "Departs." Paris-Midi. November 
21, 1928. 

^Strowski, "Departs." 

^Strowski, "Departs." 
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A lengthy review of this play by Gerard d#Houville 

provokes a note on Baty and the symbolist movement. Writing 

on Departs d^ouville had this to say: 

Je me suls souvent demand® ce qui avalt favorlse au 
the&tre la fortune actuelle du symbolisme, et J'al 
comprls l*autre solr au Theatre de l'Avenue en 
applaudlssant Departs et lamerveilleuse et si 
simple a la fols mlse en scene de Gaston Baty, que 
oette fleur scenique du symbollsme, si en retard 
sur la date exacte de l'ecole celebre, n*avalt pu 
enfln eclore que graoe aux progres de la lumifere.1 

For d'Houvllle, then, Baty*s presentation of Departs clearly 

belonged to the Symbolist school. Indeed, It Is evident 

from any cursory perusal of his doctrine and the theatrical 

product effected by this doctrine that Gaston Baty was, In 

some respect, a Symbolist. It would, however, be a gross 

error to label Baty thus. 

The leader of the Symbolist school was Stephen 

Mallarme. Poet that he was, he had nonetheless much to do 

with the theater. This he collected Into what Is known as 

his "Divagations." Haskell M. Block in his work Mallarme 

and the Symbolist Drama has given a precise probe Into the 

thought of the great Symbolist on the theater.2 Mallarme, 

maintained Block, affirmed that drama in Its origin and 

destiny was a sacred and mysterious rite, a suggestion or 

evooatlon of the hidden spiritual meaning of existence and 

•^•Houvllle, Gerard, "Departs," Feullleton lltte-
ralre du Figaro. December 10, 1928. 

^Block. Haskell M., Mallarme and the Symbolist Drama 
(Detroit, 1963). 
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an act of common Involvement. Such is well In accord with 

Baty*s dramatic tenets. It Is true, therefore, that a 

parentage exists between the theories of the Symbolist 

Mallarme and those of Gaston Baty, but from one perspective 

only. 

While sustaining man*s spiritual nature, Baty simul

taneously affirmed man*s material and earthy nature. Man he 

saw as one step below the angels by his spiritual side, but 

at the same time well anchored to earth. Baty expressed 

this notion graphically with his symbol of the mythological 

Chimera bird, a creature with huge powerful wings with which 

to soar into the heavens, and strong mighty talons to hold 

fast to the earth. 

It is at the point of a pronounced focus on material 

reality that Baty and his Symbolist predecessor part company 

for the latter is more concerned with: "the spiritual atti

tudes and values that the new theater will express: the 

primacy of mystery, dream, imaginative vision, projected 

beyond any particular circumstance."1 For Gaston Baty there 

was no "primaoy." While the Renaissance emphasized man on 

earth, and the Cartesians saw man as homo cogltans. the 

Reformers and Jansenists in large part thought of him pri

marily as spirit, with matter a fetter to the spirit. Each 

of these groups had a primacy. Gaston Baty had none. 

•'•Block, p. 85.  
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Matter and spirit were both prime matter in his conception 

of the universe. Understanding Baty, however, in the com

pleteness of his thought and buttressed by the fact of his 

theatrical produot, the parallel between Baty and Mallarme 

may be taken only in a very restricted sense. 

Gantillon^ third play in the Baty repertoire was 

one that contained not only the symbol of illusion and 

dream, such as the prostitute Bella becoming Maya, or the 

questing for ceaseless departures as in Departs, but also 

the theme of the exotic and the effect of the atmospherlo 

elements bearing down upon the psyohe of the individual. 

This play was Cyclone, staged in May 1923. 

In Cyclone a sailer is immobilized by the sudden 

calm of the tropical sea. All Is still. The sun is leaden 

in the sky, the water tepid. Nerves are taut, for the ele

ments pass there also. Suddenly the tempest arises and the 

crew, already long tormented by the elements, begins to 

fight and quarrel over a lock of blond hair found in the 

meager possessions of a crewman fallen overboard. For each 

of tha tormented the blond tress symbolizes some cherished 

dream, illusion, memory, pushed to the fore of consciousness 

by the storm and the object at hand. Their nerves, raw from 

the searing elements, find a frantic release by means of 

this simple lock of hair. 

Baty commented on his alms in staging this play: 

"J'ai voulu rendre manifeste k la scene et predominante la 
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reallte de 1*lmaginalre, J'al essaye de suggerer egalement 

au-dessus dea etres un peu de mystere des forces invisibles 

qui reglssent la vie et la mort."1 

It is this projection, writes Jacques Salvan,2 from 

the real to the Imaginary, to the dream, to the silent mys

teries of existence, that most typifies Baty's theater. 

This Is not to say that the world of the dream, of the 

spirit, Is less real, but rather that It Is another aspect, 

less tangible, of reality. 

It Is seen, then, that the theater's mission of 

escape was well Incorporated into the repertory of Gaston 

Baty. The plays treated here are Illustrative of this 

point. It must not, however, be thought that these plays 

are the only ones In the Baty repertory to espouse this 

tenet of escape. They are simply the most typical and hence 

of particular relevance. 

Baty's disdain for aotuallte in the theater was 

noted above. He felt that it was not the theater's mission 

to offer the spectator further discussion or portrayal of 

contemporary events. Escape from what was contemporary was 

rather the order of the day for the theater. Baty did, how

ever, dabble lightly with what was contemporary, in this 

case, with the anticipated great onslaught of Bolshevism. 

^Baty, Gaston, "Cyclone," Gaulols. May 29,  1923. 

Salvan, Jacques, "L'Esprit du theatre nouveau," The 
French Review. XIV (December 2, 19^0), p. 112. 
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He staged two dramas In this vein, and both met with great 

esthetic and orltloal success. The first was La Cavallere 

Elsa of M. P. Demasy and the other, Beau Danube Rouge of 

Bernard Zlmmer. The former had for Its theme a world 

Communist takeover, while the latter treated the 1919 

Communist revolution of Bela-Kun In Hungary. 

Bernard Zlmmer himself has outlined his purposes In 

creating Beau Danube Rouge; 

L*ephemere dlctature du proletariat k Budapest 
offre done une matlere sollde & la reflexion. 

II est permls, connalssant ses causes, son 
developpement et ses effets, d'lmaglner une action 
qui opposeralt les representants entetes de 
l'anclen regime aux reconstructeurs chlmerlques, de 
s*attacher a cette perlode affreuse pour porter & 
la scene, dans un raccourcl tragi-comlque, le 
desarrol d'un peuple, la detresse d'une aristocra
tic; enfln de falre aglr et parler, m&les h. des 
personnages d'Invention, des personnages encore 
vlvants.l 

In Beau Danube Rouge, then, the fallen nobility, now 

destitute and despairing, Is called upon to aid In producing 

a film In which are figured many scenes dealing with 

Hungary's and en regime. They do participate If only to 

earn a few dollars and to re-evoke temporarily some of the 

trappings of their former glory. The producer of the film 

Is an ardent Bolshevik named Karl who delights In making bit 

actors out of the former ruling class, now reduced to seek

ing any task In order to earn their bread. For the role of 

^Dullanl, M., "Beau Danube Rouge," Paris Nouvelles. 
June 22, 1931» quoting Bernard Zlmmer. 
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the former king who had been assassinated, Karl ohose a 

dishwasher from a restaurant. At one point In the filming 

Karl Insults the simple minded dlswasher-king whose son, 

half-crazed and thinking It really his father who has been 

Insulted, assassinates the producer. At this point Mr. 

Zlmmer lightens the atmosphere with a bit of burlesque by 

having the former officers of the guard Intone an ancient 

Hungarian chant whose significance now appears readily 

ridiculous. Thus the dramatist mixed, facllely, the tragic 

and the comic, two sides on the coin of existence. 

The play terminates with two scenes, acted simul

taneously. In one Bela-Kun prepares to flee as his abortive 

revolution begins to collapse about him. In the other, the 

Baronness of Mayerling and an old marshal of the court, now 

become completely insane, together dance a Strauss waltz, 

one of the last remnants of an outdated society. 

Mr. Zimmer's complete absence of thesis in the play 

was a highly contributlve factor in its critical success. 

He was completely skillful in creating a terrorist revolu

tionary, Bela-Kun who yet adored Beethoven and who was quite 

capable of weeping through some passages of that master*s 

music. The dramatist could likewise move the audience to 

pity for a deprived and persecuted nobility, now stripped of 

power, all the more pathetic in that its only true ability 

is the graceful dancing of a Strauss waltz. 
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It is Gerard d'Houville who, writing for Le Figaro, 

has offered the most pointed comments on the play. Bela-Kun 

has failed. A fallen and useless nobility is now near to 

almost total insanity. D'Houvllle writes: "II y a chez 

Zlmmer le sentiment profond de 1*illusion universelle et des 

valns efforts dans tous les sens par les peuples pour en 

tlrer une reallte qui les contente. C'est cela qui donne du 

prlx au drame tragique de M. B. Zlmmer. 

La Cavallfrre Elsa of Paul Demasy was somewhat more 

unusual in theme than Beau Danube Rouge. Inspired by the 

prospect of a Bolshevik takeover which maintained consider

able relevancy during Baty's generation, the play was a 

potent mixture of the strongest realism coupled with sheer 

fantasy. Wrote Louis Schneider: "Reves, certes, mais reves 

ou le bon sens se m&le a la fantalsle, ou l*histolre vient 

corrlger les ecarts de 1*imagination. M. Paul Demasy semble 

avoir reasusclte un conte de Voltaire a la fois anarchlste 

et patrlote, deconcertant et attachant."2 And Henri Bidou, 

writing for La Semalne Dramatlque. added: 

Surtout les personnages, a mesure que la piece se 
deroule, glissent doucement de leur valeur reelle k 
leur valeur symbol1que. Au premier acte, ce sont 
des etres de chair et d*os, fortement etablis; au 
dernier acte, ce sont des allegories, et leurs 

•'•d'Houvllle. Gerard. "Beau Danube Rouge." Le Figaro. 
June 27, 1931. 

^Schneider, Louis, an unreferenced article in the 
Fonds Rondel. 
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actions ne sont plus determinees par ce qu'lls 
sont, mala par ce qu*lls representent.l 

Elsa Is a type of Bolshevik Joan of Arc. The 

people'8 commissar Hamlet, an ethereal Intellectual who 

despises all emotion, has made of Elsa a sexless, Idealized 

leader whose effect upon the conquering armies of Bolshevism 

Is much similar to that of her mystloal forebear Joan. And 

this, precisely, Is Hamlet's purpose. The victorious armies 

find themselves at last before the city of Paris. Before 

attacking, however, Elsa slips Into the city to find out for 

herself Just what the capital of the western world Is like. 

This Is her downfall. In Paris the sexless Elsa Grunberg 

becomes a real woman. She falls In love, reads the fashion 

magazines, and window shops. She does find much to condemn 

and despise In society, but little by little, as her sensi

bilities are aroused, she begins to ask herself If any 

abstract Ideal is worth the blood of so many, regardless of 

their Individual merit. The militant and well trained 

mystic now seethes with her own aroused sensibilities. The 

conqueror has been conquered. The angel of destruction no 

longer wishes to destroy. Although the eradication of 

western civilization is inevitable, Elsa, rather than lead 

or take part in it, provides for her own death. 

•'•Bidou, Henri, "La Semaine dramatlque," an unrefer
enced article in the Fonds Rondel. 
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The other charaoters in the play are of equal 

Interest. The program for the play has left an outline: 

Autour d'elle, des figures taillees k grands 
pans et comme styllsees evoquent les deux mondes 
qui s'affrontent. L'intelleotuallsme Juif s'incame 
dans Hamlet, la discipline militaire et le mysti-
cisme russe dans Dorojtlne oomme la sottise parle-
mentaire en Monsieur Malloorne. C*est le choeur de 
latragedie preoque. Grace aux resonnanoes alnsl 
orees, la pieoe s'^larglt Jusqu'a une ampleur quasi 
religeuse. Tous oes personnages vlvent en fonctlon 
du mythe central, oomme dans une autre tragedle lis 
passalent sous d'autres masques, devant Fromethee 
enohainee.1 

When Gaston Baty did partake of contemporaneity, 

suoh as with Bolshevism in the plays Beau Danube Rouge and 

La Cavallere Elsa. he lost no occasion to pass from the real 

to the symbol, from the actual to that which was beyond the 

pale of the actual. In Baty's capable hands, contemporary 

events and movements became more than Just newsreels or 

abstract discussion. They became, for the spectator, 

escape, release. The themes of Beau Danube Rouge and La 

Cavallere Elsa were not lyrical themes such as with Maya. 

Cyclone. or Departs, but they were, nonetheless, very real 

incarnations of Baty*s theater of totality. 

•'•Program for La Cavallere Elsa. The&tre Montpar-
nasse, April 22, 1931. 



CHAPTER IV 

PAR ANTIQUITY AND THE GREEK MIRACLE 

In the first Issue of his Bulletin de la Chlmere. 

Baty Included a manifesto on theater art as conceived by 

himself and his adherents: 

Cette conception, celle des Grecs et de Shakespeare, 
est oelle aussi du drame frangals au Moyen Age. 
Elle lmpllque une vision du monde ou la matifere 
d'une part et le suraaturel de 1*autre part soient 
conslderes comme aussi reels que l'homme. ... Le 
drame Integral embrasse tout cela.1 

Here, In a few words, is to be found the main force and 

source of the Baty esthetic. Throughout his career he hark-

ened ceaselessly to these golden ages of the drama as he 

understood them. This is not to say that the renewal of 

theater art for which he quested was to be a simple re-

establlshment of what existed In earlier times. Baty found 

his principles and inspiration in the past. Therein lay the 

substance of his esthetics, but not its accidents. Baty 

himself was most emphatic on this point: " [he the&tre nou-

veauj ne recommencera plus le the&tre medieval que celui-cl 

ne recommencait le theatre grec, mals 11 vlvra des prlnclpes 

qui les ont fait vlvre."2 

•'•Baty, Gaston, Bulletin de la Chlmere (February, 
1922), no page. 

'Baty, Bulletin, no page. 
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It Is necessary, therefore, to understand what these 

great ages of the theater were as Baty understood them. The 

esthetic bases which Inspired the theater art of Gaston Baty 

are not simple affirmations, sprung a priori from a creative 

and lucid mind. Rather, they are solidly bedded upon an 

historical synthesis of the theater throughout the centuries 

of Its exlstenoe. It Is from a complete historical synthe

sis that the esthetic of Gaston Baty flows. Its logic is 

the logic of faots. 

Although the Aeschylean tragedy was the first great 

age of the theater as Baty viewed it, there were, neverthe

less, some distant preludes in far antiquity. These Baty 

outlined in a chapter from his Vie de l'art theatral.^ 

Prom the moment that the first spark of intelligence 

burst In the human brain, man made an act of faith in a 

universal life. He beheld his physical trappings, but at 

the same time he also felt within him another force, some

thing non-matter to which his body obeyed. He oalled it 

soul and its function was to desire, to hope, to sorrow, to 

dream. 

The things that man saw in life about him he sought 

to immobilize and preserve; hence were born the plastic 

arts. Going a step further, and through an Instinct for 

•^Baty, Gaston, Vie de l'art theatral des orlglnes k 
nos Jours, in collaboration with Rene Chavance (Paris, re-
edltlon 1952), Chapter I. 
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Imitation, man began to dress himself like the beasts he 

saw. He moved like them, uttered sounds like them; In 

short, he played a role. 

Prom this primitive Instinct for Imitation a reli

gious animism developed and, as man organized himself Into 

hierarchies In society, so In his thoughts did the dead come 

to be grouped Into hierarchies. This, In simple terms, was 

-the genesis of the gods. Between the gods and men stood the 

Intermediaries, the priests. It was they who became the 

first actors by virtue of the rites of cult.* 

The rites likewise of the Old Testament Jews were 

replete with chant and dance suoh as were prescribed to be 

performed by the Levltes before the Ark of the Covenant. 

Ancient Egypt, too, contained all the elements of drama, 

utilized again In the rites of cult. Greece, with the 

establishing of the Dlonyslan cult, had only to follow In 

Egypt*s steps. Theater, then, In the thought of Gaston 

Baty, sprang forth from a type of religious' Inspiration.2 

It Is here that Baty waxed enthusiastic, for he saw 

In the Dlonyslan rites especially, the fusion of those ele

ments that together developed the drama. He observed: 

"Autour de la thymele, le culte dlonyslaque reunlt tous les 

'•^Baty, Gaston, "Quatre Dangers mena^ent le theatre. 
Quatrleme Danger: Le Manque de cohesion du public actuel," 
Le Figaro. February 23, 1937. 

2Baty, Vie de l'art. p. 17. 
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elements que developpera le drame: le chant, la danse et le 

poeme. Deja, le costume y a sa place et le modeste treteau 

d'ou se recite la monodle est comme un embryon de la scene."* 

In brief, Gaston Baty detected all those elements 

necessary to drama art, to his conception of drama art, in 

man's history from the earliest times. Man*s instinct for 

imitation gave rise to mimlo and costume, and his expressive 

prayer life provoked dance, chant, and the poem. Later, in 

his liturgies, man dialogued, acted, and decorated. The 

theater, concluded Baty, born for the glory of the gods, 

will grow for the Joy of men. The first Joy he called the 

"Greek miracle."2 

As the Middle Ages were to give birth to the mlstfere. 

literally from the womb of the church, so was the drama of 

Aeschylean Greece to be the offspring of Dlonyslan cult. 

While it is true that there has been some divergence from 

this notion of the theater*s origin, many of the more promi

nent scholars such as H. D. P. Kitto and Plckard-Cambridge 

still subscribe to it.^ Gaston Baty is numbered among them. 

The Greece that gave rise to modern dramatic art was 

one of theocracy, wisdom, prosperity and peace, much as were 

^aty, Gaston, Rldeau balsse (Paris, 19^9), p. 16. 

2Baty, Vie de l'art. Chapter II. 

^Kitto, H. D. P., "Greek Tragedy and Dionyslus"; 
Piokard-Cambridge, "Dithyramb, Tragedy and Comedy," in 
Theater and Drama In the Making, edited by Gassner-Allen 
(Boston), 1964. 
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the Middle Ages that gave us the liturgical drama and its 

gargantuan progeny, the mistere. In this Greece, noted 

Baty, wLe premier rang appartenalt non a dea rols nl k des 

seigneurs, mals aux dleux et ... les edifices prlnclpaux 

sont, non plus des palals, mals des temples."* As In the 

Christian Middle Ages to follow, there was In Aeschylean 

Greece a common confession with the whole mind and spirit of 

a people mirrored In Its temples, just as the Gothic cathe

dral expressed In plastic form the Weltanschauung of Its 

people. Gaston Baty was one day to lament that one of the 

theater*s greatest weaknesses was the lack of a cohesive 

2 public. He was seconded by the great contemporary metteur 

en scene. Jean Vllar.3 

In such a setting of peace and common oonfesslon 

flourished the Dlonyslan rites as well as the Institution of 

the religious dance which flowed from them. Thus, like the 

Middle Ages, the profane theater sprang from the rites of 

religious uplifting. For these rites, as for the liturgical 

drama and the mlstere many centuries later, an entire people 

came together, communing in one same emotion through the 

Instrumentality of the spectacle. Baty noted that: "La 

volonte de toute une vllle, de tout un peuple souoleux de sa 

^Baty, Vie de l'art. p. 18. 

cBaty, "Le Manque de cohesion." 

^Gouhler, Henri, Le Theatre et 1'existence (Paris, 
1952), p. 24, quoting Jean Vllar. 
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grandeur concouralt a l'epanouissement du theatre. Elle en 

fera peu a peu l*art supreme."1 Into the rites were Infused 

little by little, after the poet*s text, the elements of 

danoe, of costume, of deoor, of chant. "Le drame classlque," 

wrote Baty referring to Aeschylean Greece, "est un dans sa 

complexity. Toutes ses parties se tlennent et se detemi

nent."2 

There Is, however, another element, the uniting 

faotor which Baty referred to as the "ossature," the bone 

structure of the total harmony: the chorus.3 In Its func

tion It was the point of convergence for all the elements of 

the drama. Andre Bellesort, a crltio and contemporary of 

Baty, has offered a most concise portrait of the origins and 

functions of the chorus: 

Le choeur ... etait une survivance du culte de 
Dlonysos ... ses chants, ses danses, sa muslque, 
s* interposalent entre nous et le monde reel. Qu*11 
solt le t6moln, le confident, l*assocle dans la 
douleur, le conseiller, le Juge, l*interprfete 
lyrlque du poete, l*echo da la sagesse populalre, 
le^choeur nous avertlt que les personnages de la 
piece ne s'agitent pas sur le meme plan que nous. 
Cet autre plan, c*est la religion qui l*a cree. On 
avalt done ralson de venir au theatre comme & une 
fete rellgeuse.4" 

*Baty, Vie de l'art. P. 20. 

2Baty, Vie de 1•art. P. 2k. 

3Baty, Vie de 1•art. P. 24. 

^Bellesort. Andre. Athenes et son theatre (Paris. 
195*), P. 3*. 
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The balanoed, rhythmical development of the drama Is 

also the function of the chorus, what might be termed Its 

practloal function. In this connection Baty wrote concern

ing the chorus that: 

Materlellement 11 se meut au centre du theatre, dans 
le oerole parfalt de 1*orchestre, et ne le qultte 
point Jusqu'au denouement. Les choreutes par le 
oommentalre qu'lls eohangent avec les lnterpretes, 
etabllssent le oontlnulte du drame. Leurs chants et 
leurs danses, le parados qui est leur moroeau 
d*entree, et les trols staslma, qui coupent les epi
sodes, fournlssent le rythme sur quol se rfegle le 
Jeu tout entler.1 

There must be no discontinuity In the elements of the action 

upon the stage, nor In the communion established between the 

spectacle and the spectators. It Is the chorus, then, which 

maintains this total rhythm of the drama. Gaston Baty, In 

his own manner, maintained the principle which the chorus 

embodied, which he affirmed distinctly In relation to his 

adaptation and staging of Madame Bovary in October 1936. 

1 There Is, he observed: 

surtout une action lnterleure. C'est elle que nous 
avons pleusement sulvle. C'est elle qui donne son 
rythme a notre spectacle. Dialogue et Jeu, couleur 
et lumlere, muslque et silence et le choeur-
ressuslte, tout n'a ete employe que pour rendre 
sensible ce drame d'Emma, celul qui se Joue dans, son 
ame.2 

One of Baty*s strongest principles was that all was 

not said by the word of the Interpreter. It Is evident that 

lBaty, Vie de l'art. p. 24. 

2 
Baty, Gaston, "Pourquol J'al mis Madame Bovary & la 

scene," Le Figaro. October 3, 1936, 
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the function of the chorus embodied this principle. Those 

things which the Interpreter did not, and could not, express 

were expressed by the chorus. As Roy Flicklnger has 

observed: "(The chorus] has to utter emotions that oan be 

expressed only In lyric poetry, to say things which the 

audience longs to have said by any character upon the stage. 

. . . Their function Is integral and need never deoay ' 

As was noted in the first chapter, the purpose of 

Gaston Baty in constructing an historical synthesis of 

theater art drawn from the great ages of the drama was not 

to resurrect this drama, but rather the principles which 

vivified it. The function of the chorus, for example, is 

replaced by the total mlse en scene, whioh Is in essence a 

collective language evoking those things which it is beyond 

the word's power to evoke. The word may be at the center of 

life, but it Is not its limits. Hence the function of 

plastiolty, of music, of color, of gesture, of movement. 

These say the things which the word does not know how to say 

and render a drama total, much as did the Greek chorus, pre

serving the interior flow of the action. An example will 

serve to illustrate this point. The word "apple" is pro

nounced and one immediately seizes upon the essence of what 

an apple Is. But, if one renders an apple totally present 

with all of its color, line, form, aroma and dimension, in 

•^Flicklnger, Roy, The Greek Theater and Its Drama 
(Chicago, 1918), p. 1^9. 
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short its substance and accidents, "apple" at once takes on 

a more complete and fuller meaning. It is no longer an 

abstraction, but total reality. There are things about 

"apple" which the word cannot say. 

But since theater, and not fruit, is the subjeot at 

hand, Henri Gouhier provides an example that is muoh to the 

point as well as readily recognizable by all. He writes of 

Hamlet: 

Le poete a voulu una materialisation aussi sensible 
et impresslonante que possible; 11 faut done sentlr 
la nult qui envahlt la terrasse d'Elseneur, entendre 
sonner les douze coups de la douzl&me heure, fremir 
avec les vlvants qui re9oivent la visite du mort. 
Texte, diction, gestes, Jeux de lumiere, architec
ture du decor, Invention du metteur en scene forment 
vralment une totallte vivante; si l*un de ces ele
ments vient & manquer, la tragedle dfHamlet n'exlste 
plus d*une exlstenoe lntegrale. 

A chorus after the manner of the Greeks could have elicited 

the same emotions which the mise en scene now evokes. The 

principle is the same, only the elements of execution differ. 

In the Greek theater the mastermind of the total 

production was the poet. It was he who Instructed the mem

bers of the chorus, invented its movements, prepared the 

decor, and finally, assumed the role of protagonist. He 

was, In the words of Jean Vilar, the master-creator, the 

metteur en scene.^ This function, as will be noted in the 

^Gouhier, Henri, L*Essence du theatre (Paris, 1943), 
p. 32. 

2 * Vilar, Jean, "Le Metteur en soene et l*oeuvre dra-
matlque," Lecture given at the Theatre Grammont, Kay 4, 1946, 
published in La Revue theatrale. No. 3 (October, 1946), p. 319. 
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sections on Mollere and Shakespeare, contributed mightily to 

their art. Aesohylus, too, was author, composer, dancing 

master, technician, actor. The total spectacle, then, with 

its communion of arts, was conoeived, prepared, and effected 

by the sole intelligence and creativity of one person. For 

him the shape of the costume had as much importance as the 

form of a verse, and the movement of the dance was equally 

as important as the balancing of a phrase. Joseph Fuerison 

in his work La Theorle du drame antique et moderne has 

remarked that the poet's literary functions at this time 

were only a part of his task for he had likewise to direct 

the musical and choreographlcal parts of the ceremony It 

was he who chose all the participants, practiced thera, and 

directed them in the final execution.1 Theater art was con

ceived by such a mind as a balanced totality of all ele

ments: the literary, the visual, the rhythmioal. 

In the beginnings, the decor of the drama was left 

largely to the imagination of the spectator, but, from the 

time of Aeschylus, it became the decor1s function to signify 

the place of the action. Georg Fuchs, one of the major 

influences on Baty, wrote in his famous treatise on theatri

cal revolution that: 

The Greeks . . . expected the theater building and 
the background of the play to contribute to the 

1Fuerison, Joseph, La Theorle du drame antique et 
moderne (Bruxelles, 1845), p. 5. 
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artlstlo effect of the whole production, so that 
the dramatic experience might enter the soul with 
such force and purity as to engender a complete and 
satisfactory artistic impression.1 

In other words, the Greeks had not yet fallen prey to the 

analytical tyranny which it is within the word*s power to 

Impose. For them poem, gesture, movement, chant, line, 

oolor, dimension, all had to harmonize into a balanced 

rhythm, into a totality of evocative elements. All parts 

tended to this sublimation, and Baty has oommented graphi

cally on this phenomenon: 

La sevfcre metrlque des verst le oalme dessin de la 
melodle, dlsoretement scandee par la flute ou la 
cithare, la lente evolution de la danse et aussi 
l'irreelle masslvlte des costumes, les deformations 
outranoieres des masques jusqu'a ces particularity 
techniques^si genantes en apparence, comme la 
limitation a trols du nombre des acteurs ou 
l'etroltesse du logelon qui contraignlnt le metteur 
en scene a des ordonnances d*une plus rigoureuse 
synthese.2 

The spectator In ancient Greece, during the Middle 

Ages, and during the age of the Elizabethan drama, found his 

pleasure not in the novelty that came about on the stage, 

for there was little. He often knew the plots by heart. 

Rather he judged and found his esthetic enjoyment in the 

means with which the action was interpreted by the poet, by 

the chorus and by the total rhythm!zed mlse en scene. His 

^•Fuohs, Georg, Revolution in the Theater, condensed 
and adapted by Constance Connor Kuhn (Ithaca, New York, 
1959), p. 

2Baty, Vie de l'art. p. 32. 



fancy was not pleased. The theater was not for him a means 

of comfortably digesting a good supper. Rather, his spirit 

was uplifted and he found release, esoape. 



CHAPTER V 

THE THEATER OP THE MIDDLE AGES 

Gaston Baty, like many critics, saw in the liturgical 

and sacramental services of the Middle Ages the nalssance of 

the modern theater as well as the continuity of those prin

ciples which underlay Aeschylean drama. In the theater 

there is found a combination of elements both literary and 

plastic: there is an idea translated by a word and at the 

same time by the gesture, the accessories, the costume and 

the decor. The same thing took place in the Christian cere

monial. In the baptismal ceremony, for example, there was 

the symbolio imitative cleansing with water, accompanied by 

the gesture, the accessories, the words of exorcism, the 

ceremonial vestments and the decor, in this case the church. 

Every sacrament was composed of a formula which 

expressed Its thought, and of an external rite which, by 

means of a symbol, expressed the same thought in another 

language. This same thought was, so to speak, effected Into 

a new relief, one beyond the bounds of what the word could 

say. Baty, with a touch of lyricism, described this phenom

enon: 

Deja, aux murs des catacombs les orantes prient 
debout, la tetedrolte, les yeux laves et les bras 
ouverts. Les penitents fleohissent les genoux et 
se prosternent. L1exorciste souffle. Le 
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oonseorateur Impose les mains. Partout le geste 
signlflcatif, la mlmique expressive aocompagne le 
mot.* 

The ceremonies of the liturgical offices likewise 

presented the infant elements of drama. The services of 

Good Friday are most illustrative of this point. As the 

chanting of the Gospel of Christ's crucifixion progressed, 

the illumination of the Church decreased, candle by candle, 

until the last was snuffed out at the moment when, in the 

Gospel chant, Christ expired. Prom that moment on, until 

the dawn of Easter Sunday, the church remained in darkness. 

Again, all the elements of drama were present: text, chant, 

action, accessories, interpreters, decor, and that transcen

dental presence Inherent In the Christian mysteries. Prom 

this, Gaston Baty reasoned that: "Dans la mesure ou elle 

unit ces moyens d*expression, la liturgle se rattache a lui 

[2i l'art dramatlquej . 

There was yet another element in the liturgy of the 

Middle Ages which completed its totality of expression: 

music. Alternating back and forth across the church the 

monks chanted their Office in consonance with the liturgical 

servioes. Baty observed of these chanted services: 

II reste des beautes a ces repons du propre du 
temps, a ces compositions ingenieuses et eloquentes, 
a ces humbles centons qui arrlvent a parler un 

^Baty, Gaston, "De l'Autel au parvls: Essal sur les 
origlnes du drame," Revue des Jeunes (July 25, 1917), p. 70. 

2 
Baty, Gaston, Rldeau balsse (Paris, 19^9), p. 15. 
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langage dramatique et eolatant, et a ranlmer dans 
le sanctualre oomme le choeur de la tragedie 
grecque.* 

It Is evident from this quotation that Gaston Baty saw In 

these elements of liturgical worship a continuation of those 

elements which were the bases for Greek tragedy. And in the 

same essay Baty quoted from the Hlstolre du Brevlalre romaln 

by Monslghor Battlfol. He found therein a responsory from 

the first Sunday of Advent which reminded him of a scene 

from the Persians of Aeschylus. In the chanted dialogue of 

the same responsory he detected the substance of Aeschylean 

tragedy, but now expressed In a new setting: the 

Christian liturgy. 

The Mass, likewise, In Baty's Judgment, bore all the 

elements of true drama. "La messe est absolument un drame," 

he wrote.^ And In this regard he quoted Honorlus dfAutun. 

It Is a quotation which, while concerned with the mysteries 

of religion, is shot through with theatrical allusion: 

"Tragicus noster pugnam Chrlstl populo Chrlstiano in theatro 

ecclesiae gentibus suls repraesentat eique victoriam redemp

tion! s suae inculcat."^ 

^Baty, "De l*Autel au parvis," p 72. 

^Baty, "De l'Autel au parvis," p. 14. 

^Baty, "De l'Autel au parvis," p. 73- The English 
translation is: "Our tragic author represents to the 
nations, in the theater of the Church, the struggle of 
Christ for the Christian people, and impresses upon them the 
triumph of his redemption." 
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However, noted Baty, the theater, bora for the 

glories of the gods, grew for the Joy of men.1 Little by 

little drama moved from the sanctuary to the porch and with 

this change was born a dramatic form which, claimed Baty, If 

It was not literary, was at least perfect In Its plastic 

elements.^ This was the mlstere. What It lacked was that 

element of genius to equal the fullness and the greatness of 

the form at hand. Let It be recalled that a whole popula

tion turned out for the presentation of the mlstere. caught 

up for the time of the spectacle In a common emotion born of 

a common faith. Henri Gouhler quotes Jean Vllar to the 

effect that the theater 

n'lnteresse les createurs, les temolns que dans les 
epoques prlvlleglees, lorsqu'une croyance, qu'elle 
solt confesslonnelle, palenne ou athee, fait 
s'elever comme spontanement la volx du poete drama-
tlque et^se raasembler autour de lul la foule mue 
par un meme espolr.3 

Now the mlstere. with Its enormous proportions and 

months of concentrated effort by a whole people proclaimed 

that the theater, thus embracing heaven and earth and 

effecting a confrontation between man and his destiny as 

well as release for his spirit, was a totality. To express 

^Baty, Gaston, Vie de l'art theatral des orlglnes k 
nos .1 ours. In collaboration with Rene Chavance (Paris, re-
edltlon 1952), p. 17. 

2Baty, Rldeau Balsse. p. 49. 

^Gouhler, Henri, Le Theatre et 1*existence (Paris, 
1952), p. 24, quoting Jean Vllar. 



all, It had to units all the arts into one harmonious 

synthesizing whole. 

It must not, however, be deduced from what has been 

said thus far that one common faith is necessary to drama. 

What is necessary is the will to believe. When, for 

example, one attends a performance of Claudel's L'Annonce 

falte a Marie or Bernanos* Les Dialogues des Carmelites It 

is not at all necessary that one be a Catholic and believe 

in the doctrines of grace. Some of Baty's plays espoused 

doctrines such as the transmigration of souls. An Instance 

of this is Le Dlbbouk. staged in April 1928. Baty did not 

expect his audience to believe in this phenomenon, but 

simply to will to believe for the brief space of a few short 

hours. This is the type of belief necessary to a dramatic 

production. 

The audience in the time of the mlstere did, how

ever, go further than this. A whole people cooperated 

towards the success of the production: clergy, nobility, 

magistrates, artisans, all sharing the same fervor for this 

dramatic form. And why was this? Baty responded: "Parce 

qu'lls communlent tous dans la meme fol rellgeuse. C'est 
/ 

elle qui unlfie les reactions lndlviduelles, compense les 

differences de caractere, de senslblllte, de culture, et 

fait de 1*ensemble un seul etre."^ 

^Baty, Gaston, "Quatre Dangers mena^ent le theatre. 
Quatrieme Danger: Le Manque de cohesion du public actuel,* 
Le Figaro. February 23, 1937. 



One may legitimately infer from what has been said 

that what Baty saw in the drama of the Middle Ages was not 

Catholicism, but rather a Catholicism of elements, quite 

distinct and Independent from any belief. From this point 

of view the Greeks were equally catholic. Gaston Baty and 

the esthetic principles he espoused were in no way Cathollo, 

but rather catholic, that is, universal. 

Some have seen a contradiction between the art of 

antiquity and that of the Middle Ages. The former Is con

cerned with the beauty of forms and glorifies matter while 

the latter scorns what is visible in order to elevate Itself 

more to the contemplation of the divine. But this is 

absurd, commented Baty, "comme si pour plaire au createur, 

11 fallalt d'abord insulter k la oreation."1 The Pranoe of 

Saint Louis no less loved les choses than did the Greece of 

antiquity. The proof which Baty offered was the cathedral. 

His description is quoted here at length for what he saw in 

the Gothic cathedral of the Middle Ages is basically what he 

saw as the constitutive elements of a drama of totality, 

what he labeled "les cathedrales dramatiques."^ 

La cathedrale au milieu de la plalne ne tlent 
pas moins au sol que la temple sur la colline; elle 
allonge dans nos beaux ciels ses gables, ses cloche-
tons et ses fleches; mais apres avoir solldement 
ancre ses assises, elle lance encore tout autour 

^Uaty, Rldeau balsse. p. 77. 

2 
Baty, Gaston. "Les Cathedrales dramatiques,'* Les 

Lettres (June 1, 1919). 
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d'elle lea bras de ses arcs-boutants pour salsir 
mleux la terre. Elle oelebre tout oe qui est, de 
l'herbe des champs aux monstres que desslnent les 
etolles, et tous les gestes et tous les travaux 
humalns. Elle apporte a nos sens leur satisfaction 
legitime; harmonle des plelns et des Tides, elegan-
oes des oourbes, Jeux du solell sur le relief des 
facades. ... 

Les sensations qu'elle nous donnent alnsl valent 
blen oalles que nous reserve l'art antique. Mais la 
cathedrals n*est pas satlsfalte de ces premieres 
Joies; o'est 1*esprit malntenant qu'elle contente 
par la loglque de son equllibre, l'emplol ralsonne 
des materlaux qu'on connalt et qu'on alme, les 
logons qu'elle donne sur le monde et son hlstoire, 
la vision de l'unlvers qu'elle suggere, selon la 
mystique la plus haute, qui est en meme temps la 
phllosophle la plus lntelllgente. Alors, mals alors, 
seulement, la cathedrale prend l'&me pour le lanoer 
Jusqu'a Dleu; puis ayant depasse l'homme, o'est la 
glolre de Dleu qu'elle change. L'art cathollque et 
palen n'ont pas sulvl des routes opposees; lis 
ohemlnent d'abord oote a cote, mals quand l'un 
s'arrete epulse, l'autre continue.1 

The mistere of the fifteenth century corresponded In 

Baty's view to the cathedral of the thirteenth. One was the 

dramatic expression of the medieval mind and the other Its 

plastic form. There Is the same abundance of elements. In 

the Actes des Apotres there are four hundred protagonists; 

on Notre-Dame de Chartes there are some two thousand figures. 

Prom this measure of amplitude one sees the medieval desire 

to translate the universe Into art. Emile Male, one of the 

foremost scholars on the Middle Ages, wrote in one of his 

authoritative studies: 

While the doctors were constructing the Intellectual 
edifice which was to shelter the whole of 

^Baty, Gaston, "Le Drame pretendu reforme," Les 
Lettres (November 1, 1920), p. 506. 
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Christendom, the cathedral of stone was rising as 
its visible counterpart. It too, in its fashion was 
a Speculum, a Summa, an Imago Mundl into which the 
Middle Ages put all its most cherished oonvlctions.1 

Soaring, prayerful gothlc art, while questing the infinite, 

yet departed little from the realities of this earth. 

The Christian dootrlne of the Communion of Saints 

also furnished Baty with a pattern for his vision of the 

universe, both the real and that transposed upon the stage. 

He wrote: 

A cette harmonle correspond dans l*art l*harmonle 
du drame. II semble 1'emanation esthetlque de 
cette philosophic. Peinture, sculpture, danse, 
lltterature, muslque exlstalent cote a cote, dans 
1*ignorance l'un de 1*autre. Le drame les reunit, 
les ordonne, met en commun les moyens dont 
disposalt chacune et chacune s'en trouve exaltee. 
Entre la beaute plastique, muslcale ou verbale, 
entre le plalslr des sens et celui de 1'esprit, 
1'Intelligence humalne. reflet de la divine, 
malntient l*equllibre. * 

Gaston Baty never formally sustained the sectarian 

doctrine of the Communion of Saints. He merely saw In it a 

pattern, another basis for his esthetics on the art of the 

theater. Baty is most emphatic on this point and has sus

tained It well. He stated: 

Le systeme dramatlque realise par le Moyen Age 
n'exlge nullement un theme rellgeux. La meme ft>rme, 
souple et vlvante, peut servir une Intrigue 
romanesque, une action historlque, aussl blen les 
fees et leurs contes que les Saints et la legende 

-®-Male, Emile, Religious Art In France of the Thir
teenth Century (London, 19i3), p. 23. 

2Baty, Rldeau balsse. p. ?9 



doree. La moule des Miracles de Notre Daine n*a pas 
change quand Shakespeare et Calderon y coulent 
leurs chefs-d'oeuvre.* 

In the religious drama of the Middle Ages Baty saw 

the utilization of those principles which he considered the 

basis of a total drama: a communion of synthesizing ele

ments to communicate with the spectator, and In this aot of 

communication forming again a communion of emotion between 

the spectacle and the spectator. Between these two drama 

forms, the liturgical and the mlstere. there was In Baty*s 

Judgment a clear distinction. The liturgical drama, to 

borrow an architectural term, was Roman. Majestic and 

grave, it was nonetheless disdainful of externals and held 

Its gaze always on the supernatural, the world of the 

spirit. The mlstere. on the other hand, was Gothic. Uni

versal, cognizant of the worlds total reality, the earthly 

as well as the supernatural, it reproduced them all. It 

listened attentively to the hymns of the angels in paradise, 

but again with as much enthusiasm to the rondes of the 

shepherds, or the refrain of the mauvals garoon under the 

table of the tavern. In this vein the scholar Petit de 

Jullevllle has remarked: 

Dans ce chaos qu*on nomme un mystere, tous les ele
ments entralent; fous, valets, mendlants, voleurs y 
conduisaient, etrange cortege, la Passion de 
l'Homme-Dleu. Anges et demons, roi et populace, 
toute la creation fourmillalt aux pleds du createur, 
assis sur son trone radieux et contemplant la melee 

•'•Baty, HLe Drame pretendu reforme," p 516. 
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du monde. Le poete avait voulux calquant la vie 
humaine, que le spectateur passat du rlre aux 
larmes, et de la pltle la plus polgnante k 
l'hilarite la plus folle.1 

And again: 

Le mystere rempllssalt l*ame d'une emotion profonde 
et peut-etre salutaire, et elevait le theatre it une 
hauteur ou 11 n'est plus Jamais remonte.2 

The Virgin Mary, subject of some forty Miracles, was 

for the Roman artist only a queen. She was portrayed as 

majestic, grave, wearing a crown and bearing Christ. But 

the Gothic artist humanized her; she smiled, she wept; and 

at Autun she even became a "paysanne en colffe bourbonnalse 

qui emmailotte son petit."3 

Such was the theater of the Middle Ages as conceived 

by the Inquiring spirit of Gaston Baty. Offspring of reli

gious cult In which It flourished, It contained those ele

ments of totality which the metteur en scene Gaston Baty 

conceived to be Inherent in any definition of theater. As 

life in the Middle Ages was a continuous interplay and 

dialogue of the natural and supernatural, so was the theater 

Imbued with these two questions of man*s totality. As the 

personified Justice and Mercy debated man's lot, so did the 

theater cast into plastic relief the totality of his 

^Petit de Julleville, Les Mysteres (Paris, 1880), 
p. 6. 

2Petit de Julleville, p. 6. 

^Baty, Rldeau balsse. p. ^0. 
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situation In the universe. To evoke this, a communion of 

elements were called Into a creating synthesis, leaving 

mam's spirit and senses surfeited. Again Baty Is quoted, for 

when he speaks or writes of the great ages of the theater, 

he Is at his lyrical, If not mystical, best. He wrote: 

L'homme prlmltlf avalt trouve la muslque d'abord, 
pour quel crl de vlctolre, quelle incantation ou 
quelle plalnte? puis sa main s'etait efforce de 
fixer la Jole de ses yeux; 11 y eut la pelnture, la 
sculpture dans un tronc d'arbre, et la danse, 
soulpture en chair. Les mots s'ordonnerent ensulte 
afln d'enfermer le passe dans leur ronde. Plus 
tard, pour glorlfler un dieu, l'homme marla tous 
les arts qu'll savait en un art supreme, et le 
Drame na^ult devant les foules en prlere. Au temps 
des mlsteres 11 ne mentalt pas a sa mission.* 

There was, however, one element in which the theater 

of the Middle Ages was singularly deficient: the text. The 

greatness of the form at hand found no poet with a talent 

sufficient to equal it. Greece had an Aeschylus. The 

theater of the Middle Ages did not. 

^Baty, Rldeau balsse. p. 66. 



CHAPTER VI 

THE ELIZABETHAN THEATER AND SHAKESPEARE 

Harmony Imparted by a common faith was the perspec

tive In which Gaston Baty conceived the Ideal atmosphere for 

his theater of totality. Such was In existence during the 

Greek classical age, during the period of the Medieval 

theater, and finally, harmony was the spirit behind the 

Elizabethan drama, regardless of what history may recount of 

political Intrigue. Elizabeth's England may have been a 

pariah to the rest of Europe, yet she commanded such an 

allegiance from her subjects as to make her nation one of 

the most redoubtable of the age. And as this nation was one 

In spirit, united, so likewise was the spirit of its 

dramatic art, In spite of surface diversity. Indeed, drama 

in Elizabethan England was more like a many-faceted Jewel. 

Baty, in an Article entitled "La Vie theatrale k Londres au 

temps de Shakespeare," offered a vivid, almost lyrical, word 

portrait of both staging and audience at this magnificent 

moment in the theater's history. The citation is long, but 

worthy of inclusion: 

Gens d'armes, gens de lol, gens de metier, gens 
de cour, gens de rien—pourpoints de bouffle, habits 
de velours. ... Les galants, la barbe en triangle, 
arborent un gant de femme sur leur feutre emplume. 
Passent des marchands de chansons, des mendiants se 
gllssent et des maquerelles. Les barques trop 
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chargees s'eloignent sur l'eau grasse. II est trols 
heures. Londres va au theatre. 

II faut lmaglner aussi le rhythme tres raplde du 
Jeu, les danses, la figuration souvent nombreuse, 
les fanfares, les ohansons accompagnees sur le luth 
ou la vide, les bruits depuls le vent jusqu'au canon. 
Des qu*ll y eut des theatres entlerement couverts 
oomme les Benedictlns, on y tenta des effets de 
lumlere. 

Le public se passlonne, encourage les aoteurs, 
interpelle les heros, dialogue avec le clown. Au 
creuset du drame se fondent, ignorants et lettres, 
simples et raffines, le populalre et l'aristocratie. 
Leur imagination collabore; lis ne chicanent pas sur 
leur plaislr. Sincere, plus riches de sensiblllte 
que d'esprit critique, lis vlennent molns Juger une 
oeuvre d'art que chercher une emotion.1 

Gaston Baty loved this shoulder to shoulder elec

tricity generated in an audience that was one in spirit 

before and with the drsuna that unfolded before them. It was 

even for this reason that he chose the small and old Theatre 

Montparnasse in preference to many of much more prestigious 

oharacter, such as the Theatre Pigalle, which he found too 

elaborate and complicated for his notion of a theater. For 

Baty found In the, Montparnasse neighborhood that atmosphere 

of the popular soul that he conceived necessary to a drama 

of totality. This was a clear indication, surely, that 

Gaston Baty did not espouse an avant-garde theater. 

Again, in the Elizabethan theater Baty discovered a 

full use for and emphasis on mlse en scene. This is, of 

course, contrary to some popular notions which maintained 

*Baty, Gaston, "La Vie theatrale a Londres au temps 
de Shakespeare," Solr. September 17, 1928. 
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that simple Indications of place, such as signs, were 

furnished to the spectator, and from there he was left to 

construct with his Imagination. Not so, noted Baty, the 

truth is just the converse: 

II y a trols plaoes du Jeu: l'estrade en avant 
du rldeau, lieu vague qui perpetue le "parlolr" du 
Moyen Age; l'arrlere-scene^au-dela du rldeau: le 
balcon au-dessus de l'arrlere-scene et dans toute 
sa largeur. Ces trols plaoes de jeu peuvent etre 
utillseesseparement ou ensemble, gr&ce aux drape
ries mobiles dont chaque troupe est pourvue. ... 
Aucun decor pelnt ne vlent occuper tout le the&tre.l 

And elsewhere Baty added: 

Rlen ne rappelle le trompe l'oell itallen. ... Les 
spectateurs demandent de quoi s*exalter leur ? 
Imagination; on s^ppllque a le leur fournit. 

In the same essay Baty revealed his source of Information of 

such detail. It was the diary of a certain Philip Henslowe, 

a merchant and jack-of-all-trades who rented, or at least 

procured what was necessary for the various performances. 

Such was the atmosphere and such were the trappings 

of staging in Elizabethan times. What is more Important, 

however, Is what this theater intended to portray. Jacques 

Chabannes has phrased this well when commenting on Baty's 

long essay entitled Visage de Shakespeare.3 Chabannes felt 

xBaty, "La Vie theatrale." 

2 
Baty, Gaston, "Ce qu'etait la mlse en scene ellza-

bethaine," Le Figaro. 1939- Pound in the collection 
Esthetlque theatrale. Blbllotheaue de 1'Arsenal. 

^chabannes, Jacques, "Shakespeare vu par Baty," 
Volonte. September 23, 1928. 
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that the true stage of the Elizabethan theater was the 

universe, and that It was meant to conduct the spectator, 

amid all the hurly-burly of the production, across space and 

time emd to confront him with those great questions which 

mankind has long asked Itself about Itself. It was William 

Shakespeare, of course, who asked these auestlons, and 

attempted to answer them, with the touch of the artist. 

Shakespeare, as a genius of theater art, was natur

ally the high point In the Elizabethan theater. But there 

was yet a fertile background to his efforts which Baty dis

cussed at length In a chapter entitled "Le Drame Elisabe-

thain" from his Vie de l'art theatral.An anonymous play, 

Arden de Feversham. was put on the boards In 1586 and Baty 

remarked that It furnished, by Its earthlness and great 

mobility of characters, a new tendency towards truth In 

drama, a new harkenlng towards Aristotle*s notion of drama 

Imitating a total life action. Baty himself staged this 

drama, with an adaptation by H.-R. Lenormand, at the Theatre 

Montparnasse In 1938. The Spanish Tragedy of Thomas Kyd, 

with Its violent baroque contrasts of light and darkness, 

was viewed by Baty as firming up the tragic atmosphere. 

These were, however, only preparations for that great festi

val of drama that was the theater of William Shakespeare. 

In his Vie de l'art theatral Baty wrote that: 

*Baty, Gaston, Vie de l'art theatral des orlglnes a 
nos .lours (Paris, re-edition 1952), pp. 115-143. 
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L'oeuvre de Shakespeare resume le theatre 
ellsabethaln aveo ses particularity signlfl cat Ives 
qu*on a vu naltre des instincts profonds de la^ 
race: sa tendance a individualIser les caracteres, 
en place de generalisations classiques, k dormer 
toute leur importance aux elements non lltteraires 
et notamment au Jeu. Bile precise ces qualites, 
elle les developpe, elle les exalte.1 

Gaston Baty saw Shakespeare as a dramatist who knew 

what he could expect of an actor. Like Moliere, Shakespeare 

was himself an actor. He knew well the tastes of the public 

and was well acquainted through his readings with the style 

of the day. Add to this his very real need to make a living 

and there is present the spark, albeit prosaic, which 

ignited a genius. "Le public," remarked Baty perceptively, 

"a ses exigences ... qu'il impose ... auxquels 11 est sage 

de se pller."6 And let it be reoalled that it was In 

Elizabethan England that was found a united public, a one

ness of spirit, those qualities upon which Aeschylean drama 

and that of the Middle Ages thrived. At least this was the 

Judgment of the metteur en scene Gaston Baty. 

Shakespeare, too, created characters who lived and 

who participated in a full existence, if only for a few 

brief hours upon the stage. They flee classification Just 

as all which is human somehow escapes classification within 

the confines of the statistic. In this regard Gaston Baty 

considered Shakespeare an "homme de metier ... 11 composait 

•^Baty, Vie de l»art. p. 132. 

2Baty, Vie de l»art. p. 136. 
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un drama comme 11 le Jouait avec la meme conscience 

professlonnelle et aussl et surtout avec la meme faclllte 

d•exter1or1sat1on."1 

The essential profession of William Shakespeare, 

then, was to reconstitute total life upon the stage, In all 

the fullness of Its foroes and elements. Baty perceived 

Shakespeare In such a light, and It Is significant to note 

that this Judgment of Baty concurs with that of many eminent 
O 

Shakespearean scholars, such as Ben Johnson, D. Nlchol 

Smith,3 and G. B. Harrison. ** All are in accord that 

Shakespeare united in his protagonists those elements of 

man*s existential situation presented on the plane of the 

real, and thence lifted up into that of the universal. Such 

a quality may be translated into one word such as universal, 

or total. 

Most dramatists, as well as most novelists, secretly 

or openly aspire to see themselves incarnated in the works 

they create. For the actor, however, the contrary is true. 

•'•Baty, Vie de l'art. p. 137. 

2McAdam, E. L.. Jr., and George Milne, A Johnson 
Reader (New York, 1964), p. 317. 

^Smith, D. Nlchol, editor, Shakespeare Criticism 
(London, 19^2), p. 88, from Dedication to Shakespeare Illus-
trated by Mrs. Charlotte Lennox. 

L 
Harrison, G. B., "The Universality of Shakespeare" 

in Shakespeare: The Complete Works (New York, 1952), pp. 
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He empties himself to receive a new existence, to receive 

the Joys, sorrows, and loves of another, In short, the 

totality of another's existence. He walks with their steps, 

speaks with their voice, beholds with their eyes. This Is 

the actor's profession. These qualities were likewise 

essential to the genius of Shakespeare as Baty understood 

him, for Shakespeare was also an actor. As an actor he knew 

how to animate new being within himself. As a dramatist, he 

used this facility of projection to create new living 

beings, and with suoh success that Baty referred to him as 

l'homme aux hult oent ames.^ The genius of Shakespeare Is to 

have known how to transpose Into the works of the dramatist 

the art of the actor. Affirmed Baty of Shakespeare: 

"Acteur, 11 anlmalt les Inventions des autres; auteur, 11 a 

* 2 
continue a le faire." 

For Baty, the English bard was the greatest among 

dramatists beoause he had known how to create more of the 

totalness of man's existence Into his works, beoause he had, 

without a philosophy, descended deeper Into the mysteries of 

life and destiny than any other.3 Upon the stage, all of 

Shakespeare's enormous genius was spilled out as If from 

some great cornucopia. With this wealth, the poet/actor 

•^Baty, Gaston, "L'Homme aux huit cent ames," 
Chanteoler. September 22, 1928. 

2Baty, "L'Homme aux huit cent ames." 

%aty, Vie de l'art. p. 139. 
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created a total living universe within the confines of 

theater and theater art. 

The living personalities of those Shakespeare 

oreated upon the stage revealed themselves, as if by 

flashes, from the outset of the drama, and thereafter at 

moments when, from the depths of their beings, would spring 

cries that identified them and fixed their realities.1 It 

was for this type of revelation of the dramatic character 

that Baty divided his own plays into tableaux rather than 

into the harsh conventional division Into acts. The captur

ing of the drama's total soul, in all of its legion aspects, 

could be better implemented with division into tableaux 

rather than into acts. 

The conclusion of chapter IV of Baty*s highly 

acclaimed work "Visage de Shakespeare" provides a clue to 

the enthusiasm felt by the metteur en scene for the dramatic 

universe of William Shakespeare. Baty*s perceptions are a 

universe summed up: 

Shakespeare est le plus grand de tous les auteurs 
dramatlques parce qu'11 a cree plus de vie que tout 
autre, et qu*ll a tout alme de la vie, parce qu'll 
est descendu plus profondement dans le secret des 
ames et qu^l a frlsonne plus humainement ...; les 
quelques huit cents personnages qu*11 a mis au 
monde rient, pleurent, esperent, desesperent, se 
melent et s*agitent selon un rythme unique qui est 
son secret.2 

^Hudson, H. N., Shakespeare: His Life. Art and 
Characters. Vol. I (Boston, 1895), p. 166. 

o 
Baty, Gaston, "Visage de Shakespeare." Masques. 

Cahler XIII (1928), p. 37. 
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It is evident, then, that Gaston Baty maintained 

profound esteem for the Elizabethan theater and for its 

glory, William Shakespeare. On three occasions across the 

span of his oareer Gaston Baty called upon the genius of 

Shakespeare to add luster to the Parisian stage. Hamlet was 

staged in 1928, La Megere Apprlvblsee in 19**6, and Maobeth 

in 19^2. Added to this was Arden de Peversham. an Elizabe

than drama sometimes attributed to Shakespeare and adapted 

for the Nontpamasse stage by H.-R. Lenormand in 1938. 

Baty's production of Hamlet was the most successful 

as well as the most provocative of his Shakespearean 

efforts. "Gaston Baty a toutes les audaces,* wrote Nozlfcre 

in reference to this Hamlet.^ The metteur en scene, with 

the incislveness of the true scholar, gave not the usual 

Hamlet. but one which he called the first Hamlet. Abel 
o 

Chevalley, in a very long essay in the Mercure de France, 

sustained and even lauded the metteur en scene for having 

the courage to present the integral version. Indeed, Baty 

himself made clear in his advertisement of the play that he 

was seeking the original version, one that contained the 

fullest, the richest, the true Shakespeare which, he 

believed, was found only in the version of 1603. He saw the 

^Noziere, "Hamlet au Theatre de 1*Avenue." Rumeur. 
October 12, 1928. 

2 
Chevalley,. Abel. "Les Deux Hamlet," Mercure de 

Prance (Deoember 1, 1928), pp. 257-282. 
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first version, that of 1603, as one that was constantly 

moving, with no obscurity and no slowdown to the action. 

The second, however, the version tailed a few years later to 

fit the actor Richard Burbage, Baty felt to be far more 

literary than theatrical, while the original version 

possessed both worlds.1 The original version was dropped In 

order to fit the exigencies of the actor Burbage who was all 

of forty years old, short, plump, and wheezing. In the 

first version Hamlet Is only twenty years old; his moral 

solitude is less absolute and less frightful. The fact of 

Shakespeare's original version being recast to fit a 

specific actor was an occasion for Baty to rail against the 

star system of his time which, he felt, often led to an 

abuse of the poet's text. Indeed, Baty labeled the actor, 

"ce fleau de l'art dramatlque de tous les temps. 

Fortunat Strowski has left an excellent description 

of the first Hamlet and the one which Baty staged at the 

Theatre de 1'Avenue. He wrote: 

Un toutjeune homme ne sauralt avoir nl la puissance 
de pensee, nl la force de colere d'un homme fait; 11 
est beaucoup plus falble, plus lncertaln, plus 
deoousu. Sans les charges d'une responsablllte trop 
lourde ou d'un malheurtrop douloureux, 11 fremit 
avec une senslbllite feminine. Le molndre rayon de 
solell l'enlvre. II a des reflexions d'etudiant, 
des souvenirs, des pensees qu'un galllard molns 

^Baty, "Visage de Shakespeare," p. 26. 

^Brisson, Pierre, "Chronlque theatrale." Feuilleton 
du Temps. October 29, 1928. 
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dellcat dedalgneralt oomme futlles ou phllosophlques. 
Quel mervellleux type pour un^poetef Et comme 
Shakespeare, dans cette premiere redaction, Baty s'y 
est complu.l 

In his Visage de Shakespeare Baty himself describes 

Hamlet as, "oet enfant ployant sous une mission d*homme,-et 

se debattant oontre sa falblesse. C*est le theatre, direct, 

pathetlque, humaln."2 Indeed, for his Hamlet Baty chose one 

of his most Illustrious actresses. Mile. Marguerite Jamols. 

(Some years later he was also to make her his Lorenzacclo.) 

At first Impression, the thought of a woman playing the role 

of the famous Prince of Denmark Is somewhat disconcerting. 

The orltlcs, however, found otherwise, and this attempt of 

Baty turned out to be one of his most eminent suocesses. 

The remarks of Paul Achard are, perhaps, the most oonclse 

and descriptive In their appraisal of the Baty effort. 

Achard noted that: 

Le Premier Hamlet est un drame constamment emouvant, 
sans obsourlte, direct, raplde, de llgnes pures et 
d*une loglque rlgoureuse. II attelnt lncessamment 
au pathetlque par des moyens simples et se dresse 
comme un monument de 1*esprit et de la vie, 
depoullle de toute lltterature^ autour duquel 
deferle le tumulte de nos pensees.3 

And further on In his criticism Achard offers the greatest 

encomium of this production: "II faut remonter k Eschyle 

^•Strowskl, Fortunat, "La Traglque Hlstolre d^amlet," 
Parls-Mldl. October 12, 1928. 

2Baty, "Visage de Shakespeare," p. 25. 

^Achard, Paul, "Le Premier Hamlet chez Gaston Baty," 
Presse, October 13, 1928. 
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pour trouver vine parellle grandeur dans l*horreur et la 

slmpliclte."* 

Such was the Hamlet version that Gaston Baty chose 

and staged with eminent achievement at the The&tre de 
t 

1*Avenue In 1928. The task, however, of the metteur en 

scene Is complete only with the final staging, one at which 

there Is an audience to give definitive existence to the 

spectacle. What Gaston Baty found In the poet's text had to 

be translated Into the elements of plasticity, dimension, 

oolor, and lighting. This translation was the labor of the 

metteur en scene as well as the means by whloh the poet's 

text, the word, became flesh. As Baty did so often with his 

stagings of dramas situated In a particular historical 

period, for his staging of Hamlet he sought as much of the 

atmosphere of the original Elizabethan production as possi

ble. Likewise, Baty's Phedre was to be seen through the 

eyes of a Louis XIV-Madame de Malntenon courtier, one well 

conditioned by the court atmosphere. 

The Hamlet setting was comprised of a large stairway 

at the rear of the stage. Besides this stairway were found 

various entrances and exits facilitating a rapid and easy 

movement for the participants. Leon Lemormier summed up the 

rich effect of this decor: 

•^Achard, "Le Premier Hamlet." 
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Bref, Gaston Baty, tout en comprenant un decor 
moderne, a su retabllr les oondltions du temps 
d'Elisabeth: un plateau sur lequel evoluent llbre-
ment les personnages. Alnsi, 11 a retrouve oette 
ohose unique, qu'auoun metteur en scene n'avalt 
attelntg: un rythme egal, ou tous les tableaux 
s'enohalnent sans trous et sans heurts, le rythme 
meme de Shakespeare.1 

Thus Baty conoelved and re-created, In some measure, 

the glory and the profundity of the Elizabethan theater and 

of Shakespeare. He, likewise, accorded it a major place in 

his historical synthesis along with the Greek classical 

drama, and the drama art of the Middle Ages. 

^Lemonnier, Leon, in an untitled article in Grande 
Revue. November 28, 1928. 



CHAPTER VII 

THE BREAKDOWN OP THE DRAMA 

The element of totality seen by Gaston Baty as so 

prevalent In the theater art of the Greeks, of the Middle 

Ages, and of the Elizabethan theater, fragmented and dis

joined with the dawn of the sixteenth century. In 1517, 

when Martin Luther tacked his theses to the door of the 

cathedral at Wlttenburg, the seamless robe of Western 

Christianity was rent. Prom Switzerland the doctrines of 

Calvin drifted back Into Prance, and from Italy came the 

Renaissance. It was these two great phenomena of the six

teenth century that Gaston Baty viewed as being singularly 

noxious and Impoverishing to dramatic art as he conoelved 

It. 

Baty saw art, at this period In history, becoming 

solely concerned with form and no longer fulfilling a mis

sion of expressing a soul. Art, In effect, had become 

drained of soul, while doting upon form. Baty described 

this upheaval: 

L'ideal queservent les artistes maintenant c'est 
celul des heros pleins de force et de beaute, 
ignorant la douleur, meprisant la compassion, 
joulsseur a la fois et impassible, n'adorant en 
verlte que lul-meme. 
•  • • « • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • * • «  
Cet Ideal devient aussl celui des lettres. Par 
leur nom meme les humanistes avouent que l'homme 

7 6 
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seul les lnteresset non plus l*unlversf la beaute 
des choses et des etres, parml lesquallesl'homme 
tlent son rang, mais l'homme tout seul.* 

The humanists of the temper of Erasmus and Bude, of 

Thomas More and Marguerite of Navarre, cloistered themselves 

with their books in order to plumb the secrets of antiquity, 

and learn them well. But in doing so, they closed their 

eyes to the universe around them, the universe of les 

choses. in which both antiquity and the Middle Ages had 

reveled. The reformer fought over men*s souls, the humanist 

over his spirit, and the artist over his body, each group 

mistrusting the others. Men had put on blinders, choosing 

only to see and to occupy themselves with the fragmented 

parts rather than with the whole. 

First among the casualties of this confused century 

was the mistere, whioh was seen as profane, grotesque, 

blasphemous, and grating upon artistic sensibility Unable 

to understand the medieval theater and to discern the equi

librium of its elements, the humanist rejected it. MLe 

mlstere," noted Baty, "agonise comme un rol dechu, abandonne 

des siens, et vellle par des mendlants.Indeed, Baty 

quoted Joachim du Bellay to the effect that the artist now 

^"Baty, Gaston, "Le Drame pretendu reforme," Les 
Lettres (June-July, 1919), p. 511. 

2Baty, "Le Drame," p. 518. 
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wished to restore ancient tragedy and comedy "qu*ont usurpee 

les Faroes et Moralltez."1 

For Baty the result of Renaissance, of the Reform, 

and of Humanism was a metamorphosis in the theater. Theater 

became a genre undifferentiated from other types of litera

ture. Wrote Baty: "Repudlant la beaute significative des 

decors et des oostumes, des groupements et des attitudes, du 

rythme, du chant, de la musique, le drame dechu devient un 

genre lltteraire. ... Au lieu d*hommes dans la vie des recl-

tants sur un theatre."2 

Jodelle, remarked Baty,^ would certainly have been 

surprised to learn that the mistere he so scorned was closer 

to the spirit of drama in antiquity than was his own desic

cated drama. Indeed, Sophocles, whom Jodelle attempted to 

imitate, was adept not only in dramatic dialogue, but in 

decor as well. And Aeschylus was hailed as the Inventor of 

the mask and oothurn, as well as the first to establish the 

setting. As was noted in Chapter IV, Aristotle, too, placed 

heavy emphasis on the spectacle of the drama as well as on 

the poet's text. In regard to such a union of form and 

matter Baty commented: "Entre les elements litteraires, 

plastlques et muslcaux, la tragedie et le mistere tendent a 

^Baty, "Le Drame," p. 518. 

2Baty, "Le Drame," p. 520. 

^Baty, "Le Drame," p. 520. 
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Instaurer la meme equlllbre; leurs teztes perdent autant k 

etre lus sans qu'on en Imagine la realisation.And 

further on he continued: "Sur les oolllnes athenlennes 

oonmie au parvls de nos cathedrales, o'etalent de grandes 

fetes, du coeur, de 1'esprit et des sens k la fols, ou 

oommunlalt tout un peuple. Rlen n'est si loin de la concep

tion qu*Impose la Renaissance."^ 

Drama In antiquity was a holy thing, a homage to the 

deities, In which a whole people oommuned. Aeschylus was as 

fervent as Greban. But, while Gamier and Grevln oalled 

upon the gods, It was for them only a species of rhetoric. 

For three centuries, following upon that of Reform, 

Renalssanoe, and Humanism, Baty saw the word as holding a 

rather firm hegemony In theater art. This one element pro

claimed superiority, and Baty disdainfully referred to It, In 

one of his noted essays, as Sire le Hot.3 He has reigned, 

olalmed Baty, for three centuries. His claim has been by 

right of Intelligence, as If color, gesture, music, were not 

themselves communicators. Remarked Baty: "L'hlstolre du 

theatre se redult alnsl le plus souvent a n*etre qu*un 

^Baty, "Le Drame," p. 521. 

2Baty, "Le Drame," p. 521. 

•^Baty. Gaston. "Sire le Mot.H Les Lettres (November 
1, 1921), pp. 679-711. 
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ohapltre dans l*hlstoire de la lltterature, une etude dea 

textes seuls."* 

By the time that the seventeenth century had orested, 

there was but one acceptable and respected means of expres

sion upon the stage: the voice enunciating the word. 

Instead of acting, the Interpreter declaimed, and Sire le 

Mot had achieved his conquest. 

Baty did not, for that, despise the works of such as 

Racine. Indeed, Baty spoke of Racine as having a "beaute 

grecque."2 But at Racine*s time, what could any staging 

really have added to a play since the dramatist prepared his 

production for the interpreter alone. Of this species of 

drama Baty observed: 

Tout est dans le texte, ohaque repll des caracteres, 
chaque nuance des sentiments, l'aspect physique des 
personnages, leur mlmique, leur costume, et encore 
le decor, le milieu, 1'atmosphere. ... Racine ne 
connait qu'un element de l'art dramatlque: le mot... 
La Rome lmperialesurgit entre chaque vers de 
Britannicus; un decor ne la rendrait plus presente.3 

With the advent of the text as the embodiment of 

theater art, the settings for dramatic presentations also 

fell Into sharp and evident disuse. Baty's comments on the 

decline of decor are not only sharp, but nostalgic as well: 

A force d'etre ralsonnable, on avait perdu toute 
fraicheur d*imagination. Les nalves ressources de 

•^Baty, "Sire le Mot," p. 681. 

2Baty, "Sire le Mot," p. 693. 

^Baty, "Sire le Mot," p. 69^. 
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la mlse en scene a compartiments qui enthouslas-
ma lent le8 speotateurs des misteres ne dlsent plus 
rlen a ces esprlts posltlfs. Les yeux ne savent 
plus voir au dela de oe qu'on leur montre.1 

And further he oontlnued: 

L'espace scenlque reduit aux plus etroites llmltes, 
l*acteur ne Joue plus, 11 deolame. Prlvee des 
elements visuels et plastlques ... [le theatre] n*a 
pour tout moyen d'expression que la voix et le mot.2 

Thus was theater art In the sixteenth and seven

teenth centuries conceived and appraised by Gaston Baty. At 

a time, however, when harmony and synthesis had disinte

grated and analysis and Imbalance had coalesced, the 

pendulum of theater art did begin to swing away from empha

sis upon text toward a theater which was more spectacle than 

literary. For Baty, the primary manifestations of this 

swing of the pendulum were the Theatre de la Poire and the 

Commoedla dell'arte. Although far from the pretensions of 

great art form, the Poire and the Commoedla were neverthe

less forces to be reckoned with In a thorough historical 

synthesis of drama art. 

The mlse eh scene of the CnTmnneri \ a was always well 

Integrated Into the subject matter of the play for the 

simple reason that the Commoedla never had a theater of its 

own. Hence, the use of any type of fixed decor was at best 

^•Baty, Gaston, Vie de l'art theatral des orlglnes a 
nos Jours. In collaboration with Rene Chavance (Paris, re-
edltion 1952), p. I**?. 

^Baty, Vie de l'art. p. 150. 
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impractical. The Cnmmoadia set Itself up in the town square 

or in the ancient amphitheaters and circuses, and occasion

ally, in a palace or academy. The decor, too, was reduced 

to a minimum, as demonstrated by their scenarios.* Baty 

reflected upon the art of the Commoedla; 

Et d*instinct, dans la divination de son art, 11 
[1'interpreted met en oeuvre tous les elements qui 
sont a la base du theatre. Acrobate, 11 entremele 
son dialogue de pas, de sauts, de cabrloles, 11 
danse dans les intermedes et dans de petlts ballets 
qui termlnent les actes. Musiclen, 11 chante en 
scene en s'aocompagnant de la gultare ... sans 
parler de la chanteuse speoiallste <jui parait dans 
les divertissements. Pelntre, 11 repand sur ses 
costumes des couleurs qui chatoient. Auteur enfin, 
11 improvise son texte.2 

In contrast to literary theater, the Commoedla pre

sented the Image of a weak soul in a strong flesh In the 

classic tragedy of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, 

one found Just the opposite. There was a strong soul 

harnessed in a scorned flesh. The happy marriage of these 

two disparate forces is precisely the element that Baty 

fused into his esthetic of totality. 

It is also interesting to note that the spirit of 

the Commoedla. which Baty admired In spite of its textual 

weakness, served the metteur en scene as matter for a most 

successful staging. This was L'Amour des trols oranges 

which Alexandre Arnoux wrote especially for Baty to stage at 

xBaty, Vie de l'art. p. 170 

2Baty, Vie de l«art. p. 179-
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the Theatre Montparnasse. Baty staged the play In May 19^7 

to the gratification of both the publio and the critics. 

L'Amour was originally a popular, albeit fantastlo, 

tale of the Adriatic region whloh centered upon the peeling 

of three oranges. Prom the third orange emerged a beautiful 

girl. About this theme, which likewise inspired the com

posers Prokofiev and Hoffman, the seventeenth century 

Italian Carlo Gozzi created a canevas de plfece for the 

Gftrnmoedia dell*arte. In his turn, Arnoux wove a drama 

around Gozzi and Gozzi*s oreatlon of this canevas. What was 

particularly unique about Arnoux's work was that it thor

oughly, and richly, called forth the whole spirit of the 

Commoedla dell*arte and the theatrical phenomenon that was 

the Commoedla. An article in Arts dated May 19^7 has cap

suled the elan provided by this play: 

[Arnouxj nous propose de fines evocations, de 
jolies, tendres, et cruelles Images de la vie aven-
tureuses et exaltee des acteurs de cette epoque, 11 
se dlvertlt a reconstltuer leurs divertissements, 
vus des coulisses, leurs petites et grandes 
batailles pour faire surgir du "cercle enchante" 
qu'eclairent les qulnquets ou les chandelles de la 
rampe ces "fictions vlvantes" ou 1*improvisation 
avait la plus grande part. II tente—avec succes— 
de ressusciter, autour de Gozzi, la derniere 
generation des grands baladlns Italians, et de 
trouver sous ces masques, l*eternelle et pltoyable 
verlte humaine, le drame et la bouffonnerle de la 
vie dapoulllee de tout realisme, reduite a sa 
reallte styllsee! Themes et variations de la 
commoedla dell*arte!1 

lHLa Critique theatrale," Arts. May 16, 19^7. 
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Baty'a transposition to the stage of this play was 

nowhere remiss In its faithfulness both to the author's text 

and to the spirit of the Commoedla dell'arte alive in the 

text. An article in Le Monde related that, "Gaston Baty ... 

a evoque dams sa mlse en scene, le theatre italien dans la 

seconde moitle du dix-hultleme slecle, au moment ou se 

termine la Commoedla dell'arte. 

Baty saw the Theatre de la Poire as the other force 

whloh preserved spectacle in the theater during that era 

when Sire le Mot was master. In this context Baty noted of 

both the Poire and the Commoedla that: "La Poire et les 

Itallens [la Commoedla] sauvent l'honneur."2 There was, of 

course, Marlvaux who has indeed found a respecting posterity. 

Nevertheless, Baty found Marlvaux's work a little too 

"lngenieuse" and his elegance a little too subtle.^ 

The Theatre de la Folre was of popular origin. It 

must be recalled that the dramatists of the day often wrote 

for the Court, or for the upper social classes. In ancient 

Greece, as in Medieval times, drama art was much less 

esoteric, and was often an act of a whole population. The 

seventeenth century, however, and the eighteenth following 

*An article signed H.K., "Avant 'I'Amour des trois 
oranges'," Le Monde. June 23, 19^7. 

2Baty, Gaston, "Le Theatre de la Poire," Bulletin de 
la Chlmere. No. 2 (May, 1923), p. 169. 

^Baty, "Le Theatre de la Folre," p. 16?. 



upon It, had beoome seleotive, for as the totality of ele

ments of theater art had beoome fragmented, so had Its 

audience. But there was another side to the coin of theatri

cal manifestation during this era. The people found them

selves at the fair, while the greats remained at Court. 

This was the people*s entertainment, and they made much of 

it. The most illustrious areas for the fairs were the 

popular neighborhoods of Saint-Germain and Saint-Laurent. 

At the fairs mingled acrobats, gymnasts, mimes, 

musicians. Maurice Albert, In his work Les Theatres de la 

Poire, attests that as the Greek theater had risen largely 

out of the religious dance of the grape gatherers, so did 

the Comedle foralne spring from the dances of the acro

bats.* After a time, the artists united themselves for the 

presentation of playlets, and If rich dramatic matter was 

was lacking, the mlse en scene contained much richness and 

variety. With time, the popularity of the Theatre de la 

Folre crossed the various social strata and even noblemen 

came to revel In its amusements. Commented Maurice Albert: 

Les Parlslensj grands et petits, les nobles et les 
roturlers, s'etaient peu a peu fort attaches aux 
spectacles de la Poire. Le menu peuple y trouvalt 
des divertissements a la portee de sa bourse et de 
son Intelligence, les Jeunes seigneurs et les 
grandes dames. 

"Quantite d'admirables Chretiens, 
Voire meme de qualite, 

Les plus mlgnonnes, les plus belles.H 

^•Albert. Maurice. Les Theatres de la Poire (Paris. 
1900), p. 5. 
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y venalent oubller la eour maussade du vleuz rol 
devot, entendre dire et falre mille plalsanterles 
et s•enoanalller galllardement.1 

This popular spirit Imparted by the The&tre de la 

Poire was warmly esteemed by Baty. He saw In this Joining 

of the masses for the theatrloal presentation a prolongation 

of that spirit of harmony so patent In the great ages of the 

drama known In Aeschylean Greece, the Middle Ages, and 

Elizabethan England. Indeed, Baty strove to Imbue his own 

art with this element of popular harmony. He was most 

successful In this at his Baraque de la Chlmfere which, like 

the Poire, was situated In the heart of Salnt-Germain-des-

Pres. The Theatre Montparnasse was likewise situated In a 

quartler populalre. It was at this theater that Baty 

remained for some seventeen years. Baty always attempted to 

remain In Intimate contact with the people of every social 

stratum. He desired all to be theater-goers, and for this 

reason he chose his theaters in neighborhoods that were the 

crossroads of society. Such were the neighborhoods of 

Saint-Germain and Montparnasse. 

It was, as has been stated above, for the more 

important reason of the mlse en scene that Baty most admired 

the Commoedia and the Theatre de la Folre. At a time when 

Sire le Mot was most dominant Baty saw in these two 

^Albert, Les Theatres, p. 22. 
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theatrical manifestations a plaoe where: "Lea elements 

plastiques et musloaux retrouvent leur Importance."1 And 

further on he remarked: 

Llberte, naturel, verlte, voilk oe que les 
Poralns^... ont sauvegarde. lis ont ose mettre 
a la scene les gens qu*on ooudole a ohaque ooln 
des rues, les artisans, les manoeuvres, les 
banalltes de la vie quotldlenne. lis ont perfec
tions le role du costume et du decor.2 

If the advent of textual hegemony had altered the equillb-

rlum of theater art, the Cnimnoadia and the Folre simultane

ously pointed out the path to renewal. The path was marked 

spectacle. 

^Baty, "Le Theatre de la Poire," 

^Baty, "Le Theatre de la Poire," 

p. 170. 

p. 172. 



CHAPTER VIII 

GASTON BATY AND THE TRAGIC MATTER 

Baty*s view of the breakdown of theater art would 

not be complete without a special description regarding his 

treatment of the tragic, for while his esthetic of totality 

could not accept the literary form which tragedy has 

assumed, Baty could not remain oblivious to the tragic 

vision of the universe; for Indeed, the tragic exerts an 

altogether prominent role in man's existence. In Baty*s 

stagings of tragedy, both of the predominantly literary 

type, such as Phedre. and of the type more readily conducive 

to spectacle, such as Crime et Chatlment. one sees the 

esthetic of totality combat and supersede three centuries of 

a theater art that was more or less literary. The Baty 

esthetic brought a new perspective to the tragic vision of 

the universe as it was implemented upon the stage. 

Numbering among the Baty stagings of tragedy were 

such successes as Phedre (March 19^0), Lorenzacclo (October 

19^5)» Marie Stuart (October 19*H), Madame Capet (December 

1937), Baty's two adaptations, Crime et Ch&tlment (October 

1933) and Madame Bovary (October 1936), and Hedda Gabler 

(October 19^3). The tragic element in each of these plays 

took many forms 
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In Phedre the fatum bears down upon a mythological 

queen, the daughter of Minos and PasiphaS, and in 

Lorenzacolo tragedy enters into the history of Renalssanoe 

despotism written by the Medlcls. Marie Stuart and Madame 

Capet are two great figures in history who are doomed by the 

wild turbulence of power and revolution. Por Hedda Gabler, 

Emma Bovary, and Raskolnlkov, the tragic reaches across the 

strata of society to embrace those of much lesser preten

sion, for Hedda is a member of the upper middle class, Emma 

is a provincial adulteress, and Raskolnlkov is a penniless 

Russian student. The anoient fatum. thus, Is no respecter 

of caste or moral goodness. 

The traditional staging of Phedre had been in the 

form of declamation, but Baty wished the spectator to forget 

tradition completely and approach the great masterpiece as 

if It were something totally new and unique. Such a presen

tation of Phedre meant that he had to transpose from the 

text to the stage the many disparate elements of the 

tragedy. He divided these elements into three groups: 

II fallait en respecter le triple caractere: 
aprete Jansenlste, noblesse louis-quatorzieme, et 
ce grondement assourdl des instincts dechaines au 
fond des abimes legendaires. II fallait ne 
lalsser dans 1*ombre aucun des trois panneaux du 
triptyque.l 

^•Baty, Gaston, "La Phedre de Racine." Conferencia 
(May 1, 19^0), p. 436. 
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In other words, Baty wished his audience to view the 

play through the prism of Jansenism, the spirit of which had 

begun to prevail in Louis' Court at this particular era 

(circa 1677) of his long reign. Yet the character of the 

drama*s Greek basis should not be permitted to suffer. Baty 

had, then, to evoke upon the stage the atmosphere of 

Jansenism in the Court of Louis XIV, sustained by the pro

found elements of the Greek tragedy. How did he Implement 

these three elements? Anite Estive furnishes us with the 

answer: 

La mise en scene, les lumieres qui enveloppent 
1*action, les costumes des acteurs ont ete congus 
de fagon royale. lis evoquent quelque fresque du 
17e siecle, quelque scene mythologlque au gloire du 
grand roi. Le metteur en scfene ne nous a pas livre 
la reconstitutlon histori<jue d*un spectacle k la 
Cour, et pourtant, toute evoque cette cour 
empanachee et brillante: le velour des robes, l*or 
des casques, les chandeliers massifs, les 
tapisseries ou sont les dieux muets et implacables. 

Such was the Phedre Baty strove to create upon the 

stage of the Theatre Montparnasse, Some critics accused him 

of making the Greek queen a Jansenist, but the accusation 

was untrue. What Baty created was not a Jansenist Phedre. 

but one seen through the eyes of a Jansenlst-thlnking Court, 

one created for this Court by a poet brought up and educated 

in the shadow of Port Royal. The mythological fatum. 

unchanged, was merely seen through a Jansenist prism. 

19^0 ^Estive, Anita, "Phedre," Le Populalre. March 27 ,  
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Baty followed the same pattern of text balanced with 

spectacle In his staging of Lorenzaoclo. It was another 

Baty triumph In the field of the recognized classic. Here 

was a play In whloh Baty approached, acoordlng to the 

critics, contemporary events. The play was staged not long 

after the liberation of Paris and the heros did more or less 

appear like maoulsards. Lorenzo especially. At least this 

was the way the Immediate post-War audience saw him. 

The only decor was a simple black backdrop upon 

which there was a play of light to accentuate the vivid 

costuming ooncelved by Baty. This bespoke, of course, the 

vestiges of classical purity found In the Musset master

piece, and the lack of decor produced a most vivid effect 

The characters of the play appeared from the left and right, 

seeming to arise from the unknown like ma^s Instincts, and 

then to disappear back Into the unknown. 

Baty's Lorenzo was a sensualist a la Glde and an 

activist a la Camus. Objectively his deed was for the 

republic, but subjectively it was a means of renewing a 

remembrance of his own unsullied youth. Just as Lorenzo*s 

act was of no avail to the Republic, so was it useless in 

the re-acquisition of his lost purity. Lorenzacclo was, 

wrote Jean Sauvenay, "un drame de la solitude dans Tine ame 

d*ou Dieu est desesperement absent."*• 

•^Sauvenay, Jean, "Musset perdu et retrouve," 
Courrler francals. November 2, 19^5. 
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Baty himself did not hesitate to admit the evident 

parentage between his presentation and contemporary events, 

yet he used the occasion to re-affirm his belief that the 

prime mission of the theater was one of escape, of release. 

France, like Florence, had been under the yoke of the 

oppressor, and there had been many maqulsards to assassinate 

the oppressor. But, noted Baty: 

Entre le slecle des Medlcls et les annees que nous 
vivons, trop d*analogies sont evidentes. Peut-etre 
alderont-elles le public a s'aocorder aux dmes de 
Lorenzo et Philippe. Mais nous n'esoroquerons pas 
de trop faolles^effets. J*ai touJours pense que la 
noblesse du theatre est de rester k l'ecart des 
apparentes realltes et de se refuser a etre un echo 
de la vie auotldienne, de permettre au spectateur 
d'oubller.i 

Thus, while noting the historical parallels that existed 

between his own era and that of Lorenzo, Baty no less 

affirmed that the theater's mission remained one of escape. 

For the critics, the mlse en scene which Baty had 

implemented for the play was one which richly served the 

poet's text. Wrote Claude Hervin: "En ce fin Joyau qu'est 

le texte de Musset, il le presente dans un ecrln de velours, 

de pourpre et d'or, dont il est difficile de decrire le luxe 

et la perfection. 

1Program for the presentation of Lorenzacclo at the 
Theatre Montparnasse, in October, 19^5. 

^Hervin, Claude, "Lorenzacclo." Liberation. October 
15, 19*5. 
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On the same tragio plane were the historical trage

dies of Marie Stuart in October 19^1 and Madame Capet in 

1937» both of which Baty staged at the Theatre Montparnasae. 

Both dramatic subjects, Madame Capet and Marie Stuart, were 

queens and tragic figures in history. Baty sought to por

tray them, not because of their historical Impact, but 

rather in spite of it. He strove to capture the soul of 

these two women, not the aspect of their historical great

ness. With Madame Capet Baty followed the evolution of a 

vain but beautiful queen who became, with the passage of 

time, less a coquette, more a queen, and supremely a mother. 

For Marie Stuart, it Is the tempestuous and sensual queen 

who became a courageous woman bidding a gentle farewell to 

her ladles and pardoning her executioner. Neither play 

descended Into the melodramatic, but both were fraught with 

the lyrical, for Baty was apt in preserving the souls of his 

heroines. What he preserved from the text, he evoked upon 

the stage. 

Two of the greatest examples of the Baty penchant 

for portraying the tragic side of existence were his adapta

tions of Madame Bovary and Crime et Chatlment. In these 

stagings Baty utilized the full resources of theater art. 

Indeed, the general epithet for the Baty production of Crime 

et Chatlment was the term "miracle," and the play ran for a 

season and a half. 



There had been numerous attempts to dramatize 

Dostolevski's great novel, but somehow these attempts had 

Involved but one aspect, that of the detective novel. 

Dostolevskl was Incapable of writing a mere detective story 

but, until Baty, only the detective story had made it to the 

stage. 

Baty's procedure was a simple one. After his own 

analysis of the novel, he re-synthesized it into a balanced 

and rhythmical whole for the stage, by means of twenty 

tableaux. Commented Andre Boll: 

Une succession de tableaux qui se deroulent sur un 
rythme parfait, avec la precision d*une horloge, de 
"fondus-enchaines" qui transportent sans peine, nl 
effort, le spectateur d'un lieu dans un autre avec 
une faclllte qui tlent de la magle et, tout cela, 
sans scene tournante nl ascenseurs^ avec slmplement, 
de 1*intelligence, de l'lngenioslte et beaucoup 
d'art.1 

The play was, In effect, a feast for the eye and for the 

soul. 

With a theme such as that of Crime and Punishment a 

metteur en scene could easily have fallen prey to a choice 

of naturalism for atmosphere. Sordldness is rampant, the 

characters are base. They are thieves, murderers, and 

prostitutes, much after the manner of Zola. But Baty did 

not yield to this temptation. Why? The theme of the play 

is contained in the title: Crime. and herein the naturalist 

^•Boll, Andre, "Crime et Chatiment." Volonte. May 22. 
1933. 
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would be at home; Punishment, and herein the spiritualist 

enters. Redemption, however, might have been a more accu

rate title than Punishment. Into the novel, as Into Baty's 

staging, were mingled elements of realism, of mysticism, of 

a pitying view of the human condition accompanied by surg-

lngs of an Infinite hope. All of these set Into relief the 

fall of Raskolnlkov and his eventual redemption. 

Baty's main device In the staging was a stairway. 

When Raskolnlkov descended to crime, Baty had him climb a 

flight of stairs, as when he goes to murder the old woman. 

On the other hand, as Raskolnlkov rises to repentance and 

redemption, the metteur en scene has him descend the stairs. 

Finally, he is prostrate upon the ground, as low as he can 

go. But It is thus that he is close to the rest of mankind 

and to his own salvation. 

With the success of Crime et Chatlment an answer was 

likewise provided to a question that had long piqued the 

composure of Parisian literary circles. It was a question 

which asked whether or not it was possible to adapt fully a 

great novel to the stage. Baty's answer was affirmative, 

and the theater-going public concurred. 

Baty's other adaptation was Flaubert's Madame 

Bovary. It, however, met with somewhat less critical una

nimity than Grime et Chatlment. Baty's scenic ability in 

the staging was undisputed, but many critics concurred that 

Baty had failed to achieve In plastic relief what Flaubert 
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had created in his novel, simply because, they stated, the 

task of theatralizing Madame Bovary was Just outright impos

sible. Paul Achard has given a good cross-sect!on of 

critical reaction: 

Des spectateurs, en sortant, dlsaient: "(J* est tres 
Joll." Ces trois mots terribles, flatteurs pour la 
magistrale presentation des vlngt tableaux brosses 
par le maltre Baty, peuvent resumer la critique de 
oet effort magniflque, et inutile. On sort de lli 
avec 1*impression d#avoir vu un spectacle et non 
une oeuvre.i 

This appraisal by Paul Achard reinforces a point In 

the Baty esthetic which must be fully understood, i.e., the 

balance between forme and fond in the staged drama While 

Gaston Baty firmly adhered to the principle of spectacle as 

being inherent to theater art, spectacle was, nevertheless, 

only a prolongation of the poet's text (This point is 

elaborated In Chapter XII.) There Is an interior harmony 

and rhythm that the metteur en scene must translate from the 

text into the world of plasticity, dimension, color, move

ment, sound. This function, once the lot of the chorus, now 

fell upon the components of the mlse en scene. However, in 

attaining these exteriorizations of the text, the soul of 

the work had to be retained. A representation in Madame 

Tussaud's wax museum is visually pleasing, but there is no 

soul to animate It. This was somewhat the end result of 

Baty's effort with Madame Bovary—"C*est tres joli!" 

^•Achard- Paul, "Madame Bovary," Ami du Peuple. 
October 12, 193&. 
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Why, then, did Crime et Chatlment succeed where 

Madame Bovary failed? The question defies a definitive 

answer for one who did not attend both plays. Suffice It to 

conclude that Baty erred In his Judgment In the case of 

Madame Bovary. 

Both adaptations of these two famous novels were 

lyrical portrayals of the tragic element of existence. They 

could easily have been given over to realism or naturalism 

for their plastic transposition, but they were not. Baty, 

ever the mystic, ever the genius of the stage with a vibrant 

source of sensibility, professed to cast them into a lyrical 

vein. Emma was a fated romantic heroine, not a bourgeois 

adulteress. Raskolnikov was a mystic of act and of repent

ance, not a gross assassin. 

Baty*s staging of Hedda Gabler evoked in plastic 

relief the anguish of a tormented soul who is eventually 

driven to suicide. Here Baty descended a little from his 

lyrical heights to approach more closely the harsher ele

ments utilized by the realist. The reason, thought Robert 

Francis,^ was that Hedda Gabler was really Just an Emma 

Bovary with the exception that Hedda was more intellectual 

while Emma was more sensual. Like Emma's, the tale of Hedda 

Gabler is one of explosion, that of a being whose infinite 

aspirations and ambitions cannot tolerate the mediocrity of 

•'•Francis. Robert. "L*Amour de l*absolu." Le Reveil. 
October 27, 19^3. 



her existence. Hedda thinks about ltf while Emma only 

feels. Wrote H.-R. Lenormand In the program for the presen

tation: "Le drame de Hedda Gabler, c*est celul qui ravage 

tant de personnages ibseniens: c'est la folle de l'absolu, 

cette herloque et fatal disposition Interleure qui peut 

condulre a la grandeur morale ou a l'anarchle, ou a la 

salntete. 

But Hedda1s existence cannot measure up with her 

aspirations, just as that of Phaedra cannot support the 

violence of her Incestuous love. All that Hedda touches 

becomes ugly, base, ridiculous. Like Emma, her only release 

Is the oblivion of death, not so much a failure as an 

alternative absolute. As Emma Bovary groaned under the 

weight of her mediocre existence, Hedda reasoned to its 

mediocrity, a "no exit." Both chose the only respite they 

knew. 

How did these plays, whose inspiration sprang from 

the tragic element of existence, fulfill the concept of a 

drama art of totality? If the element of tragedy is por

trayed, where are the others which bespeak love, humor, 

music? These, too, are integral parts of life. 

The answer is that Baty conceived many types of 

existential situations as providing insight into the 

^Lenormand, H.-R., Program for the presentation of 
Hedda Gabler at the Theatre Montpamasse, October, 19^3. 
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numerous facets of man's existence. A tragedy remains 

tragic, humor Is humor, and a song Is always a song. While 

they are all components of the synthesis which Is life, they 

are not necessarily simultaneous. Each takes Its place 

according to the exigencies of the moment. Hence Baty 

staged dramas In which the tragic element held sway as well 

as those In which comedy set the tone. 



CHAPTER IX 

COMEDY, SALVATION FOR A FRAGMENTED ART 

While Baty saw in seventeenth century tragedy the 

high point of a literary theater, he found in the same 

atmosphere a salvation for this fragmented art. This was, 

of course, the comic tradition and the theater art of 

Mollere. The comic tradition was one that man had long 

maintained in the theater, Just as it was part and parcel 

with his own intimate nature. As one cannot exclude recog

nizance of the tragic from life, neither can one exclude the 

comic. Man is sometimes described as a two-legged animal 

who laughs. Baty recognized the truth In this description, 

and across the span of his career he wove the fabric of a 

genuine love and appreciation for the comic. 

Baty saw comedy, like theater itself, arising from 

man's natural Instinct for imitation and from his genius for 

mimicry, as well as from his very real need of a Joyful 

expansion of himself. Essentially, the comic forms spring 

from the masses, from the popular. "Tout pres de la masse," 

wrote Baty, "se recree continuellement une matiere comique 

vivante."1 Greek theater knew comedy through the gift of 

^Baty, Gaston, Vie de l'art theatral des orlglnes k 
nos Jours. In collaboration with Rene Chavance (Paris, re-
edltion 1952), p. 164. 
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Aristophanes, and in ancient Rome the Imitators of Terence 

were legion. The medieval world, which suffered much, and 

which was resplendent with cathedrals and saints, neverthe

less preserved a full balance with the spiritual by means of 

its comic manifestations, mainly in the farce. Of this 

phenomenon, Baty commented: 

A travers ses mlseres et ses angoisses et peut-etre 
en reaction contre elles l'homme medieval montre une 
galete parfois exuberante, un sentiment de la 
fantalsle et du grotesque dont on retrouve la trace 
aux sculptures de ses cathedrales et qui le con-
dulsit a faire gambader la mort en personne de ses 
dahses macabres. Cet emportement Joyeux, 11 
l'exprlme encore dans ses mascarades de carnaval, 
ses festins du "Rol bolt," et de la Feve, ses ffetes 
des Fous, et 11 laisse eclater son lronie dans ses 
fabliaux narquois.* 

Baty saw first in Moliere a striking parallel with 

the English dramatist Shakespeare. Like Shakespeare, 

Moliere was always poor, and he even found himself on occa

sion in debtor*s prison. A more important parallel is the 

fact that the English bard, like Moliere, first knew the 

stage as an actor and metteur en scene, before creating for 

it as an author. Noted Baty: "L'ecrlvain qu*ll est devenu 

reste au service du metteur en scene qu*ll est avant tout."^ 

Like Shakespeare, Moliere*s theatrical product was 

usually geared to human need. Being poor, Moliere was 

better able to share firsthand the mind of the people. 

•^Baty, Vie de l*art. p. 168. 

2Baty, Vie de l*art. p 190. 
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However, Baty perceived one accomplishment in Moliere which 

excelled all the rest: he freed the theater for a time from 

the hegemony of the written word under which it had fallen 

Moliere wrote his plays for the spectator, not for the 

reader, for the performance, and not for the edition. 

In this reference, Baty particularly appreciated the 

comedle-ballets of Moliere whose roots went back to the 

faroes of the Middle Ages and to the Commoedla dell*arte. 

In these theatrical manifestations Baty beheld those plastic 

elements he felt so necessary to total drama. Wrote Baty: 

Les entrees de ballet, les intermedes, ce n*est 
qu'une convention de plus entre toutes les autres, 
mais une fols admlse, quelle souplesse elle donne & 
l'action. La comedie se debarrasse de toute 
rlgidltej elle s'Jachappe, revient, se relache, et se 
reprend a son gre. Elle part d*un bond, quand on le 
veut, dans l'irreel. ... Joignez k cela le pouvoir 
de suggestion de la danse et de la muslque. 

Moliere ne pouvait y etre insensible. Et c*est 
pourquoi, sans doute, 11 fit bon menage avec Lulli.^ 

These elements were those which the estheticlan per

ceived in Moliere. What he did with the Moliere product 

was, In modest terms, curious. Baty produced only two of 

Moliere's plays: Le Malade lmaglnalre at the The&tre de 

1*Avenue in March 1929, and Le Medecln malgre lul at the 

Theatre Montpamasse in December 1930. 

What Baty did with these two plays was somewhat 

unexpected by Moliere purists, many of whom cried foul, but 

•'•Baty, Vie de l'art. p. 192 
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more, apparently, through a misunderstanding of Baty's 

intentions than anything else. The metteur en scene was not 

attempting to adulterate Moliere but simply to experiment 

with new perspectives. He vindicated himself, saying: 

Nous avons tente, l'an dernier, d'evoquer k travers 
"Le Malade lmaglnaire" la maladle, le desespolr, et 
la mort de Moliere. Nous voudrlons de meme evoquer 
& travers NLe Medecln malgre lul" ses annees de 
Jeunesse, d'amours, et d'aventures. Nous n'avons 
pas essaye aveo "Le Malade" une reconatltution de la 
soiree du 17 fevrler 1673. Nous ne pretendons pas 
davantage reoonstltuer avec "Le Medecln" une 
representation de Moliere en provinoe. Nous nous 
sonmes appliques seulement a chercher 1*atmosphere 
de l*une et de 1'autre ... nous voudrlons qu'on 
retrouvat aussi quelque chose de l'ame, de la Joie 
de vlvre, d'aimer, de rlre et de falre rlre, qui 
poussait par les chemins de Nantes a Vlenne et de 
Toulouse a Rouen, celul qui, avant d'etre un grand 
auteur oomlque, fut un grand baladin.* 

And Leon Daudet, in an article for L'ActIon Francalse. sus

tained this point of view: 

La caracterlstlque des chefs-d'oeuvre de l'art 
dramatiquej c'est de preter a des interpretations 
dlverses, a des jeux de scenes qui mettent en 
lumlere telle ou telle Intention de 1'auteur et qui 
relevent quelquefols ce que J'appelleralsune 
latence demeuree lnaper^ue a travers les ages. 

Gaston Baty wished simply to portray the total 

Moliere of La Malade lmaglnaire. a Moliere feigning surface 

gaiety upon a sorrowing interior. At this time Moliere's 

health was ruined, he was exploited, and he was unhappy in 

•'•Baty, Gaston, "Comment on va Jouer *le Medecln 
malgre lul,* au Theatre Montpamasse," La Vie lntellectuelle. 
February 10, 1931-

2Daudet, Leon, "L*Interpretation des chefs-
d'oeuvres," L'Action francalse. March 2, 1929. 
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wedlock. Baty saw Mollere as wishing to put In his play his 

fear of death, his disdain for physlolans, In short, his 

sorrows. Yet beoause it was his profession to provoke 

laughter, Mollere camouflaged these feelings with farce. 

Emlle Mas quotes Baty as stating in this regard that: "II 

nous apparut curieux de travalller dans ce sens *Le Malade 

lmaginaire,' d'essayer de soulever les masques sourlants 

poses sur les visages des canailles de toutes sortes qui 

entourent le pauvre Argan."* 

Baty was in no way attempting to supplant the tradi

tional Interpretation of the Comedle-Frangalse. Indeed, he 

avowed to Emile Mas In the same Interview that if the 

Comedle ever attempted the type of thing he was doing with 

Mollere, he, Baty, would be first among the protestors. 

Baty was simply experimenting, searching for newer perspec

tives to a timeless classic of the theater and of the comic 

tradition. Baty attempted, simply, to evoke the parentage 

between the life of a great dramatist and the theme of his 

dramatic creation. 

The Mollere that Baty evoked with Le Medecln malgre 

lul was of a quite different temper. This play was to give 

the flavor of the youth and adventures of the young Mollere. 

It is a Mollere of the provinces with a troup of traveling 

actors, much In the manner of Scarron*s "Roman Comlque." 

*-Mas, Emile, "Le Malade imaglnaire," Petit Bleu. 
March 19, 1929, quoting Gaston Baty. 
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Paul Reboux, in an article for Parls-Solr. has well 

described this effort of Gaston Baty. His perceptions bear 

Quoting here for the rich flavor they communicate: 

[Baty] a cherche a recreer la fa$on qu'avalt cet 
auteur admirable durant sa Jeunesse, a mener le 
chariot de Thespls. Nous avons vu arriver, dans une 
volture a ane, des coined lens munis de leurs bagages. 
Le theatre de tolle s*est eleve sous nos yeux. De 
chaque cote de l'estrade ou allalt etre represents 
la comedlet etalt, a droite, une cuisine ou des 
actrlces racialent des legumes et attlsalent le feu, 
et a gauche, une loge ou les cornedlens se grlmalent 
et changalent de costume. 

La tolle qui dlsslmulalt la scene a ete levee 
par un des valets de la troupe. Et sur un tout 
petit espace, on nous a Joue la piece. 

Pendant qu'elle se Joualt, les acteurs qui 
n'etalent pas en scene contlnualent, a drolte, a 
fumer laplpe, a se chatoulller, a se falre des 
farces, a lire, a survelller le pot; et, & gauche, a 
se conslderer devant un mlrolr, a se courtlser, k se 
dlstralre, a Jouer aux cartes .1 

Such were Baty*s efforts with Mollere comedy. It 

may be wondered why he produced only two plays of Mollere 

since his esteem for comedy was so strong. To answer this 

question it must first be recalled that the Parisian theater 

has never lacked stagings of Mollere. Hence, beyond any 

experimenting such as was Batyfs purpose In these two 

stagings, too much Mollere would, In economic terms, flood 

the market. More to the point was the fact that Baty took 

his comedy from wherever he could find it. His Weltan

schauung. as well as his esthetic proclivities, leaned 

heavily upon a foundation that was total and balanced. This 

Ifleboux, Paul, "Le Medecin malgre lui," Parls-Solr. 
January 5, 1931. 
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meant in effect that the comic vein, Just as the tragic, was 

gleaned from whence it could be found. If Moliere was a 

genius in the comic tradition, he was certainly not the only 

one. 

A case in point was Baty*s staging of Le Bourgeois 

romanesque of Jean Blanchon in January 1926. To recognize 

the theme all one need do is to imagine Monsieur Jourdain 

returned to the earth. This theme of the provincial 

attempting to gain polish and sophistication is well defined 

in the French comic tradition. What Moliere did with it is 

known the world over. What Blanchon did with It was, 

according to the critics, not far behind. Blanchon was not, 

however, an Imitator, but rather possessed his own spark of 

genius. To Implement this theme upon the stage, Moliere had 

utilized the comedle-ballet for Monsieur Jourdain, and farce 

for Les Precleuses Ridicules. Blanchon departed somewhat 

from both techniques. Like Jean-Jacques Bernard and Denis 

Amiel with their use of silence, Blanchon sought not Just 

the visual elements for the portrayal of his characters, but 

he likewise sought a portrayal that was drawn from the 

interior of the characters and laid upon the surface for the 

audience to behold. As Georges Le Cardonnel has phrased it, 

"[Le heros^ paralt meme a de certains moments, ajouter au 

tezte par ses tics, ses grimaces, meme ses silences. 

^Le Cardonnel, Georges, "Le Bourgeois romanesque," 
Journal. January 27, 1926. 
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Another major example of Baty comedy in an even more 

spiritual vein was the staging of Musset*s Les Caprices de 

Marianne In December 1935. The metteur en scene saw In the 

main characters, Octave and Coello, the Incarnations of that 

double soul that every man carries within him and which 

Musset himself had recognized. Octave was the superficial, 

the boaster, the cynio, the man of selfish and careless 

pleasure. Yet he guarded, well-hidden, a depth of sincerity 

and loyalty. Coello, on the other hand, belonged to the 

enfants du slecle who feel themselves cursed and despairing 

They are the Renes and the Chattertons. Marianne is the 

soul that awakens, drinks deeply of life, becomes Inflamed, 

and destroys itself. 

Baty#s decor once again played Its full role in this 

staging. What he sought was not a realism with the trappings 

of an 1830 interior, but rather, he remarked: "Ce qu'il 

nous faut, c'est l*ltalle telle que la revait Musset quel-

ques mols avant son funeste voyage, celle meme ou'evoque k 

Jamais pour nous Hubert Robert. Elle est deja toute 

irreelle et styllsee."2 

Music was also utilized in this production to 

accentuate the fantasy and style of the visual component. 

That which Andre Cadou composed was a mixture of popular 

^-Baty, Gaston, Les Caprices de Marianne? Mlse en 
Scene et commentalres (Paris, 1952), p. 13. 

2Baty, Les Caprices, p. 16. 
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Neapolitan themes and the romances of the time. The carni

val scene permitted the use of dancing and singing In 

short, what Baty had created with his mlse en scene was an 

atmosphere that was totally evocative of the spiritual 

depths which Nusset had placed In his play. The production 

met with unanimous critical acclaim. The year was 1936 and 

Gaston Baty was found at the height of his powers. He was 

fifty years old and had spent seventeen years In the 

theater, seventeen years rich with experiment and achieve

ment. 

Apart from the art of Mollere, Baty saw little of 

merit in drama art of the seventeenth and eighteenth 

centuries. The Commoedla dell'arte and the Theatre de la 

Folre were but lesser beacons on the path trodden by the 

theater. Romanticism, as a lusty child, will hold much 

promise for theater art. It was, however, to be a promise 

unfulfilled. 



CHAPTER X 

PROM ROMANTICISM TO RENEWAL 

In the dramatic evolution Baty saw the nineteenth 

century as a series of efforts that was more or less 

successful, more so In the strivings made by the Romantic 

theater, less so In those made by the Realists and Natural

ists. 

The Romantic theater, In Its reaction against the 

classical formulae, made an attempt at renewal. As most 

scholars generally concur, Romanticism and the Romantic 

theater were born largely out of a need for reaotion against 

an exhausted esthetic system, that of Classicism. If such a 

system could produce greatness In the hands of a Racine, it 

nevertheless fell upon hard times in the hands of such as 

Voltaire. Romanticism said emotion and lyricism where 

before one had said reason and analysis, color where before 

one had called for psychology. But Romanticism never com

pletely succeeded. Commented Baty: 

La preface de Cromwell donne le coup d*epaule qui 
renverse la charpente pourrie des unites. Elle 
proclame des aphorlsmes. "Toutce qui est dans la 
nature est dans l'art, la beaute consiste dans le 
caractere." Mais si, un Instant eclalree, elle 
fait pressentir dans le drame ne du christian!sme, 
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le double apport de la matlere et de 1*esprit, elle 
neglige d*en rechercher ̂ harmonle.1 

The Romantic drama partook of the spirit of the 

Middle Ages In many ways, but Its Image of the period was 

too limited; It sought the picturesque and the mystic, but 

It really was not certain why, or what they had to do with 

one another. The elements were present, but the artistry 

was not. Decor, costume, accessory, were all present In the 

Romantic theater, but they were there only as a cadre to the 

action, and not as actors themselves. As will be noted In 

Chapter XII, for Gaston Baty, decor was not to be passive, 

but rather to be passively active. Decor, too, played a 

role. 

As the effort of the Romantic theater waned, Baty 

saw the theater slip back again Into Its decline begun many 

generations before by Sire le Mot. The art of the drama was 

revived only after many more years and In the guise of Andre 

Antolne at the Theatre Libre. Gaston Baty considered 

Antoine the most important figure In the drama In two 

centuries. Before Antolne, French theater was simply a 

staged literature. But, noted Baty, "en cinq ans, d*un bout 

a l*autre de l*Europe, une revolution renverse Sire le Mot."** 

^•Baty, Gaston, Vie de l'&rt theatral des orlglnes a 
nos .lours, in collaboration with Rene Chavance (Paris, re-
edltlon 1952), p. 236. 

2 
Baty. Gaston. "Sire le Mot." Les Lettres (November 

1, 1921), p. 706. 
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After Romanticism came the Realist drama in the vein 

of Scribe, Augler, and Dumas flls, to be followed shortly by 

the Naturalist theater and its passion for the slice of 

life. By the time that the slice of life theater became 

dominant, poetry had fled from drama art. Indeed, this was 

the heresy of Naturalism, to ignore the soul and thus, a 

fortiori. the poetry that flows from the soul of things. 

Among dramatists Henri Becque of Les Corbeaux and La 

Parl8lenne is the most Illustrative. 

Realism and Naturalism believed, In large part, that 

the truth in things as "things" appeared in their face 

value. "Things" were composed of parts that made up a whole 

and the whole was never greater than the sum of its parts. 

It was of course the clinical approach that would demon

strate the components of "things." But was there more to 

existence than such a perspective, than such a means of 

demonstration? Baty believed so. He believed that In 

regard to man, and even in regard to "things," the whole was 

greater than the sum of Its parts, and that it was the 

theater*s mission likewise to evoke this proportion upon the 

stage. Let us take an example of a play in a Naturalist 

setting. 

The play was Les Esclaves of Saint-Georges de 

Bouhelier, staged in April 1920. Baty was not the metteur 

en scene, but he collaborated in the production. Its 

setting was that of a military barracks and the life of its 
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Inhabitants. Such a place is very stark, very brutal 

These elements had to be transposed upon the stage, hence 

the need for Naturalism. But there was more. Wrote Baty: 

Cependant le realIsme s'elarglt en symbole La 
caserne devient tine image de la Loi. Les soldats 
flgurent l'humanite toute entiere courbee sous le 
Joug du Destin. L'Ordre qui est necessaire, qui 
finalement est bon, ne peut s'etablir, qu'en 
broyant lmpitoyablement ceux qui pretendent 
s^nsurger contre lui. Sur le drame modern#—vecu, 
virulent, brutal, passe le souffle de la nemesis 
antique . La revolte de Bernard re Joint celle de 
Promethee, et l*ardeur sombre d*Anna celle 
d*Electre. Sous le kepi de 1*adjutant, brave 
homme, cruel malgre lui, parce qu'il est charge de 
faire respecter la Loi—douloureusement courbe lui-
meme sous sa consigne, nous n'avons pas de peine a 
connattre Creon, et la sagesse resignee du briga
dier parle comme celle de Philoctete. Seulement 
elle parle argot.1 

For Baty, as is evident from this citation, the side 

of existence wherein Naturalism and its proponents figure is 

no less conducive to poetry and to evocation than existence 

viewed from any other vantage point. On the surface the 

heights and depths plumbed in the dramatic matter of antiq

uity is not readily evident in a play such as Les Esclaves. 

But it is there. The Naturalist might fail to observe it, 

but the Batys with their world vision of totality would not. 

For the metteur en scene the main problem of his art was 

knowing how to evoke upon the stage the multiple aspects of 

existence. He discussed this problem in the same article: 

^Baty, Gaston, "Un Probleme de mise en scene," La 
Rampe. April 18, 1920. 
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Comment tradulre a la scene oette seconde face de 
l*oeuvret grandeur apres vulgarlte, symbole aprfes 
tranche de vie. Les Jeux de 1'ombre et de la 
lumlere s*efforceront de transfigurer et de prSter 
auz murallles lepreuses de la caserne une physiono-
mle. Les bruits de la rue et du quartler neseront 
pas evoques pour leur vain plttoresque, mais pour 
leur signification dramatlque prolongeant au dehors 
de l*etrolte chambre les emotions que 1'action y 
fait naitre—tendresse, enthouslasme, inquietude, 
desespoir, pitie. Ce pourralt etre si l'on veut 
comme 1*orchestration d*un chant.1 

It was at the point when Naturalism had garnered 

most of the enthusiasm in the literary world, an enthusiasm 

that had spilled over into the theatrical world, that Andre 

Antoine came upon the scene. With Antoine the labor pangs 

of the theater's renewal as an art form began Of this 

remarkable man and his efforts Samuel Waxman, his biogra

pher, quoted Francois de Curel to the effect that: "The 

greatest service rendered by the Theatre Libre has been to 

free the stage, the modern stage, from all schools and from 

all literary coteries.Gaston Baty, as a metteur en 

scene, observed: 

Oeuvre liberatrice. Elle a mis a nu tous les arti
fices des anclennes formules, elle a Jete bas les 
complications, les trues, les effets, la boursou-
flure, les tirades, les verbiages de la piece 
d*intrigue, elle a montre la vanite des machineries 
savantes et des exhibitions sensationnelles. 
Reconstructive, elle a donne le gout des actions 
simples, rapides, conclses, vlsuelles, en gestes et 
en attitudes autant qu*un mots, puisant leurs 

^Baty, "Un Probleme." 

2 
Waxman, Samuel, Antoine and the Theatre Libre 

(Cambridge, 1926), p. 159. 
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mobiles dans les caracteres et non dans les rouages 
de la situation, lnterpretees sans cabotlnage, 
naturellement, au milieu d*un cadre expresslf.1 

This citation Is quite significant for It Indicates 

the precise area In which Antolne produced his true art, 

that of the mlse en scene. Like Gaston Baty, Antolne had 

perceived the union between the material and the Immaterial, 

the visual and the Imaginary. He understood that they were 

two concurrent forces In the current of human existence. If 

the theater, then, was to be an Imitation of the existence, 

then the mlse en scene must likewise be capable of evoking 

this totality. Antolne recognized the limitations of the 

word and at the same time he knew that Its prolongation 

could be effected In the total mlse en scene where every 

element was an actor and not merely a cadre for the action. 

Although Antolne was the first to disclaim alle

giance to Zola and to the Naturalist vision of the universe, 

his Theatre Libre did sustain strong overtones of Naturalism 

as regards subject matter and mlse en scene. In regard to 

staging the effect was quite positive. Prance Anders, In 

her work entitled Jacques Copeau et le cartel des quatre. 

has offered a graphic picture of Just what the mlse en scene 

of the pre-Antolne period was like. Little care was taken 

as to whether it was In accord with the substance of the 

•'•Baty, Gaston, Vie de I1 art, p. 2^4. 

2 Anders, Prance, Jacques Copeau et le cartel des 
quatre (Paris, 1959), P« 
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play or not. Hence was found a type of decor passe-partout. 

Act I generally offered a sitting room, while the second a 

terrace facing sea or mountain. The third act usually 

closed the play in a Bureau Empire. 

This type of staging might be likened to a cheap 

wall print In a physician*s office. It relieves the empti

ness of the wall, but that is all. Its function is a nega

tive one, that is, it shields from nakedness, but it does 

not communicate beauty. Antolne, on the other hand, began 

the staging of each new play from tabula rasa, rejecting all 

stage convention. He was also the first to experiment with 

lighting, and this before the era of electricity. 

But the revolution in theater art set off by Antolne 

in regard to mlse en scene was offset only by the striking 

poverty of the dramatic material. Indeed, what the Theatre 

Libre lacked was that element of internal poetry that must 

always be present in the soul of drama art What caused 

soul, and hence poetry, to be ignored was the effect of 

Naturalism. What it had added to the exterior of the drama 

production, it took away from the Interior. Baty himself 

has summed up: 

Precurseur du Theatre Libre, un mouvement parallel 
avalt arrache les peintres de 1*atelier pour les 
Jeter en pleln air, devant la nature. Le dessln ne 
parait plus suffire; qui est 1*intellectuallsme des 
arts plastiques; le soleil fait vlbrer la couleur. 
Le ciel, les champs, un vleux chene, une vague sont 
etudles pour eux-memes, non plus seulement afin 
d*encadrer des figures. Dans la mesure ou il 
repond a ce mouvement le Theatre Libre fait oeuvre 
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utile, necessalre, admirable. II echoue dans la 
mesure ou 11 se subordonne au naturallsme lltte-
ralre. C*est le naturallsme qui lul fait lgnorer 
l'ame et toute vie lnterieure.1 

It is from the moment of Naturalism until 1913 that 

schools and movements, both with regard to subject matter 

and mlse en scene, become indistinguishable one from the 

other. The Symbolist of the stage, Maurice Maeterllck, was 

hailed as the new Shakespeare, while the Neo-Romantic 

Rostand brought his Immortal Cyrano de Bergerac to the 

boards. Frangois de Curel dissected social woe upon the 

stage and Eugene Brieux preached against these woes from the 

same pulpit. This was thesis theater, that long-suffering 

progeny of dramatist Denis Diderot. While all of these 

manifestations of theater art contained much that was admir

able, none could fully respond to the need for a thorough 

renewal of drama art in the French theater. There was not a 

true theater spirit that adhered to a definition, but rather 

a pastiche that was attentive to a thesis, to conventions, 

or worse still, to a box office. 

This was the theater world that Jacques Copeau and 

the Cartel des Quatre entered. Soon the Great War came and 

with its cessation political orders had succumbed. So too 

had the anclen regime in the theater. As Europe picked 

Itself up and dusted itself off, so did the French theater. 

^Appia. Adolphe. L'Oeuvre d'art vlvant (Geneva. 
1921), p. 70. 
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The next twenty years were to be a period of enormous 

activity and renewal in the theater, one without preoedent. 

Prance Anders has described it as: Nun lntermede ... 

fremissant d*inquietudes, riches de decouvertes et de reali

sations neuves, et la periode anterieure, insouciante, 

relativement pauvre en recherches et en renouvellements. 

This was the world that Gaston Baty was instrumental in 

creating. 

^Anders, Prance, Jacques Copeau. p. 2. 



CHAPTER XI 

THE METTEUR EN SCENE 

In the renewal of theater art brought about by Baty 

and his generation, the role of the metteur en scene Is of 

primordial importance. This vocation, as has been suggested 

previously, completely motivated Baty*s life One of Baty*s 

preferred dramatists, Simon Gantlllon, has astutely described 

him In this function: 

C*est en cela que Baty excelle: asslmller un tezte 
et en restltuer les Intentions profondes, dormer 
corps a une abstraction livresque, transposer la 
pensee de l'auteur du papier au plateau. C'est par 
la autant que par leur execution plastlque que 
valent la plupart des spectacles qu*ll presente.1 

Two cardinal points must be noted from this description of 

Gantlllon: that Baty as metteur en scene was eminently 

faithful to the poet*s text, and that he transposed it into 

plasticity upon the stage. This formula, that of a textual 

transposition into plasticity, Is the basis for Baty's 

entire conception of the metteur en scene's role In the 

theater. 

For Baty, the role of the metteur en scene, which 

can first be noted In the high priests of ancient Egypt, was 

•^Gantlllon, Simon, "Un Homme du theatre.** Studio des 
Champs-Elysees. March, 1925-
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as old as the theater itself.1 After the Egyptians came 

Thespls, to be followed by Aeschylus. Aeschylus enlarged 

upon the beginnings made by Thespls and introduced other 

actors, the logeion, the Skene, and the chorus. The 

Christian era saw the appearance of the metteur en scene in 

the mistere, overseeing, directing, harmonizing, and orches

trating the ensemble of production parts. Perhaps the most 

famous example is to be found in the stage directions for 

the Jeu d'Adam. Likewise, there is the fact, as earlier 

remarked, that two of the greatest geniuses the theater has 

produced, Shakespeare and Moliere, were not only intellec

tuals writing, but true metteurs en scene, fully engaging 

themselves in the totality of the staged drama. 

This sketch of the metteur en scene is placed against 

the backdrop of history. But this is only a description. 

What, in the final analysis, is the full function of the 

metteur en scene in a theater of totality? Is he a decora

tor, a costumer, an electrician, a manager? Many, including 

actors, do see him thus, and they are correct, but only 

partially so. The metteur en scene is first and foremost 

the faithful interpreter of the poet, and to this end alone 

are geared all his functions in relation to the total staged 

drama. Prom this function springs the play which he creates 

upon the stage in space and time. With this creation the 

•1-Baty, Gaston, Vie de l'art theatral des orlglnes a 
nos .jours (Paris, re-edition 1952), Ch. I. 
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metteur en scene becomes the anlmateur. the soul-giver of 

the dramatic act. 

In regard to this task, Baty liked to recall that 

the creation of a play upon the stage embraces four distinct 

stages in its development: the conception of the dramatist, 

the phrasing with which he Implements it, the manner in 

which the actor interprets it, and finally, that which the 

audience receives. "Eh blen," remarked Baty, "le role du 

metteur en scene est d*harmoniser ces quatre etats."^ 

As an illustration, Baty referred to a series of 

lectures he gave at the Sorbonne. He Instructed his actors 

from the Theatre Montparnasse to play the same scene three 

times but according to contradictory, yet plausible, Inter

pretations. Visual effect was totally absent, and the 

result was three basically different scenes, rather than 

variations. The play was Moliere's Le Malade lmaglnalre. 

In the first demonstration Argan is truly sick and 

we have a melodrama. The second interpretation Is full 

Mollere farce, while the third is harshly realistic with the 

predator-victim relationship of Henri Becque*s Les Corbeaux. 

Bellise and the notary being the predators. Baty commented: 

"Comedie, farce, drame: les trois scenes peuvent etre 

Jouees aveo le meme texte sans y changer une virgule."2 

^Baty, Gaston, quoted in Cahlers Gaston Baty. No I, 
p. 8, published by Association des Amis de Gaston Baty. 

^Baty, Gaston, "Le Metteur en scene," from Theatre, 
edited by Paul Arnold (Paris, 19^5), P- 95. 
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The metteur en aoene. therefore, is not a free agent before 

the dramatist's text, but rather its faithful interpreter. 

All that the metteur en soene realizes upon the stage 

springs forth from the text and from the soul of the poet 

behind the text. 

In describing the task of the metteur en sofrne. Baty 

outlined some common misconceptions of this role in relation 

to the total drama. Many considered his role as one center

ing exclusively upon the visual presentation. Nothing, 

countered Baty, could be more false for decor in Itself has 

no Interest; it is simply an interpreter, a commentator, a 

translator. The critic Andre Warnod quotes Baty to this 

effect: "Les Images, les decors sont de veritables acteurs. 

Les comediens ne jouent pas dans les decors, mais avec les 

deoors. L'expression employee par les machlnistes est tres 

Juste lorsqu'ils disent d'un meuble place sur la scene: II 

Joue."* In an interview by Yvon Novy, Baty crystallized 

this notion. He was referring to his own staging of 

Flaubert's Madame Bovary: 

C'est le decor qui doit suppleer a tout ce que les 
mots sont lmpuissants a rendre. 

Le decor a cesse d'etre un cadre pour devenir un 
acteur. Si vous preferez, les acteurs d'aujourd'hul 
ne Jouent plus dans un decor, mais avec un decor. 

La formula demande aetre prise dans son sens le 
plus direct, et le plus etroit. Si le decor n'est 
qu'un plaislr des yeux, si chatoyant soit-11, si 

•^•Warnod, Andre, an untitled article in Le Figaro. 
November 2*4-, 1936. 
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reussl qu'onpulsse le trouver, 11 est rate. II 
n'a d'utlllte que s'll rend tout ce que le dialogue 
ne sauralt exprimer.l 

For Gaston Baty, all forms of decor were to be 

admitted just as all forms of drama exist upon the stage. 

No one school could hold hegemony, for all were equally 

legitimate, according to the exigencies of the particular 

drama. Realism, yes. Styllzation, too. Schematic or 

painted, constructed or trompe-1'oell—all are admissible, 

but none bears a priori credentials. 

Another accusation leveled at the metteur en scfene 

in Baty*s time was that of accusing him of forming numerous 

tableaux, rather than the conventional division into acts. 

For Baty both were equally valid and depended again only 

upon the subject. His adaptation and staging of Flaubert's 

Madame Bovary Is most illustrative of the use made of 

tableaux rather than act, although the critics hinted that 

the metteur en scene was, perhaps, more interested in pro

viding visual pleasure than dramatic elevation. Baty 

responded with an article in Le Figaro wherein he explained 

his use of tableaux: 

Si notre piece est decoupee dans de nombreux 
tableaux, ce n'est pas pour le vain plaislr de 
multiplier les decors et de falre concurrence a 

^Novy, Yvon, wUn Decor est un acteur," Jour. 
October 6, 1936. 
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1'ecran, mals pour exprlmer fidelement, moment par 
moment, la vie lnterleure d*Gmma. Cette coupe en 
tableaux, pour tradltionnelle qu'elle soit, nedolt 
pas, pensons-nous, etre systematlquemment preferee 
a la coupe en actes; elle ne dolt pas etre choisle 
pour a J outer au sujet des^agrements exterleurs—que 
trop de gens confondent facheusement avec la mise 
en soene— et qu'll faut proscrire ohaque fols 
qu'll8 ne sont pas slgniflcatlfs et lndlspensables. 
Mala elle s*impose a l*auteur dramatique quand 11 
veut donner oette impression de la coulee des jours 
et de Involution des etres, qu*on croyalt privilege 
du romancler.1 

When division into acts, so long Imposed by the classicists, 

did not suffice to express the milieu, when the characters 

were highly complex and nuanced, when the soul in all of its 

many faceted totality was to be bared upon the stage, then 

Baty chose a division into tableaux This division was not 

for him a question of multiplying images, but of reconsti

tuting with less artifice, the soul. 

The most common misconception concerning the metteur 

en scene was to see him as an enemy of literature, and 

Indeed, this was the charge often leveled against Gaston 

Baty, largely due to his famous essay on Sire le Mot.2 Baty 

distinguished two parallel currents in the history of the 

theater.^ The first Is that which placed prime Importance 

on spectacle such as the ancient magic and liturgical rites, 

^-Baty, Gaston, "Pourquoi J*al mis Madame Bovary en 
scene," Le Figaro. October 3, 193°• 

2Baty. Gaston. "Sire le Mot." Les Lettres (November 
1, 1921), pp. 679-711. 

^Baty, "Introduction" to Vie de 1'art. no page. 
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the Roman mime, the Commoedla dell'arte, the ballet and the 

opera. On the other hand there was the tendency to place 

all the emphasis on the text, an Imbalance Baty inveighed 

against with Sire le Mot, and which led to the misunder

standing that he was anti-text. An example of this mis

understanding is the oase of Luclen Dubech who, for the 

conservative Journal Action franoaise. wrote: 

Metteur en scene CBaty] reussit des eclairages. La 
belle affaire. Dlrecteur 11 oholsit avec dilection 
les pieces ou l'aocessolr passe avant 1'assentlei; 
11 est de ceux qui se pament lorsqu'on coupe la 
soene en quatre morceaux pour montrer quatre actions 
a la fols. II prend oet enfant cet enfantlllage 
pour le progres d'un art libre et original!1 

But in reality, the place that Gaston Baty accorded to the 

text was one of essence. What he says of the word in drama 

are the thoughts not only of a poet, but of a philosopher. 

He wrote: 

Le role du texte au theatre, c'est le role du 
mot dans la vie.^ Le mot se sert a chacun pour se 
formuler a sol-meme et communlquer aux autres ce 
qu1enregistre son intelligence. II exprlme dlrecte-
ment, clalrement, nos idees clalres. II exprlme 
aussl, mais indirectement, nos sentiments et nos 
sensations, dans la mesure ou notre intelligence les 
analyse; ne pouvant donner de notre vie sensible une 
transcription integrale et slmultanee, 11 la decom
pose en elements successlfs, en reflets lntellec-
tuels, corame le prlsme decompose les rayons de 
solell. 

Le domaine du mot est immense, pulqu'll embrasse 
toute Intelligence, tout ce que l'homme peut 
comprendre et formuler. Mais au-dela, tout ce qui 

^Dubech, Lucien, an untitled article in Action 
franoaise. September 27, 1929. 
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eehappe a 1*analyse est lnexprimable par la 
parole.1 

Prom our senses to our souls there are secret paths 

that intelligence never uses. The direct and immediate 

pleasure that a beautiful sky or countryside gives is an 

example. The same beauties and harmonies, transcribed into 

words, have lost their immedlaoy and spontaneity, no matter 

what else they may have gained. And thus into the total 

drama of the metteur en scene must enter the elements of 

plasticity, color, light, motion, rhythm, music. In short, 

those elements which convey and express what is beyond the 

word*s power. As was noted in the previous chapter, this 

function of the mlse en scene is principled upon that of the 

Greek chorus. Baty commented on these factors in a news

paper article? * [Grace a ces elements^ , nous pourrons 

echapper aux viellles servitudes, passer les frontieres, et 

traduire dans le drame integral notre lntegrale vision du 

monde.?2 And elsewhere he enlarged upon this notion: 

Nous voici deja loin de la dramaturgic du 
"coucheront-lls?" Mais le royaume que dolt con-
querlr le theatre s'etend blen au-dela, Jusqu'a 
l'lnfini. Apres l,homme et son mystere lnterleur^ 
apres les choses et leurs mysteres nous touchons a 
des mysteres plus grands. La mort, les presences 
invisibles, tout ce qui existe par-dela la vie et 
1*illusion du temps. Fleau des balances, ou 

^Baty, Gaston, "La Place du texte," Choses du 
theatre. No. 11 (November, 1922), p. 8. 

2Baty, Gaston, an untitled article in Excelsior. 
Pebruary 26, 1927. 
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s*equlllbrent le bien et le mal. Ce qu'll faut de 
douleur pour racheter le peohe et sauver la beaute 
du monde. II auffit d*lnventorler aussi brievement 
toute oette rlohesse offerte au theatre pour rendre 
evident qu'il ne sauralt l*aborder avec lea seuls 
prooedes tradltlonnels. II ne s'aglt pas de parler 
de tout oela, mala de rendre tout cela sensible. 

These are the elements which he who calls himself 

metteur en scene must time and organize into a total harmony 

much as the Christian God Is said to have formed the cosmos 

from the primitive chaos. The poet dreams his creation, 

then leads It Into Intelligibility with his pen, but from 

dream to paper aomethlng Is lost. For Gaston Baty, It was 

the task, and Indeed the glory, of the metteur en scene to 

find It and to re8tore It. 

The metteur en scene, aa Gaston Baty conceived him, 

needed to be a Thomlst rather than a Cartesian, for he must 

have before his mlnd,s eye a vision of man the synthesis, 

rather than man the analyzed, the compartmentalized. It Is 

simply a case of the whole being greater than the sum of Its 

parts. 

This Idea of Thomlsm In the theater was a scandal to 

many. Perhaps the most outspoken critic on this point was 

Benjamin Cremleux who penned a long essay entitled Saint 

Thomas contre Racine ou l1ant1humanlsme au theatre^ In which 

*Baty, Gaston, Rldeau balsse (Paris, 19^9), p. 217. 
p 
Cremleux, Benjamin, "Saint Thomas contre Racine ou 

1*ant1humanisme au theatre," Les Nouvelles Lltteralres. 
October 9, 1926. 
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he soathingly referred to Baty's theater of totality as 

theatre-apeotacle as opposed to the theatre-pur of literary 

giants such as Racine. Cremieux patently misinterpreted 

Baty*s Thomism as a proposal for some type of Catholic 

spiritualism in the theater. Cremieux1s criticism was 

typical of the misunderstanding that crept up around Baty*s 

doctrine. But it was Just that, a misunderstanding. Simon 

Gantillon, himself a playwright, took the other side. He 

wrote: 

Detruisons une sotte legende: s*il ne s*asservlt 
point au texte, du moins Baty s'y soumet sorupuleu-
sement pour trouver le rythme scenlque conforme h. 
l'oeuvre ecrite. Penetration immediate et compre
hension aiguede ce texte, subtlllte a decomposer 
les phrases, a disloquer les mots, a repartir les 
temps et les mouvements, volla ses qualites 
d*animateur. ̂ II soutient, prolonge, developpe et 
vivlfle l'ldee enclose dans le slgne: 11 sert 
jusqu'a la molndre Intention de l'auteur. Beau 
travail a faire voir, en verlte, revelation dont 
l'oell se rejoult comme devant une grenade soudain 
entr'ouverte.l 

And Baty himself wrote: 

Mais l,homme en verlte depasse toutes parts ce 
schema de l'homme. Sa vie consclente est tout 
baignee de vie inconsciente ou consclente seulement 
a demi. II n'est pas seulement l'ldee^*11 a de 
lul-meme, mals ses reves obsours, sa memolre 
endormie, ses instincts refoules* dans 1*ombre de 
son ame habitent ses ancetres, 1*enfant qu'll a ete, 
les autres hommes qu'il auralt pu etre. Tout cela 
n'affleure qu*a peine, par eclairs, dans le champ de 
sa conscience; cette vie obscure conditlonne 
cependant son autre vie. 

-'•Gantillon, Simon, an untitled article in Petit 
Journal. May 28, 1923. 
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Les groupements humains ont eux aussi une vie 
propre, differente de celle des indivldus qui les 
composent. Aussi blen qu'un caractere personnel, 
les communautes sont des entltes dramatiques: le 
metier, la cite, la classe, la nation, la race. Non 
point reunion de plusleurs etres: chaque fols un 
etre nouveau, polycephale, exlstant en sol.l 

Baty saw man the analyzed as an invention of the 

Humanists and of the Cartesians, whereas man the totality, 

the composite of conscious and subconscious, of soul and 

body, of spirit and matter, was the true matrix reality 

whence thrives all existence. Gaston Baty knew man as the 

center of the universe, and peopling it were plants, 

animals, climates, mysteries; in short, les choses. These 

too form matter for the dramatic universe if this universe 

Is to be total. Let us suppose that the action of an auto

mobile accident Is to be portrayed. It is undeniable that 

there is much more to the action than mere noise and 

destruction. There is courage, sorrow, comedy and humor 

perhaps, the look on the face of the observer, the light or 

lack of it in the sky. And so this one event is peopled 

with countless perspectives. Likewise was Baty*s Emma 

Bovary, for example, more than just a provincial adulteress. 

Such is only melodrama, perhaps smut. The author Flaubert 

had created a woman deeply conditioned by the world in which 

she was bom and by the society in which she lived. These 

were the tinder, the complex total realities, that Ignited 

•^Baty, Ftldeau balsse. p. 216. 
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and fueled her self-destructive passion. And this was the 

Emma Bovary that Baty sought to effect upon the stage. This 

was the poetry of the Bovary*s presence upon the stage. 

It Is these complex and Infinite elements of a total 

reality that Baty saw as the task of the metteur en scene to 

arrange and to orchestrate. Herein he became a creator, and 

not simply a mechanic. He described this task: 

Pour le tenter, 11 reglera le Jeu, non plus seule-
ment dans les repllques, mals dans leurs prolonge-
ments, harmonlaera 1'ensemble de 1'interpretation, 
rythmera le mouvement de ohaque tableau. Par le 
costume, par le decor, par la lumlere, et 8*11 y a 
lieu, par la muslque et par la danse, 11 creera 
autour de 1'action le milieu materiel et splrltuel 
qui lui convlent, 1*ambiance indescrlptible qui 
aglra sur les spectateurs pour les rapprocher des 
acteurs, pour les accorder aveo le poete. II s*agit 
pour lui de reallser sur la scene le songe d*un 
univers expresslf et coherent, et de provoquer dans 
la salle une hallucination collective.1 

Such is the conception of Gaston Baty of the role of 

the metteur en scene, one which he lived with a religious 

devotion throughout his long career. As has been noted,^ 

Jean Vilar has called the theatrical generation in which 

Baty lived that of the metteur en scene, a phenomenon 

totally unique in the history of the French theater. 

Gaston Baty would not have disputed this very neces

sary despotism of the metteur en scene. He did, however, 

^•Baty, "Le Metteur en scene," p. 112. 

2 
Vilar, Jean, MLe Metteur en scene et l*oeuvre 

dramatique," Lecture given at the Theatre Grammont, May 4-, 
19^6. published in La Revue t heat rale. No. 3 (October. 19^), 
p. 3*0. 
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see a very real risk In It, which he expounded In an article 

entitled Danger du theatre: le metteur en scene.^ 

In this essay he underlined much of what he had often said 

concerning the function of the metteur en scene, laying 

special emphasis on the fact that he must always and only be 

the faithful Interpreter of the poet*s text. It was only 

within these confines that a true metteur en scene could 

exercise his full creative liberty. "[Le metteur en scene^," 

observed Baty, "pourrait deja etre slngulierement bienfal-

sant ou nefaste."^ In the Inter-World War years during 

whioh Gaston Baty labored In the theater the metteur en 

scene had won full creative liberty for his profession. 

Like all liberty, that of the metteur en scene, too, risked 

degenerating into license. 

The role of the metteur en scene, relatively new in 

this conception, did provoke some uneasiness in theatrical 

circles. It was questioned whether the authors would now be 

imperiled by the increasing hegemony of the metteur en 

scene. In the early months of 1930 the crisis came to a 

head. 

In February of this year Baty staged Feu du CIel at 

the Theatre Plgalle. It was his first and last major 

staging there. The play was a oomplete failure, due in large 

•^Baty^ Gaston, "Deuxieme Danger du theatre: Le 
Metteur en scene," Le Figaro. February 9» 1937-

*Baty, "Deuxieme Danger." 
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part to Baty's overemphasis on scenic creation At least, 

this was the general critical opinion. With this debacle 

some of the more reactionary theater critics felt they now 

had good reason for their fear that a new phenomenon was 

overtaking the theater, that is, a takeover by the metteur 

en scene at the expense of the dramatist To reply to this 

disquiet and to refute it, Fortunat Strowskl published a 

lengthy essay in the Journal Europeen entitled "La Querelle 

de l*auteur et du metteur en scene."1 

Strowskl maintained that if properly understood, 

neither text nor mlse en scene could be conceived as the 

tout of the theater. Both were really Just opposite sides 

of the same coin. In former times the poet would have his 

characters say things that certainly would not be said in 

reality of the stage. Long tirades and the most ridiculous 

type of aparte were necessary to indicate time, place, and 

circumstance, and thus orient the spectator. Likewise the 

introduction of the counselor and the confidant. Their 

function, due to the absence of mlse en scene, was neces

sary, like that of the chorus in Greek drama. Yet a gesture, 

a movement of the hand, eminently more natural to a dialogue 

or idea, could easily have fulfilled the same function. Baty 

elucidated this principle when he wrote: 

•^Strowskl, Fortunat, "La Querelle de hauteur et du 
metteur en scene," Excelsior. September 19, 1936. 
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Blen plus, quand on peut substltuer a une proposi
tion subordonnee un silence, 11 n*y a pas a 
heslter. La vie n'est-elle pas une suite de mots, 
de bruits, de gestes coupes par des silences? Or, 
le theatre etant le reflet de 1*existence, pourquol 
ne pas admettre sur la scene des gestes et des 
bruits, des silences qui ont parfols plus de signi
fications que les mots?1 

In other words, the text, in former times, often 

descended from its active natural role to one of explanation. 

Instead of being natural, it became artificially adjectival 

to a given situation. With the pen of a Racine the word 

could attain to great heights of poetry The Racines were, 

however, all too few. 

The modern era, however, discovered, or re

discovered, decor. It had come Into Its own. Its function 

and principle would be similar to that of a chorus, that of 

commenting upon the poet's text through a poetic evocation 

of atmosphere that the word Itself, in its analytical func

tion, was not full enough to communicate. 

This Is not to say that the modern dramatist has 

less to do in the creation of a worthy text than a Racine. 

On the contrary, his poet's inspiration must dictate with 

all those elements of the mlse en scene in mind. He must 

have in mind a mlse en scene that Is both Integral with and 

essential to the text. Total drama necessitates this. In 

short, the poet must produce a spectacle. The mlse en scene 

is not meant to cover up textual faults, but to evoke a soul 

^aty, "La Place du Texte," p. 10. 
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hidden within Its depths. What a text does not oontaln, a 

mlse en scene cannot furnish. Without the poet,s text, the 

mise en scene Is reduced to a carnival of the arts rather 

than a synthesis. 

But the most important aspect for a worthy text 

harkens to more philosophical areas. A play is not instan

taneous, like viewing the Mona Lisa in the Louvre. The play 

lasts, it has its own duration. Throughout the successive 

syntheses which flow rapidly one upon the other throughout 

three or more hours there is need for such a natural linkage 

to provide a dynamism to this flow. It is the metteur en 

scene who creates both syntheses and flow. 



CHAPTER XII 

THE WORD MADE FLESH 

In a theater art of totality the textual basis of 

the drama Joins itself intimately with the role of the 

metteur en scene. In the Baty esthetic, the text holds a 

passive place, while that of the metteur en scene, the 

anlmateur of the drama, is entirely active and aggressive. 

The text is a Jewel whose many facets and hues must be long 

studied and meditated upon. The metteur en scene is the 

Jeweler. 

In a long essay entitled La Place du texte Baty 

expounded his esthetics of the word as part of the total 

drama. The essay was timely since, as has been noted in the 

previous chapter, there had tended to grow up about Baty and 

his adherents an air of misunderstanding. It was, in 

effect, that Gaston Baty was anti-text. Once again Lucien 

Dubech furnished an example: 

[Bat30 travallle, sans s*en douter, a ramener le 
theatre de l*enfance. C'est une des galetes de 
notre epoque: une entreprise litteralre, et Dieu 
salt si nous en avons de trop, dlrigee par un homme 
qui soutient que l*ampoule de l'electricien a plus 
d*importance que la phrase de l,ecrlvain.^-

^•Dubech, Lucien, an untitled article in Echo de 
Paris. May 8, 1922. 

13^ 
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Dubech*s error can readily be dispensed with, sinoe 

Baty never purported that the technical effects, such as 

lighting, were worth more than the text, but rather that, 

with the text as essential basis, all other elements were 

equal and tended toward a synthesized totality of effect. 

Indeed, Baty*s use of lighting in his mlse en scene, while a 

manifestation of his extraordinary ability, never detracted 

from the rights of the poet's text. An illustration of this 

very point is provided by the staging Baty made of Simon 

Gantillon's Maya. Observed Henry Bidou: 

Dans Maya, pour evoquer le bouge de la fille du 
port. M. Baty s'est bien garde de supprimer le 
soleil. II l*a seulement mis a l'arriere plan; 11 
en a inonde les ruelles voisines, et c*est par la 
lumiere qu*il a rendu sensible 1*ombre ou vivent ces 
malheureuses. II a servi le texte en s'ecartant.l 

Again, Baty's presentation of Hamlet at the Theatre 

de 1*Avenue likewise furnished ammunition for the charge 

that the metteur en scene was an enemy of literature. Baty, 

as earlier noted, had chosen for his staging the first ver

sion, rather than that tailored for the actor, Richard 

Burbage. On October 20, 1928, an unsigned article appeared 

in Chanteeler in which the author hastened to Baty's 

defense, stating that the metteur en scene was being accused 

of intentions that were never his, that is, that in choosing 

the first Hamlet version he had shown himself a manifest 

enemy of the text. Baty, stated the author, had never been 

^Bidou, Henry, "Maya," an unreferenced article from 
the Fonds Rondel. 
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an enemy of the text in the theater, but merely of verbalism 

and rhetoric. These, in Baty*s Judgment, only usurped the 

role of the total mise en soene.l And Baty himself clearly 

denied this charge of being anti-text. He wrote: 

A en Juger par quelques articles d'ailleurs peu 
nombreux, on pourrait croire qu'une legende tend a 
se creer: ... que le texte est pour nous, sans plus, 
un pretexte, que nous revons de bannlr la llttera-
ture du theatre et de mettre les auteurs a leur 
place: la derniere. 

Jamais aucun de nous n'a rlen ecrit, dlt, ni 
pense de semblable.2 

Baty further defended himself with the most patent 

argument, that of his Comlte de lecture. This was a group 

of twelve literary men and scholars, counting such as 

Gabriel Marcel, who read and suggested plays to Baty. Noted 

Baty: "On volt les auteurs se grouper, fonder des coopera

tives pour gerer en commun un theatre et y faire Jouer leurs 

pieces.What greater proof, posed Baty rhetorically, of 

his regard for literary excellence In the theater, than the 

formation of this committee to aid him in his choice of 

text.'* 

What Baty discovered in his synthesis of the theater 

was that the drama, from the time of the Renaissance and in 

iBaty, Gaston, an untitled article in Chantecler. 
Ootober 20, 1928. 

^Baty, Gaston, "La Place du texte,M Choses du 
theatre. No. 11 (November, 1922), p. 6. 

3Baty, "La Place du texte," p. 6. 

^Baty, "La Place du texte," p. 6. 
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the person of Jodelle, had largely beoome text and hence had 

become less theater. In one of his essays he commented that: 

Oe Jodelle a Batallle, le theatre frangals a evolue 
en ligne dlrecte sans autres modifications que 
celles qui concement l'ecriture, ou des details 
tout exterieurs. ... Classlque, romantlque, ou 
reallste, le theatre fran$ais etait maitre d'un 
domalne: le coeur humain; 11 exposalt des conflits 
indivlduels. presque toujours dans 1*amour; 11 
disposalt d*un moyen d#expression: le texte.i 

In other words, no matter how the cake was called, it was 

always the seune, and its Ingredients never varied. It was 

text. Personal experience can bear out this statement, for 

how numerous are those who consider theater as little more 

than a classification in a library, or a course to be 

studied in a university curriculum. 

For Gaston Baty the text was the essential part of 

the drama, what the seed is to the fruit. This fruit, once 

savored, always leaves the seed which produces anew. The 

word, like the seed and fertile earth, waits in the dark of 

the library for the metteur en scene to confer new life on 

it. The role of the text in the theater is precisely that 

of the word In life. Here Baty expounded in depth: 

Le mot sert a chacunde nous pour se formuler a soi-
meme et communlquer eventuellement aux autres ce 
qu*enreglstre son intelligence. II exprime directe-
ment, pleinementj nos sentiments et nos sensations, 
dans la mesure ou notre intelligence les analyse; ne 
pouvant donner de notre vie sensible une transcrip
tion integrale et simultanee, 11 la decompose en 

^Baty, Gaston, "Quatre Dangers menagent le the&tre. 
Premier Danger: La Literature," Le Figaro. February 2, 
1937-
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elements successifs, en reflets lntellectuels, comme 
le prism decompose un rayon de soleil.l 

The domain of the word Is, therefore, quite immense 

since It embraces the whole of Intelligence, all that man 

can understand and formulate. A theater composed mainly of 

text, such as that of Racine, already had these riches. In 

such a theater, all decor, all plastic effect, all musical 

commentary, all mime, all of these are useless, pleonastic. 

All depend upon the intention of the author. If he limits 

himself only to the written word, then the metteur en scene 

has no need of the total mlse en scene. As emphasized in 

Chapter IV on the metteur en scene. Baty maintained unerring 

adherence to the poet*s text. 

As wide, however, as the scope of the word may be, 

it nevertheless has its limits. Baty analyzed these bound

aries that are fixed upon the word, with undertones that are 

highly philosophic as well as revealing of his erudition. 

Wrote Baty: 

En de$a, comme au-dela de 1*Intelligence 
humalne, des terrltolres lmmenses lui sont inter-
dites. Lorsque nous communions avec la vie vegetale 
ou anlmale, lorsque nous entrons en contact avec les 
choses, le cllmat, la nature, nous subissons des 
joies ou des souffrances profondes, obscures, trop 
simples pour que pulsse mordre sur elles l'analyse 
intellectuelle; la couleur, la lumiere et les formes 
les exprimeront, peut-etre, non le mot. La 
Joulssance directe, immediate, que nous donnent un 
beau del, un beau pay sage, un beau corps. ... 

iBaty, "La Place du texte," p. 6. 
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Dans notre propre coeur, le mot non plus n'est 
pas le maltre. Nos sentiments les plus profonds ne 
veulent pas etre formulas. Paut-11 done condamner 
les personnages de theatre a ignorer ces pudeurs, 
oes timldites ou ces hontes. Le texte est lmpuis-
sant a rlen dire; mals 11 y a le regard, le geste, 
le silence.1 

Beyond the exploratory powers of the word, therefore, lay 

great vistas of the human consciousness and subconsciousness 

which are likewise the matter for dramatic product because 

they are likewise the "stuff" of which total existence is 

made. These vistas are not distinct from the word, they are 

merely its unexpressed prolongations. 

Indeed, the generation of Gaston Baty was that of 

Preud, the generation in which the existence of the subcon

scious was definitely accepted. While Baty scrupulously 

avoided those subjects of a political or social timeliness, 

he nevertheless explored and exploited for this theater of 

totality those discoveries into the fathomless depths of man 

which the new science of psychoanalysis had provoked. 

Indeed, Baty felt that the subconscious had become a prime 

means for the renewal of theater art, for It could furnish 

the modem fatum upon which the modern tragedy might be 

constructed. Its exploitation could flesh out the poet's 

basic text. 

Traditional theater was one which, in large part, 

drew life breath from the Cartesian vision of the universe. 

iBaty, "La Place du texte," p. 8. 
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Every part of man's totality was In a neat package: the 

physical, the intellectual, the emotional. This was com

partmentalized man, invented by the humanists and Carte

sians. Baty preferred man the synthesis, and in this regard 

he explained: 

Mais l'homme, en verite, depasse de toutes parts ce 
schema de l'homme. Sa vie consciente est toute 
baignee de vie lnconsciente, ou consciente seulement 
a demi. II n'est pas seulement l'idee claire qu'il 
a de lui-meme, mais ses rftves obscures, sa memoire 
endormie, ses instincts refoules. 

Les groupements humains ont une vie propre, 
dlfferente de celle des^indivldus qui les composent. 
Aussi bien qu'un caractere personnel, les communau-
tes sont des entltes dramatiques. ... Tout ce qui 
est, est matlere dramatlque.l 

The word, then, is only one part of the existence 

man leads in the universe, its analyzed surface, but every 

part of the cosmos is matter for drama. It is the word's 

function, and indeed its glory, to analyze and formulate. 

But there are many things that cannot support analysis and 

formulation, many things before which the word is impotent. 

Immediacy and spontaneity flee from the word and its 

abstractions. A man says, "I feel badly." But oftentimes 

he may not be able to say why, and he may not even know why. 

He may be the unwilling prey of weather or climate, or the 

plaything of a hundred unknown Instincts in the deep reaches 

of his soul. These, too, are matter for the dramatic uni

verse, since they are the "stuff" of ours. 

•••Baty, "La Place du texte," p. 9. 
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Upon the stage an idea is formulated into an arbi

trary sign known as the word, but what is behind the word, 

one such as "I feel badly," needs other means in order to 

find its own expression. Such means are color, dimension, 

gesture, music, movement, rhythm. In other words, upon the 

stage the word takes flesh in all of these other elements. 

The poet's text is the basis of the drama upon which the 

magnificence of the dramatic universe is erected. Hence the 

place of the text is not simply as one among other equal 

elements, but rather as foundation to edifice, seed to 

blossom. For Gaston Baty, the word without the mlse en 

scene was barren, Just as the seedling Is Incomplete without 

the blossom of which it is the source. Likewise Is the mlse 

en scene built upon shifting sands if it does not have a 

true poet's text for fundament. One might say that the word 

sits upon the mass of elements, conscious and subconscious, 

interior and exterior, which people our universe, much like 

the label upon a package. One is told what Is inside, but 

there remains to experience it. 

The dramas of H.-R. Lenormand are most illustrative, 

in the drama universe of Gaston Baty, of the role of the 

text. In his day Lenormand was considered a dramatist of 

the first rank. His plays were enormously popular as well 

as richly acclaimed by the critics. But his dramatic art 

was, at the same time, one that probed deeply into the 

secrets and mysteries of man. His text could not have 
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survived without the creative talents of a metteur en scene 

such as Gaston Baty. Paul Blanchart has written of 

Lenormand that j 

Toutes aes actions sceniques se deroulent-elles sur 
un double theatre; celui du temps present et celui 
de 1'eternal humain ou se rejolgnent ... les crea
tures d'Eschyle, de Racine, et d'lbsen ... et Hamlet 
avec Oedipe, et Phedre avec Oreste, et Paust avec 
Peer Gynt.1 

And Robert de Piers, in an essay in Le Figaro, continues* 

[Les personnages] meuvent sur un plan intermedlaire 
entre le present et le reel ... [LenormandJ ne con-
sidere point le mystere comme une region superieure 
a la vie et dlstlncte d'elle, mals 11 le mele a 
toutes ses manifestations. Ill'lntegre, pour tout 
dire, a notre instinct, et montre sans cesse 
l'etrange correspondance des nuees qui passent sur 
nous avec les ardeurs et le desespolr qui se 
succedent en nous.2 

Over the span of his career Gaston Baty staged four 

plays of Lenormand. They were: Les Rates. A L'Ombre du 

mal. Le Slmoun. and L*Amour Magiclen. Les Rates was a 

simple tale of two complete failures in life. He is a 

writer yrho believes himself predestined to great fame; She 

is an actress who sustains great hopes for future achieve

ment. Neither succeeds, and life becomes for them an ever 

descending spiral of disillusion. But what made them 

different from so many others in life who never really suc

ceed, but who yet manage to lead relatively contented lives? 

^•Blanchart. Paul. Le Theatre de H.-R. Lenormand 
(Paris, 19^7), p. 18. 

2de Piers, Robert, "L1 Amour magicien,•, Le Figaro. 
December 1, 1926. 
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It Is the answer to this question which ultimately provides 

the difference between the theater of Lenormand and a type 

of tranche de vie naturalism. There Is an Interior fatality 

which dominates the play and which raises It above the story 

It relates. Both He and She are ravaged by self-doubt and 

disquiet within themselves. He exclaims: "Quand 11 me 

vlent un acces d'enthousiasme, quand Je me crols capable de 

grandes choses, J'al toujours peur d'etre ma propre dupe."! 

In short, self-doubt Is their designated lot In life. They 

cannot escape It, and It bears down upon them at every 

moment. Writes Paul Blanchart of the play: 

C'est 1*effondrement Ineluctable non seulement des 
aspirations splrltuelles et des ambitions, mals 
aussl de toute tendresse et de toute quietude. 
C*est l'enlisement progresslf et inconjurable dans 
l,avlllssement moral, dans la bassesse, dans la boue 
humaine Jusgu'au meurtre et au suicide en une 
chambre d*hotel anonyme et banale.^ 

The element of realism Is present here, but It Is of 

a different cast than that usually understood In realism. 

The realist, such as a Balzac or a Zola, sees tragedy as the 

result of exterior circumstances, such as the Ills of 

society which oppress a certain number. But with this drama 

of Lenormand the fatum Is altogether Interior. It Is self-

doubt and a ravishing disquiet which destroy the protagonist 

^•Blanchart, Le Theatre, p. 3 6 .  

2Blanchart, Le Theatre, p. 36. 



rather than exterior circumstances. Pierre Audlat, writing 

for Parls-Solr. has observed: 

Mais, 11 ne faut pas se laisser abuser par les 
apparences et crolre, parce que la piece est 
decoupee en un prologue et seize tableaux, qu'elle 
n*est (ju'une suite d*anecdotes plttoresque. ... En 
realite, elle est toute interleure, si bien que les 
sortileges du metteuren soene ne peuvent lul 
foumir qu'une aide mediocre: c*est de l,lnterleur, 
Je veux dire de 1*Interpretation du texte et de ses 
silences, que doit lui venir son epanouissement.1 

Le Slmoun. a play which eventually entered into the 

repertory of the Comedie-Frangalse, was one of Lenormand*s, 

and Baty's, outstanding achievements. It is in this play 

that the exotic element plays a large role, and not simply 

for purposes of the picturesque, but as an authentic psycho

logical factor which prepares the action for a tragic 

climax. 

The hero Is Laurency, a French businessman who has 

spent twenty years in the Algerian Sahara after an unsuccess

ful marriage. These years beneath the blazing African sky 

have left him a moral and physical wreck. He lives alone 

with his mistress, Alescha, a creature of utter depravity 

whom Laurency tolerates only because his own will has become 

annihilated. His daughter Clotilde arrives to visit him and 

he perceives in her the image of her mother whom Laurency 

truly loved. Clotilde quickly becomes the object of 

Alescha*s insatiable Jealousy and is eventually poisoned by 

Audlat, Pierre. "Les Rates." Paris-Soir. April 7. 
1937. 
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her. This, however, Is not the true tragedy, but only melo

drama. The true tragedy takes place in the heart of 

Laurency. 

It Is the freshness of the young girl who provokes 

him to lament his long dead soul, one that was European. 

What Is not dead of this soul has now become savage in a 

savage land. In a Proustlan manner, Clotllde evokes for 

Laurency the remembrance of things past. But she does more 

Her stimulation of Laurency, whose will Is now utterly 

destroyed, Is so great that he Is moved with desires for his 

own daughter which he cannot suppress. On the night that 

the simoom, the hot sand-laden wind of the Sahara, was blow

ing, Laurency completely yields to his incestuous passion. 

He embraces his daughter, calling her by her mother*s name. 

Thus did Lenormand portray the spectre which haunts 

the subconscious of a man. In this case it rises to the 

surface, provoked by the mental and physical tyrannies of a 

tropical climate. The exotic was not herein a simple cadre 

for the play's action, but a means of fully evoking the 

double forces at play in the universe man inhabits. They 

are the forces which bear down upon a man from without as 

well as those which may ravage him from within. 

A L*Ombre du mal is another play which enters with 

Le Slmoun into the category of climate or atmosphere 

tragedy. Again the exterior elements are not causes, but 

rather causes concomitant to those spiritual which act from 
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within. The harsh exterior elements of a tropical climate, 

here the African bush, closely parallel and accentuate the 

moral decay which takes place. 

The scene is equatorial Africa. The atmosphere Is 

feverish. Malaria, native fetish; quinine, slavery, 

nostalgia for Europe, such is the setting. The functionary 

Rouge has spent fifteen years in the African bush and has 

become in many ways deranged and sadlstlcal. His assistant, 

Le Cormier, has Just arrived from Europe with his wife. It 

Is Rouge who delights In tormenting them and who, at other 

times, collaborates with the natives in their excesses of 

superstition and barbarity. 

Le Cormier's wife, however, Is especially indulgent 

towards Rouge, whose character, she has reasoned, must be 

the reply to some deep-rooted injustice received long ago. 

She had well divined the secret, for twenty years earlier 

Rouge, in his turn, had been the victim of a bestial tor

menting on the part of his supervisor. In those early days 

Rouge had been much like his young aide Le Cormier. Sta

tioned alone in the bush, he depended upon his supervisor 

for all supplies and contact with civilization. Rouge was 

systematically deprived of mail, of aulnine, and even 

shipped crates of prunes as food. Through a natural allergy, 

he could not eat them. His protests to the supervisor were 

of no avail. 
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It was those two years of Injustice that led Rouge 

to conceive in his heart a profound love and will for 

injustice. To pursue injustice as a vocation he entered in 

his turn into administration and became the tormentor of his 

subordinates. His very being found purgation in these acts 

of injustice. He had come to reason that there was no such 

thing as Justice, that it was only an idea conceived in the 

mind of men, and that injustice was more the order of the 

day throughout mankind. The paroxysm of this will to 

injustice comes when Rouge becomes knowingly responsible for 

the brutal massacre of Le Cormier's wife. 

White and black, the characters in the drama slowly 

give rein to the most horrendous of instincts that arise 

from the depths of their souls. The tropical bush becomes a 

collaborator, a catalyst. These instincts are the fatum of 

of the tragedy. The gods of Oedipus and Orestes have become 

the dark surgings which well up from the subconscious of 

man. Man's inner mysteries had not ohanged with the dramas 

of Lenormand, only their terminology. Pierre Brisson has 

noted that: 

M. Lenormand se plait a montrer dans chacune de ses 
pieces des personnages depossedes d'eux-memes et qui 
sont le jouet des fatalites interieures. .. II a 
une forte conception de 1•enchalnement des causes et 
des effets. Dans l*oeuvre que nous avons entendue 
hler 11 veut indiquer les repercussions multiples 
inattendues et lointaines que peut entrainer un 
petit fait initial.* 

^Brisson. Pierre. WA L'Ombre du mal." Le Figaro. 
October 19, 192*K 
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With L'Amour Magiolen Lenormand entered into another 

phase of his probe into the subconscious mysteries of man, 

that of metempsychosis. In this play, the principal protag

onist is a professor, Albert Carolles, who goes to spend a 

vacation on an austere island off the coast of Brittany. He 

has with him his wife and a young Irish girl for secretary. 

One day his wife, who had gone to take a stroll along the 

ooean, disappears without a trace. All search is in vain 

and the woman is presumed lost. A short time later the 

secretary Beatrice begins to fall into trances during which 

time the dead woman speaks through the mouth of Beatrice. 

The professor, as well as the rest of the family, 

quickly assume that the girl is feigning the trances and the 

pretended words of the dead wife. Carolles slowly begins to 

realize, however, that this Judgment may not be quite accu

rate, but that the girl has genuinely fallen love with him 

and that the trances are simple manifestations of this 

love's excesses, a type of "amour magician." Carolles, in 

turn, falls in love with Beatrice. One day he avows his 

love to her. She listens, becomes hysterical, and is seized 

at the throat by some force. She strangles and dies. Was 

it true, then, that the dead wife did live and had extracted 

her revenge? Or was It rather a case of "amour maglcien"? 

Lenormand does not answer the question here. 

Rather, like Edgar Poe, he suggests a supernatural solution, 
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but nevertheless leaves open the possibility of a patholog

ical explanation. 

Such was the theater of the dramatist H.-R. 

Lenormand which the metteur en scene Gaston Baty utilized 

with eminent success. By vividly illustrating the extent 

and power which men had come to recognize in the subcon

scious, it likewise provided examples by which to underscore 

the place that man's mysteries held in the esthetic of Baty. 

They were mysteries that no word could qualify or express, 

because they dwelt far from the reaches of reasoning 

intelligence. Thus, one may perceive the limits which Baty 

fixed upon the poet's text in his dramatic universe. Its 

function was to analyze. Where analysis was not the case, 

such as in Lenormand's climate tragedies just cited, then 

another language of things was necessary. It was a simple 

case of the analytical word taking flesh in things. 



CHAPTER XIII 

SILENCE AND THE SEVEN STRINGS OP THE LYRE 

As the word was to hold a place of essence, of soul, 

In a drama art of totality, other elements of the mlse en 

scene. especially silence, likewise acquired a respected 

prominence. Indeed, the esthetic of silence, deriving 

essentially from the nineteenth century dramatist Maurice 

Maeterlinck, was considered to be one of the primary sources 

for the theater*s renewal. There was even a Theater of 

Silence. Prom two of its main proponents, Denys Amiel and 

Jean-Jacques Bernard, Baty found material for his own 

efforts and experimentations. 

For both the dramatists and the metteur en scfrne 

silence meant the art of the unexpressed. It was not the 

language of dumbness, but rather it was the gap, the void, 

the spacing between the words. As such, it let Itself be 

heard. In the fifth number of Baty*s Bulletin de la Chlmere 

is found an article by Jean-Jacques Bernard which is 

worthy of partial quote for its explicative value on the 

esthetic of silence. Wrote Bernard: 

Le theatre est avant tout l*art de l'inexprlme. 
C'est^molns par les repllques memes que par le choc 
des repllques que doivent se reveler les sentiments 
les plus profonds. II y a le dialogue sous-Jacent 
qu'll s*agit de rendre sensible. 

150 
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La langue frangalse a cecl de merveilleux, qu*elle 
s*enrlohlt en se depoulllant.^ C'est par Ik qu*elle 
se prftte admlrablement au theatre. Le mot en sol 
n'est qu'un falble Instrument pour tout oe que nous 
voudrlons exprlmer. II n'a pas plus de valeur 
qu'une corde de violon au repos. Mais quelles 
resonances possibles!1 

This was not to say, however, that the use of 

silence in the theater was something completely new. 

Indeed, the dramatic verse of Racine was rich with the 

poetry of silence interspersed with the poetry of the word. 

In the cases of Bernard, Amlel, and Baty, silence was to be 

utilized as an actor, an interpreter, among the many others 

in the total mlse en scene. For such as Racine, silence was 

oompanlon to the text and to little else. 

Silence is a means of surpassing the more verbal 

expression of sentiments and a means of embracing, in the 

dramatic universe, a horizon much vaster than that provided 

by a purely literary text. It is silence which reveals to 

the spectator yet another side to the many faceted Jewel 

which is the human soul, and the human experience. Silence 

Is likewise a manner of portraying the lack of communicative 

ability between people. Often the life that is led upon the 

surface is somewhat different from that led in one's 

interior. That on the exterior is qualified by speech; that 

on the interior is qualified by silence. Baty chose a num

ber of dramas for his repertory in which the esthetic tool 

•'•Bernard, Jean-Jacques, MLe Silence au theatre," 
Bulletin de la Chlmere. May, 1922, p. 66. 
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of 8ilenoe was highly utilized. Many orltlos referred to It 

as the Theater of Silence. 

Le Voyageur of Denys Amiel Is a prime example. 

Aulel compared a dramatist*s text, words, to an aquarium In 

which one sees all that moves, descends, zigzags, rushes to 

the surface only to drop down again. The erratic movements 

are the Inner self of a man which rushes to the surface on 

oooaslon, only to disappear again Into the depths. Amiel 

wrote: "11 m'a paru que la vie latente, etouffee, dans un 

des personnages de mon sujet se pretalt particullerement k 

oes refoulements, a ces evolutions de silence et de verbe, k 

l,enchevetrement du subconsclent. "*• 

Whenoe originated this new emphasis on silence as a 

means of expression? It was largely due to the progress of 

the psychologists and psychoanalysts In the study of the 

human psyche. Claude Berton explained: 

Nous avons acquis sur la genese, la crolssance et 
1*extinction de nos sentiments, et meme de nos 
ldees, des clartes que ne possedalent pas nos peres, 
et ces emotions et ces ldees sont egalement plus 
complexes et plus varlees. ̂ Notre senslblllte est 
plus vlve, notre sensualIte aussl. Sur nos plalslrs 
et nos pelnes, sur les deslrs, glolre, volupte, qui 
nous harcelent et dont l*algulllon caresse ou tor
ture nos existences, nous sommes mleux renselgnes.2 

^•Amlel, Denys, "Le Voyageur," Le Figaro. April 28, 
1923. 

^Berton, Claude, "L'ldee figurative," Les Nouvelles 
Lltteralres. September 2, 1925. 
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It was, maintained Berton, the talent of J.-J. Bernard which 

responded best to this factual progress made In the compre

hension of the human psyche. And Berton added that: 

Le talent de Jean-Jacques Bernard conslste 
preclsement dans 1*Incrustation, au cours d'une 
piece, de ces ldees, images lumlneuses, sonores, 
dlvulgatrlces, qui sont a la fols clart$, muslque, 
indication descriptive, evocation allegorlque vol-
tlgeant autour des personnages peuplant le decor 
et creant une atmosphere vlvante autour d*eux.l 

Was this, then, a world of artifice which Bernard constructed 

upon the stage? Quite simply, yes. But it is at the same 

time no more artifice than language which is simply the 

arbitrary means man has of making other men understand him. 

Bernard*s play, Le Voyageur. is a type of marlvau-

dage in a serious vein The subject is the meeting of a man 

with his former mistress, whom he still loves, and her 

current lover. The two men, who were once friends, now find 

themselves rivals. Paul, Madeleine^ first lover, is over

come by his own chagrin that Madeleine has now found his 

replacement. His speech is cold, surface politeness, his 

silences pregnant with a meaning not found in his words. 

The audience is informed by this that Paul yet loves 

Madeleine but is now overcome with an anger, a frustration, 

that is spoken only by his silence. To the casual observer 

the conversation among the three is amiable; it is in the 

interior, however, where the battle is engaged. The eyes of 

•'•Berton, Claude, "L*Idee figurative." 
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Paul dominate and command; those of Jacques supplicate. It 

Is only the manner of speech, orchestrated with silences 

that are wrought with meaning that the spectator Is apprised 

of the action engaged upon the boards. In an early version 

of the play Amiel had one of the protagonists exclaim: 

Oh! 1*admirable et la polgnante chose que la vie! 
Les minutes les plus lnslgnlf1antes sont peut-etre 
grosses de drame lnterleur. .On volt des gens 
palslblement assls qui causent comme nous le 
falsons. ... et peut-etre que dans leurs coeurs 
s'agltent en remous la convoltlse, la halne, la 
passion de la bete ancestrale.1 

For the dramatist Denys Amlel It was the reply of silence to 

speech upon the stage which could best communicate this 

Interior drama. 

With the play Cafe-Tabac the dramatist utilized the 

same technique except that this time he had suffused It with 

the rather striking realism of the nameless Cafe-Tabac at 

the moment of the afternoon aperitif. The plot Is as simple 

as that of Le Voyageur. The bistro Is crowded with 

customers of all types, from all strata of society. Amlel 

strips away the mask of each, held there by the silence of 

the Individual In a crowd. He wanted to know what went on 

in their souls, and he wanted to tell the spectator about 

it. Some are there in the bistro to place a rosy hue upon 

their already rich contentment; others are nursing an Illu

sion or dulling an anguish. Amlel shifted the attention 

^Rivalre, Andre, "Chronique theatrale," Feullleton 
du Temps. May 1**, 1923, quoting Denys Amlel. 
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from one to the other, betraying with the moments of cap

tured speech and its alternative silence the heart of the 

habitue in the Cafe-Tabac. 

Critical acclaim ran enthusiastic for this dramati

zation of Denys Amiel. The observations of J. Delinl 

provide a good sampling of the critical analysis: 

Avec son art de la scene, M. Denys Amlel a su porter 
a la scene cette symphonic dramatlque des habitues 
et des passants du bistro. Non seulement les 
acteurs parlent, mals lis dolvent penser et ecouter. 
II y a pour chaque oomedlen un text muet qui cadre 
l1action. Chaque acteur vlent & l'avant-scfcne, k 
son tour, pour narrer son hlstolre et ezposer son 
caractere.l 

The staging of Martlne by J.-J. Bernard produced a 

highly acclaimed theatrical program that became much the 

type for the Theater of Silence. Fortunat Strowskl noted 

that the silences, the hesitations, the slowness of the 

gesture, all of these augmented the evocative and poetic 

quality already inherent in the decor.2 It was these 

observations of Strowskl which most qualified a Baty staging 
•» 

for the Theater of Silence. 

The theme is again a most simple one. A young 

peasant girl, Martlne, falls in love with a dashing sophis

ticated youth from Paris. Martlne*s heart Is refined, but 

her mind is not and in spite of the ardent efforts of 

^Delini. J.. "Cafe-Tabac." Comoedia. November 7. 
1922. ' 

2Strowskl, Fortunat. "Martlne." Paris-Midi. June 21. 
1922. 
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Julian, Martina never really learns to express herself. Her 

emotions are Imprisoned in a wall of silence. Only her 

eyes, a gesture, can free them, but in this way Jullen does 

not recognize them. Jullen Is oblivious of her feelings and 

soon marries another who more closely approximates his sta

tion. Martlne can say nothing, but her silence is suffer

ing. She is forced to marry a man whom she does not love 

and is thus consigned to a life of mediocrity without love. 

The last scene of the play is most moving and illus

trative, at the same time, of the esthetic of J.-J. Bernard. 

Jullen Is about to leave the village definitively with his 

wife, but comes to say goodbye to Martlne They say fare

well. He leaves. It is evening. Martlne Is alone with her 

husband. Someone lights a lamp. A few words are exchanged. 

Silence and the look of Martlne. 

The artistic and poetic merit of the play is amply 

summed up in a few phrases by Gustave Frejaville: "Ces cinq 

tableaux ou toute la vie profonde des coeurs s*exprlme par 

des mots de tous les jours et des silences riches 

d* emotions. 

The last lines of this citation are most illustra

tive of a cardinal point in the Baty esthetic. Not only do 

they underline the merit of the Theatre of Silence but they 

also illuminate a very special quality of the Baty art. It 

^Frejaville, Gustave, "Martlne," Debats. May 11, 
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is the quality of sensibility. As noted earlier in this 

study, Gaston Baty was a man of great sensibilities, and 

Indeed, he felt that true art was sensibility, an evocation 

of the great things experienced by a man In the existential 

situations of his life. These are things which cannot often 

be expressed by a man in words, sinoe words are the end 

product and analysis and reasonings and are thus alien to 

share in immediacy and spontaneity. It is in this oontext 

that a Theater of Silence, such as created by J.-J. Bernard, 

could furnish the metteur en scene with a plethora of rich 

possibilities for his dramatlo strivings. 

In L*Invitation au voyage Bernard does not depart 

from his preferences for a Theater of Silence. None of the 

protagonists reveals himself with words but the spectator is 

olued In on their secrets. It is their gestures, their 

looks, their silences, which reveal them. The theme of the 

play Is again quite simple. Marie-Louise and Olivier enter

tain an old friend, Philippe. Philippe departs on a trip, 

and while others are commenting on him, someone suddenly 

mentions that Philippe is going to the Argentine. At the 

mention of this word something is triggered within Marie-

Louise. She becomes silent. The simple word "Argentine" 

has released within her a whole torrent of imaginings and 

forces until then suppressed. Until this time she was a 

good middle class wife. She had read Chenier and enjoyed 

him. She now turns to Baudelaire whom she had formerly 
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disliked, and she even sings his L'Invitation au voyage 

accompanied on the piano. When she hears that Philippe has 

returned briefly to Prance, she even Imagines that It is for 

the purpose of taking her with him to the Argentine. 

Marle-Loulse*8 malady Is never diagnosed In the 

play. The spectator Is only made aware of It by the subtle 

workings of silence, the gesture, the look. Only thus could 

Olivier, her husband, divine what was wrong with her. Her 

cure Is a simple one, much like a quick and rude return from 

the world of the dream to reality. When Philippe returns, 

Marle-Loulse Is certain that he has come for her, but 

Philippe Ignores her, takes care of his business, and 

promptly returns to Argentina. Thus Is the dream world of 

Marle-Loulse shattered In a few brief moments, much as It 

had begun with the simple mention of the word Argentina. 

The critic Rene Salome observed of Jean-Jacques 

Bernard,and his esthetic that Bernard, with his problngs 

Into man's Inner world, was much like a Proust or a Glde, 

and those subscribing to the theories of Freud.* But there 

was one difference, remarked Salome. The followers of Freud 

analyze, but with the dross they discover In man's depths, 

they take a sinister pleasure. Bernard, on the other hand, 

knew the total and reasonable normal man, a being composed 

of material body and Immaterial soul, a being capable of 

^-Salome, Rene, "L*Invitation au voyage," Etudes. 
September 5, 1924. 
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falling, such as Marle-Loulse, but also a being capable of 

rising again. 

In December 1935 Baty staged Les Caprices de 

Marianne which, although a classic of the French theater, 

still yielded In the hands of Baty many resemblances to the 

esthetic of silence. Besides the exterior action there 

developed one that was Interior, spiritual. This second 

action was one which the protagonists tried to dissimulate. 

According to an unreferenced article from the Revue de Deux 

Mondes (from the Fonds Rondel and pertaining to Les 

Caprices), the play was "un dialogue muet qui se poursulvlt 

toujours sous le dialogue parle et que tradulralent les 

regards, la volx, les silences, le Jeu, mals Jamais les 

mots." Baty did, then, seek his esthetic of silence In the 

works of contemporary dramatists, yet he was equally capable 

of utilizing it for the staging of one of the great French 

classics. 

Such was the Theater of Silence and Its manifesta

tions in the repertory of Gaston Baty. Again, this Is not 

to Indicate that the plays treated In this chapter were the 

only plays in which the esthetic of silence was used to 

great artistic merit, but that these were simply the plays 

which most patently corresponded with this theatrical mani

festation of Baty*s generation. Just as the dramas of the 

subconscious created by H.-R. Lenormand are not the only 

ones among the Baty stagings that demonstrate the phenomenon 



of the word made flesh, so are there many other plays that 

are enriched by the esthetic of silence. 

There were some critics who felt that a Theater of 

Silence was less theater because less literary, and hence 

took the metteur en scene to task for his use of silence. 

An article In the Journal de Geneve remarked: "Ne salt-on 

pas qu'll y avalt, parml les accessolres du theAtre antique 

un masque du Silence, et qu*Eschyle a*en est souvent servl. 

... Ignore-t-on quels effets nuances Racine a tire du 

alienee, et qu*ll a prls soln de les indlquer."1 Emlle 

Faguet had even remarked that the more a dramatist used 

silence as a means of expression, the less a dramatist he 

2 was. 

Silence was an amplification of total theater. The 

text came first and offered Its riches, to be followed by 

the other elements of interpretation: the Interpreter, 

sound and silence, the plastic arts. In effect, In a drama 

of totality as conceived by Baty, the word was made flesh, 

and silent. 

Another notion In the Baty esthetic appears here, 

which was equally as famous In Baty's time as his famous 

dictum on Sire le Mot. This notion was Baty1s analogy that 

*An article signed R.-L. P.. "Le Theatre du Silence," 
Journal de Geneve. December 31, 192o. 

2Quoted by Lugne-Poe, "La Baraque de la Chlmere," 
Echo de Paris. July 5, 1923. 
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the theater, and the many creative and synthesizing elements 

that go into it, is a lyre upon which are strung seven 

chords, the seven synthesizing arts present in the theater. 

Baty referred to these seven arts as Les Sept Volx de la 

lyre. 

Color was the vivid means of provoking a state of 

soul. Linear effect, moveable or Immoveable, establishes a 

finer precision to this state of soul. Rhythm is Imparted 

by the dance. At the point Where sensation gives birth to 

the idea, the word enters to perform its analytical func

tion. Verse leads to music, and here the idea approaches 

the realm of the ineffable. In illustration of this area of 

the Ineffable Baty wrote: 

Ce qui est au-dessus de la matlere et de la raison, 
le mystere, l'lnconnu divin, les presences invisi
bles, le sentiment ineffable de notre participation 
a l'universelle harmonle, a des Joies ou a des 
douleurs qui ne sont pas les notres et que nous 
sublssons sans les oomprendre. Ce sera la tache de 
la muslque, et grace a elle se parfalt le drame 
integral.2 

By music, Baty was not necessarily referring to 

melody. Although he used melody many times, and with 

eminent accomplishment, music in its deeper significance 

meant a harmony of impression that evokes directly and 

•'•Baty, Gaston, "Les Sept Volx de la lyre," Bulletin 
de la Chlmere. March, 1922, pp. 17-19. 

^Baty, Gaston, "La Place du texte," Chosesdu 
theatre. No. 11 (November 1922), p. 8. 
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Immediately. Suoh is the music of a Verlalne when he wrote: 

"De la musique avant toute chose." 

The same notion holds true with regard to the dance. 

When Baty spoke of the danoe as being one of the drama*s 

synthesizing elements he was not referring to some type of 

formal dance step. What Baty was indicating by dance was 

rhythm, a harmony in motion that evoked and expressed. 

Because Gaston Baty saw man as a totality, and the 

theater as the expression of man in his existence, he had 

need of the creative power of the many arts, the seven 

chords on the lyre of drama, to express and evoke this 

totality. Injustice is done to man's existential situation 

when it Is expressed only by the word, for with the word the 

elements of immediacy and spontaneity in emotion are, by 

definition, absent. The drama of totality, to express all, 

must use all: from the word, through all the arts of 

plasticity, to the art of silence. 



CHAPTER XIV 

VARIATIONS ON A THEME OP TOTALITY 

Throughout this study many stagings of Baty have 

been noted and treated, particularly in illustration of some 

aspect of the Baty esthetic. The plays of Simon Gantillon 

were highly illustrative of Baty*s tenet that it was the 

theater's mission to provide escape, while H.-R. Lenormand 

and his dramatio offerings dealing with the subconscious 

helped to focus the place of the text in the dramatic uni

verse conoeived by Baty. Tragedy and comedy were accorded 

their place, and a Theater of Silence, too, entered into the 

repertory. 

The plays treated were, however, only a cross-

section of the Baty product. To include every staging ever 

made by the metteur en scene would not only be dispropor

tionate to this study, but also largely repetitive. At the 

same time there exist a number of productions not yet 

treated which serve to demonstrate further and more fully 

the strivings made by Gaston Baty towards a theater of 

totality. These added productions are variations on the 

theme of totality. 

The dramas of Jean-Victor Pellerin found a large and 

welcome place in the Baty repertory. Like those dramas of 

Lenormand, they were of an entirely new temper in theater 
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art. While Lenormand plumbed the subconscious h la Freud, 

Pellerln frequently took for his subject matter the double 

folds of the conscious human personality. A case in point 

was Pellerln*s Intlmlte whioh shared a program with Martlne 

of Jean-Jacques Bernard in May, 1922. 

Mister and Missus are home on an evening, chatting 

with one another. On the surface they appear to be quite 

tranquil In their domesticity. But slowly, they grow 

silent. They dream and imagine, and each in his turn speaks 

out his dream before the audience. In the background, by 

means of lighting, the objects of their dreams appear. This 

type of staging is, of course, an instance where Baty used a 

simultaneous decor. It was a decor that permitted the 

visual and simultaneous exteriorization of the dream or 

imagining. The French theater first knew simultaneous decor 

in the mlstere of the Middle Ages. 

Andre Antolne has left an eye-witness commentary of 

Pellerln*s domestic drama. This couple, known simply as 

Mister and Missus, are the secret victims of boredom and 

lassitude. Remarked Antolne: 

Madame confle a une amle sa lassitude decouragee, 
d'obscures tentations de s'evader de la vie conju-
gale, meme elle confesse un flirt de ces jours 
derniers, et, devant ses yeux clos, reparalt un 
amant evince par timidlte. 

Monsieur, apres avoir confle a un ami son lmperleux 
besoln de liberte, une belle fille, la bonne, passe 
devant ses yeux troublees; les images voluptueuses 
se precisent; dans 1*ombre la soubrette a lalsse 
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tomber un a un ses vetements, et enfin, une 
mysterieuse fievre salslt les deux epoux.l 

Thus did Jean-Victor Pellerln probe beneath surface 

appearance In order to render visible the sub-surface 

reality of desire, boredom, frustration. As Lenormand 

explored the subconscious interior of a man, so did Pellerln 

probe the conscious interior of man. 

Tetes de rechange was another example of dedouble-

ment de la peraonnallte. wherein Pellerln found a forte for 

his dramatic talent. The play was likewise an Instance for 

Baty to make use of decor slmultane. Noted Jean Ravenne: 

" [Baty] a su proJeter toutes les visions du heros sur les 

objets grossls, qui les provoquent, avec des alternatives de 

lumiere et d'ombre dont le sens est facile a comprendre. 

Unlike Intlmlte, there was no division of the personality 

lived on two levels of consciousness such as Mister and 

Missus cultivated. Instead, it was a question of escape, 

short, brief, easily induced. Mr. Ixe and his uncle Mr. 

Opeku chat lightly in the office of the successful Ixe. 

Each time that an idea or imagining takes form In the mind 

of one or the other, It is materialized before the eye of 

the spectator. These dreams are, however, different from 

^•Antolne, Andre, "La Semalne theatrale," L'Informa
tion. May 22, 1922. 

2Ravenne, Jean, "Tetes de rechange." Revue franoaise. 
May 12, 1926. 
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those of a Phedre or a Chimene, for their dreams were never 

materialized, simply enunciated. 

Ixe Is a prosperous member of the middle class, but 

bored to distraction by the sterility of existence within 

that class. Ixe*s dreams, and speolflcally his day dreams, 

provide him with a form of release. Indeed, the play's 

whole action Is a ceaseless passing from the present real to 

the dream. A word, a sight, any light stimulus suffices to 

place Ixe In a dream world. "Lovers" Is uttered and he 

Immediately Imagines the Intimate life of two lovers. "Hat 

shop" and Ixe Is off again Into a world of Imaginings that 

are cleverly exteriorized through the stage art of Baty. 

It was the impressive originality of Pellerln which, 

In the Judgment of the critic Maurioe Brlllant, contributed 

brilliantly to the renewal of theater art from the point of 

view of the dramatist. Noted Brlllant: "Tetes de rechange 

s*aJoutent k Intlmlte. Pellerln s'afflrme comme un des 

trois ou quatre ecrlvalns qui concoivent le mleux ce que 

dolt etre le nouveau theatre, le vral theatre."1 

Tetes de rechange was for Baty a play which uniquely 

corresponded to his conception of drama.^ Why was this? 

Simply beoause this play of Pellerln possessed none of those 

^-Brlllant. Maurice, "Tetes de rechange," Correspon
dent. May 21, 1926. 

^Baty, Gaston, "Au Studio des Champs-Elysies," 
Parls-Solr. May 11, 1928. 
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traits which Baty despised in the theater art of the past 

three hundred years. Wrote Baty: "Nausee du theatre 

d'amour; nausee du theatre oomme dans la vlej des psycholo

gies de myopes, des mesquineries •quotidlermes*; naus£e du 

lyrlsme lorsqu'll n'est qu'eloquence, de la po6sie 

lorsqu'elle n'est que Jeux de mots."* Further on in the 

same article Baty noted what the play did provide? "Une 

concision surprenante qui fait appel & tous les moyens 

scenlques, pour trouver son expression sous double emplol, 

sans pleonasme."2 The drama of Pellerln was a world of 

reality and fantasy, eloquently, poetically, given plastic 

expression upon the stage. 

Pellerln*s Crl des coeurs was of a different tone 

than Intlmlte or Tetes de rechange. but it possessed those 

elements of a theater that pointed out the complexity of 

life and of the moving universe. Crl des coeurs was really 

a trilogy, the first segment of which was entitled Monsieur 

pense. Jacques, an insignificant functionary, has been left 

a rich Inheritance which now affords him the leisure to do 

what he pleases. He chooses writing. Immediately Jacques 

discovers that to write, one must have ideas. Neither the 

newspapers nor the Larousse de poche. nor the habitues of a 

nearby cafe seem to help Jacques In his quest for Ideas. 

^aty, "Au Studio." 

2Baty, "Au Studio." 
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Jacques* real problem Is that he just does not know how to 

profit from his experience of things or to use his reason, 

to judge from the concrete to the abstract, from the real to 

the unreal. Yet Jacques Is so obsessed by this passion to 

be a writer that he begins to hallucinate, and his fantasies 

materialize. Prom this horror Jacques beats a hasty retreat 

to his former life of conjugal comfort. 

The second part of the trilogy Is entitled Cage aux 

hommes. It was this segment that provided the tragio ele

ment In the program. The audience is presented with the 

facades of two apartment houses, each bearing two apart

ments. In one lives Jacques with his unhappy passion for 

the literary. In another lives a middle class family whose 

hearts have become disaffected and hypocrltloal because of 

their vain pretense before the world. In the third apart

ment lives a student whose studies have led him to see in 

men only problems, problems to be resolved by the mind 

alone. He is unhappy because he has not yet learned that he 

has a heart to satisfy as well as an intelligence. Finally, 

in the fourth apartment there lives a prostitute who dreams 

only of human tenderness, rather theun the mechanics of the 

flesh. 

In Cage aux hommes Baty has again, through the 

subtle use of lighting, unmasked the Inhabitants of these 

four apartments, one by one, to permit the spectator to see 

through the walls like the Dlable bolteux of Le Sage. By 
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Its own starkness, Cage aux homines posed a question upon the 

nature of happiness, and of peaoe of heart. No answer was 

found in this Cage. Did it, then, exist? The final segment 

of the trilogy provided the answer. 

The tale of Jacques, the would-be lltteraire, was 

satirical; Cage aux hommes was redolent of the tragic in 

life? Pleln Air, the concluding segment of the trilogy, was 

a mistere. 

In an attic apartment lives a sculptor. Through his 

long lifetime he had learned that the world could only 

frustrate the heart of man. And so he learned to raise him

self above the natural order to seek God. In loving God he 

could love creatures who were God*s reflections upon the 

earth. It was through God that the soulptor learned the 

world1s beauties. 

The coterie of critics were exultant with this play 

of Pellerin. It is Maurice Brillant who best summed up 

their reactions when he wrote: 

Pour moi, Je conclus volontiers, avec l*un des 
critiques les plus penetrants de nos Jours, qui ne 
conoolt pas le theatre en simple homme de lettres 
et qui suit avec une vlve intelligence les recher-
ches nouvelles, avec notre collaborateur Fortunat 
Strowski: "L*art dramatlque moderne a fait ce 
Jour-Ik un grand pas."l 

Sholem-Anski's Le Dlbbouk. staged in January 1928, 

with Its central structure of metempsychosis, was an 

^Brillant, Maurice, "Les Oeuvres et les hommes," 
Correspondant. May 25, 1928. 
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extraordinary success. At the same time It furnished the 

critics a respite from the concern that Baty was a religious 

sectarian In his esthetic endeavors. One orltlc, L. Algozl, 

defended Baty from this charge. He wrote: 

Mais ce qui me stupefalt, moi, Juif, dans le travail 
de Gaston Baty, c'est de voir k quel point ce 
cathollque est arrive, par la vertu de son 
mervellleux Instinct artistlque, k devlner non 
seulement la portee de la pensee d'Ans-ki et ses 
resonances lolntaines, mals jusqu'aux plus fines 
nuances du texte et.de 1*atmosphere dans laquelle 11 
dolt etre presente.1 

The play also ran the full gamut from realism to the then 

2 
popular Freudlanlsm. 

Dlbbouk Is a Hebrew word signifying the Incarnation 

of a soul that has been cursed, Into the body of another. 

Add to this the theme of the power of love between two 

people, shroud the whole In an air of mystery, and one has 

the essence of this drama. Lla Is beloved by Chonen, a 

young student. Lia*s father Sender Is, however, completely 

opposed to the prospect of Chonen for a son-ln-law. Chonen 

dies suddenly after having studied the Kaballe and invoked 

the spirit of evil as aid In obtaining Lla for his wife. 

Lla is then afflanoed to another whom she does not 

love. The Talmud taught that it was God alone who made a 

marriage, and that human machinations cannot succeed In 

^Algozl, L., "Le Dlbbouk," Parls-Solr. January 27, 
1928. 

^Speth. William. "Le Dlbbouk." Revue mondiale. 
February 15, 1928. 
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destroying the union of two hearts promised to one another. 

If such was attempted, a grave disorder was predicted. It 

does, and the soul of Chonen takes possession of the "body of 

Lla. Chonen speaks by her mouth and refuses to leave her. 

Only through the holiness of the village rabbi Is the exor

cism successful. Chonen leaves Lla. But the girl, now 

freed, will not be separated from her beloved. She agonizes 

and dies. 

The theme of dlbbouk was particularly Yiddish and 

henoe far removed from the experience of the great part of 

theater-goers. It Is to the praise of Baty that he could 

bring this theme within the reach of all. According to 

Auguste Vllleroy: 

Icl, le metteur en sc&ne a su rendre tangibles et 
palpables les sentiments de toute une race. Et 
qu* on ne dlse pas cette fols, qu*ll a subordonne le 
texte a la plastlque. Jamais texte ne fut plus 
fldelement Interprete, respecte. Le rythme de 
l'ouvrage et celul de la mlse en scene ne font 
qu'un, se deroulent en memes larges ondes, qui 
vlennent battre egalement 1*esprit, le coeur, 
1*Imagination du spectateur-audlteur. C*est du 
tres grand art.l 

The plays Dulclnee and Prosper expressed another 

favorite Baty theme, that of the Imagining becoming reality. 

If In many of his presentations Baty moved from the plane of 

the real to that of the dream, In these two plays he 

reversed his direction. 

^-Vllleroy, Auguste, "Le Texte et la mlse en scfene," 
Solr, February 9, 1928. 
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Dulclnee. staged In November, 1938, had Baty himself 

as author. The aotlon of the play was based on an Incident 

from the Don Quixote of Cervantes. Baty constructed the 

play's action around the fact that Sancho Panoha had been 

charged by Don Quixote to bear a message to the Imagined 

mistress of his heart, Dulclnee. Panoha finds a young 

servant girl from an Inn and relates the message of Don 

Quixote to her, stating that Quixote has summoned her, 

Dulolnee, to him. At first she is troubled, then exalted 

and ennobled by the thought that the great knight has sent 

for her. 

As Dulclnee hastens to Don Quixote he is being pre

vailed upon to avow that a Dulclnee had never existed. 

Finally, he submits, and avows that there is no Dulclnee. 

At that moment the girl arrives, and when asked who she Is 

she replies, "Dulclnee." The dream has been continued. 

Sancho Pancha is unable to reveal the hoax to Dulclnee, to 

tell her that she never existed but in the mind of Don 

Quixote, who is now dead. Instead, Pancha permits Dulclnee 

to embrace her own myth. She herself then decides to lead a 

life of high dedication. 

Thus she is seen embracing a leper and finding him 

cured. In reality he was only a fake looking for charity. 

Repeated events such as this cause Dulclnee to Inquire into 

herself and into her mission as contlnuator of Don Quixote. 

Finally, she falls into the hands of the Inquisition who 
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convince Dulcinee of her illusions and resettle her into 

reality. Dulcinee, however, determines upon death, choosing 

It rather than quit her world of beauty, of dream, of illu

sion. Similar to Hugo in Sartre*s Les Mains sales. Dulcinee 

chooses death rather than renounce her act. In the words of 

Paul Achard: "Elle prefere k la vie, ce role de martyre de 

la poesie."* 

Luclenne Farce1s Prosper, staged in November 193^, 

was of a somewhat different vein than Duloln^e. Malvlna, a 

prostitute from Marseilles, flees from the difficulties of 

life there to Algiers where she hopes to better herself. 

Onoe in Algiers, Malvlna learns that she must have a 

"defender." For this reason, two rather dubious characters 

present themselves to her. Malvlna must choose one, but she 

desires neither. Then, in the anguish of the moment, she 

contrives a fable, saying that she cannot have a defender 

because she is the wife of Prosper who, because of her, 

fought a duel and killed a man. For this reason Prosper was 

condemned to twenty years in prison and Malvlna must wait 

for him. A myth takes hold and prospers, thanks to Prosper. 

With Malvlna the myth slowly takes the guise of 

reality, and the girl who wished to be free now finds her

self the prisoner of a being she herself created with her 

own imagination. One day, a prison escapee arrives in the 

^Achard, Paul. "Dulcinee." L'Ordre. December 2. 
1938. 
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Casbah of Algiers looking for Malvlna. All believe that It 

Is, at last, Prosper. In reality, It Is a man from whom 

Malvlna fled In Marseilles. Malvlna*s dream, Prosper, has 

become a reality. The fugitive looks at Malvlna and kills 

her. For the people the killing was expected, for the myth 

had stated that Malvlna would die from Prosper or from his 

symbol. Like Dulclnee. myth and illusion had become 

reality, yet in order to preserve the myths, one thing was 

neoessary: death. Wrote Pierre Audlat of this play: 

Seulement autour de ce oonte reallste et poetlque, 
11 y a la Kasbah ruisselante d*appels, de chants, de 
oris, de bavArdages, de murmures, de prieres, 11 y a 
oes roses, oes verts, oes bruns, ces blancs purs, 
tendres, enfantins, sensuels et doux oomme les ames, 
et 1'anecdote devlent feerie. M. Gaston Baty est un 
magicien. 

Baty took the simple facts of reality and Illusion 

found in this play of Pavre and transposed them, plastically, 

into a rich poetry of evooatlon. Faithful to his Weltan

schauung of totality, Baty was no less ingenious in imple

menting this totality upon the stage, as the summation of 

Pierre Audiat well attests. The real world of the prosti

tute, of the Casbah, of the people, was thoroughly orches

trated with the theme of myth and illusion. Both levels of 

existence caught the spark of life and expression in the 

mlse en scene of Baty. 

1Audiat, Pierre, "M. Baty et son theatre," Parls-
Soir, October 29, 193^. 
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These plays form an added Insight Into the esthetic 

and product of Gaston Baty. Pellerln's dramas demonstrate a 

world of consciousness lived on two levels. Earlier In this 

study, It was shown where Baty treated the subconscious In 

life, that lsf In the dramas of H.-R. Lenormand. Ans-kl*s 

Le Dlbbouk was an example of the power of spiritual love 

over physical death, united to the esoteric theme of metemp

sychosis. Dulclnee and Prosper furnished evidence of the 

power of the Illusion to beoome the reality, Just as 

Gantlllon's Maya had shown reality*s sublimation Into Illu

sion. In short, these plays are further communications to 

the student of the Baty esthetic that a theater of totality 

was a dynamic and searching phenomenon, and Its subject 

matters as vast as the universe Itself. Gaston Baty, his 

esthetic and his product, belonged to no school or group, 

save one: the world, and the totality of man In It. 



CHAPTER XV 

CONCLUSIONS 

Prom the moment when his vocation as metteur en 

scene first crystallized In his youthful mind, Gaston Baty 

set out to Inaugurate, by means of his esthetic of totality, 

a new era of theater art. In this project he proposed to 

emulate the spirit of the Greek, of the Medieval, and of the 

Elizabethan theaters. Baty hoped, and more than that he 

strove, to bring about a new Golden Age In drama art. 

Into the drame Integral of Baty went many elements 

which, when united, combined to Implement an art of totality 

upon the Parisian stage of the 1920*s and the 1930*s. 

Baty*s realism, for which he was largely Indebted to Antolne 

and the effort of the Theatre Libre, was fully a springboard 

towards Ideality and symbolism, whose place In the drama was 

largely due to Paul Port and the Theatre d*Art. 

A key example of this symbolism/realism duality was 

the play Maya by Simon Gantlllon. It was a realist drama, 

for It dealt with a prostitute In the seaport of Marseilles, 

while Its symbolist nature was evident from Its very title, 

for Maya was a Hindu word signifying dream or Illusion. The 

play commenced In an atmosphere of harsh realism and then 

proceeded to the realm of Illusion, as Bella the purveyor of 
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pleasure became Maya the dispenser of the dream. Baty's 

stagings were a case of denouement elevation, wherein not 

only the protagonists of the drama, but likewise Its 

audience, were freed temporarily from being their own con

temporaries. 

With this duality Baty proceeded to a concept as old 

as theater itself, a concept which viewed drama art as 

springing from the rites of religious cult and hence 

endowed, by its very heritage, to raising mortal man to 

realms beyond his mortality. Greeoe and the Middle Ages 

possessed this spirit, and if the Elizabethan theater was 

not religious in its inspiration, it was at least so in its 

fervor for the drama. This notion of the theater's nobility 

Joined Baty closely with a most Illustrious forebear and 

estheticlan of theater art, Edward Gordon Craig. Baty him

self strove to create In the public a new fervor, almost 

religious, for the art of the theater. 

Along with the world of symbolism/realism that was 

of essence in Baty*s dramatic universe, there was also the 

world of its implementation. Baty, in order to express 

totality, had need of a totality of elements. The text came 

first followed by the other arts of sight, sound, dimension 

and rhythm. These arts were Baty's strings on the lyre of 

drama. Silence, for example, was definitely a part of the 

symbolist act, as was music, while color generally lent 

itself to the aspects of realism in the production. 
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With Baty's stagings not only the word spoke, but 

every element of the total drama spoke along with the word. 

The language was a collective one, Just as communication 

within man's world Is brought about by much more than the 

word. Bringing the many disparate acts of the drama 

together made of the metteur en scene a true anlmateur. the 

soul-giver of the dramatio act. This notion of a conjunc

tion of arts was nothing new for it had been utilized during 

the great ag«s of the drama as well as during periods of 

lesser prominence. Rotrou had attempted this dramatic art 

in the seventeenth century, as had the romantics later on. 

Indeed, for dramatist Victor Hugo the word needed a cadre, 

an atmosphere. Wagner, too, had striven towards such a 

synthesis of the arts in his work. 

Did Gaston Baty and his drame Integral succeed? 

Before answering this question & distinction must be made 

between the brilliance of the moment in the theater, and the 

brilliance that carries and is preserved into the future. 

Although the fight was long and hard, Baty and his produc

tions did enjoy sucoess. When Baty sent upon the stage the 

great characters created by Gantlllon, Lenormand, and 

Pellerin, by Shakespeare, Moliere, and Dostoievskl, the 

Incandescence of his drama art glowed with a strong and fine 

light. None denied it. However, as Baty himself remarked: 

La beaute d'un drame est comme 1'eclair, magnlfique 
et breve. Depulsle Jour ou le premier cerveau 
revolt le germe fecond Jusqu'a l'heure ou le rldeau 
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se leve, que de meditations, de recherches, 
d*efforts--de combien de gens! Rlen n'en restera. 
Melancolie des decors pousslereux, des costumes 
fanes, des textes morts.3-

One may oonclude that Gaston Baty did implement a 

fresh and renewed art to the theater of his generation. The 

critics not only verify this, but staunchly proolaim It, and 

this study has not been lacking in the establishment of a 

strong cross seotlon of critical comment on every aspect of 

Baty's theatrical endeavor. But the question remains, did 

Baty's flame last, or did It die each time the curtain 

lowered, to remain permanently unkindled when Baty himself 

died in 1952? 

The perspective of time, too brief in this case, 

does not permit a definitive answer. The seed matures in 

time and In the darkness of the earth. It is true that 

Baty, and the magnificent resurgence of theater art which 

accompanied his generation, were cut short as a world war 

broke out over Europe. When the bombs stopped falling and 

the guns were silent, Baty found a world and a people deeply 

changed, scarred perhaps. He did not recognize this world, 

and in 19^8 he wrote: 

Un public d*elite le savalt, forme en vingt ans 
par les theatres du Cartel, accorde a notre art, et 
dont 11 semblalt qu'on put beaucoup attendre. 

II semblalt ... car la guerre et ses suites 
paraissent 1*avoir aneantl et nous ne le reconnals-
sons pas dans les spectateurs qui empllssent nos 

^-Baty, Gaston, Hldeau balsse (Paris, 19^9), p. 225. 
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salles. II n'est de grande perlode dramatlque que 
lorsque les lnterpretes ont devant eux un audltoire 
capable de vibrer a l'unisson. Miracle de la 
tragedle athenlenne, du mistere Chretien, du drame 
ellsabethaln. Des lndivldus rassembles, mals restes 
1soles les una sur les autres, separes qu*lis sont 
par leur culture, leurs convictions, leurs habi
tudes, voire par leurs passions et leur halne, ce 
n*est pas un public; cfest une foule.1 

Indeed, the generation following World War II was 

one of the engage, of the humanist, a generation which was 

opposed to any kind of escapism or symbolism. It was a 

generation that quietly burled the Cartel and Its theatre 

integral, retaining only certain of its elements, such as 

contempt for traditional plays. 

Likewise do the pages of Baty*s Journal Intlme, 

published by Paul Blanchart in the Revue theatrale. project 

a Baty who, after a distinguished career, lived a prey to 

sharp disillusionment. His world, simply, was destroyed by 

the war, and what he found in its aftermath was to him 

unrecognlzable. 

Perhaps the greatest evidence of Baty's estrangement 

from the theater following the war was his preoccupation 

with the marionette. Early In this study Baty*s youthful 

fascination with the marionette was indicated. Now, in the 

autumn of his career, Baty turned again to the marionette. 

It was as if men, and their visible world, had so dis

appointed Baty, that he would in essence turn from them in 

*Baty, Rldeau balsse. p. 224. 
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order to find new horizons for his art of the theater. He 

commented: 

Non, voyez-vous, le sommet du theatre, c'est la 
marlonnette. Elle seule permet un theatre epure du 
temps, permettant de donner aux homines de l'oubll et 
du reve, et de les transporter dans un monde reel et 
lmaglnalre. J« n'almepas le mot d'evasion. II ne 
faut pas confondre oomedlen et marlonnette. Dans la 
•le, dans tout ce qui est humaln, reel, les come-
dlens sont superleurs; lis possedent une compleze 
psychologle, beaucoup plus developpee. Alors 
qu'avec les marlonnettes^ on a la possibility 
d*oubller la vie, grace a des etres a la fols 
simples et mysterleiuc, elles n* lnterposent pas entre 
le spectateur et le personnage un etre humain.* 

The concluding years of Gaston Baty were not, then, 

years content with the knowledge of fulfillment and achieve

ment. It was as If Baty, who was every bit a perfectionist, 

could not perceive the riches with which he had endowed 

theater art, but only those he had been unable to confer. 

Yet the years during which Baty and the Cartel labored were 

truly years rich with achievement. Time has not diminished 

their luster, but only deepened It. Whether the future will 

return to these years for Inspiration, Just as Baty had 

found Inspiration In the great ages of the past, is unknown. 

But there are signs that the pendulum is swinging 

back to values implemented by Baty and the Cartel. Some 

Indications, for instance, are the number of critical 

studies appearing and which are dedicated to an assessment 

lwGaston Baty a corrige Musset ... puis 11 a recrit 
a sa place Lorenzacclo," anonymous article quoting Gaston 
Baty, Forces nouvelles. October 27, 19^5. 
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of this era In the theater's history. The contemporary play 

of Welngarten, L'Ete. Is a thoroughly Batyesque presentation 

and a great suocess In Paris. In sum, however, It will be 

the task of history, and its students, to determine the pro

found and comprehensive effect of Baty, the Cartel, and the 

drame Integral. 

It Is also hoped that this study has provided an 

added Insight Into the art of the theater. The student of 

literature especially, if his work Is to be Informed and 

full, must know that there is muoh more to theater than 

text. He must know that language speaks by symbol as well 

as by word, and that the word, while the center of life, is 

far from being its limits. The esthetic principles and 

product of Gaston Baty are eminently qualified to demon

strate the fullness of the theater as an art form. 



APPENDIX 

THE BATY REPERTORY* 

ZISE 

La Grande Pastorale 

Les Esclaves 

Le Slmoun 

L'Avare 

29° a l1Ombre 

Les Am suits puerlls 

Le Heros et le 
Soldat 

L'Annonce falte a 
Marie 

Haya 

La Belle de 
Haguenau 

Cesalre 

La Farce de Popa 
Gheorghe 

Martlne 

Author 

Ch. Hellem and 
Paul d*Estoc 

Saint-Georges de 
Bouheller 

H.-R. Lenormand 

Mollere 

E. Labiche 

P. Crommelynck 

Bernard Shaw 

P. Claudel 

Herman Gregolre 

Jean Variot 

Jean Schlumberger 

Adolphe Orna 

J.-J. Bernard 

Theater and Season 

Cirque d'Hiver 
(1919-20) 

Theatre des Arts 
(1919-20) 

Comedle Montalgne-
Gemier (1920-21) 

Comedle Montalgne-
Gemier (1920-21) 

Comedle Montalgne-
Gemier (1920-21) 

Comedle Montalgne-
Gemier (1920-21) 

Comedle Montaigne-
Gemier (1920-21) 

Comedle Montaigne-
Gemler (1920-21) 

La Chimere (1921-22) 

La Chimere (1921-22) 

La Chimere (1921-22) 

La Chimere (1921-22) 

La Chimere (1921-22) 

^Baty was not metteur en scene for all of these 
plays, but he was nevertheless a guiding spirit in their 
realization. 
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Intlmlte 

Le Voyageur 

Je veux revolr ma 
Normandle 

Cyclone 

L'Aube et le 3olr 
de Sainte Genevieve 

La Souriante Madame 
Beudet 

Empereur Jones 

Le Voile du 
Souvenir 

L'Invitation au 
Vojrage 

Le Pardeau de la 
Liberte 

Alphonslne 

Suite de Parades 

Maya 

A 1*ombre du Mai 

Jean-Vlotor 
Pellerln 

Denys Amiel 

Luclen Besnard 

Simon Gantlllon 

Marie Dlemer 

Denys Amlel and 
Andre Obey 

Eugene O'Neill 

Henri Turpln and 
Pierre-Paul 
Fournler 

Jean-Jacques 
Bernard 
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La Chlmere (1921-22) 

La Chlmfere (1922-23) 

La Chlmere (1922-23) 

La Chlmere (1922-23) 

La Chlmere (1922-23) 

L*Odeon (1923-24) 

L* Odeon (1923-24) 

L'Odeon (1923-24) 

L*Odeon (1923-24) 

Tristan Bernard L'Odeon (1923-24) 

Paul Haurlgot 

Thomas Gueullette 
(adapted by Henri 
Cremleux) 

Simon Gantlllon 

H.-R. Lenormand 

Mademoiselle Julie Strlndberg 

Dejeuner d'Artistes 

L*Strange Epouse du 
Professeur 
Stlerbecke 

Jean Gaument and 
Camllle Ce 

Albert-Jean 

Theatre du Vaude
ville (1923-24) 

Studio des Champs-
Elysees (1924-25) 

Studio des Champs-
Elysees (1924-25) 

Studio des Champs-
Elysees (1924-25) 

Studio des Champs-
Elysees (1924-25) 

Studio des Champs-
Elysees (1924-25) 

Studio des Champs-
Elysees (1924-25) 



La Cavallere Elsa 

La Chapelle Ardente 

Pantalsle amoureuae 

Le Dompteur ou 
ou 1'Anglais tel 
qu'on le mange"" 

Le Couvre-Feu 

L'Homme du Destln 

Le Bourgeois 
romanesque 

Une Vlslte 

Tetes de Rechange 

Les Chevaux du Char 

L*Amour maglclen 

Am11car 

La Machine a 
Calculer 

Le Dlbbouk 

Crls des Coeurs 

Paul Demasy, 
based on novel by 
Pierre MacOrlan 

Gabriel Marcel 

Andre Lang 

Alfred Savolr, 
based on a short 
story by Jacques 
Thery 

Boussac de Saint* 
Marc 

Bernard Shaw 

Jean Blanchon 

Anne Valray 

J.-V. Pellerln 

Jacques and M. de 
Zogheb 

H.-R. Lenormand 

Philippe Faure-
Premlet 

Elmer Rice; the 
French version by 
Leonle Jean-Prolx 

An-Ski; the 
French version by 
Marle-Therese 
Koemer 

J.-V. Pellerln 
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Studio des Champs-
Elysees (192^-25) 

Theatre du Vleux-
Colombler (1925-26) 

Theatre du Vleux-
Colombler (1925-26) 

Theatre Michel 
(1925-26) 

Studio des Champs-
Elysees (1925-26) 

Studio des Champs-
Elysees (1925-26) 

Studio des Champs-
Elysees (1925-26) 

Studio des Champs-
Elysees (1925-26) 

Studio des Champs-
Elysees (1925-26) 

Theatre Antolne 
(1925-26) 

Studio des Champs-
Elysees (1926-2?) 

Studio des Champs-
Elysees (1927-28) 

Studio des Charaps-
Elysees (1927-28) 

Studio des Champs-
Elysees (1927-28) 

Theatre de 1*Avenue 
(1927-28) 



Le nrsrider Hamlet 

Departs 

Le Malade lmagl-
nalre 

LaVolx de sa 
Maltresse 

Karl et Anna 

Peu de CIel 

L'Opera de 
Quae1 sous 

Le Medecln malgre 
lul 

Le Sourd ou 
l'Auberge plelne 

Terrain Vague 

Beau Danube rouge 

Blfur 

Cafe-Tabac 

Gomme tu me veux 

Crime et Chatlment 

Voyage Clrculalre 

Translated by 
Thomas Lascarls 

Simon Gantlllon 

Mollere 

Charles Oulmont 
and Paul Masson 

Leonhard Prank; 
the French ver
sion by J.-R. 
Bloch 

Pierre Dominique 

John Gay and Bert 
Brecht 

Mollere 

Pierre Choudard-
Desforges 

J.-V. PellerIn 

Bernard Zlmmer 

Simon Gantlllon 

Denys Amiel 

Lulgl Pirandello, 
translated by 
Benjamin Cremleux 

Gaston Baty, 
based on the novel 
by Dostol'ewsky 

Jacques Chabannes 
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1*Avenue 

1*Avenue 

11Avenue 

1*Avenue 

1*Avenue 

Theatre Plgalle 
(1929-30) 

Theatre Montparnasse 
(1930-31) 

Theatre Montparnasse 
(1930-31) 

Theatre Montparnasse 
(1930-31) 

Theatre Montparnasse 
(1930-31) 

Theatre Montparnasse 
(1930-31) 

Theatre Montparnasse 
(1931-32) 

Theatre Montparnasse 
(1932-33) 

Theatre Montparnasse 
(1932-33) 

Theatre Montparnasse 
(1932-33) 

Theatre Montparnasse 
(193^-35) 

Theatre de 
(1928-29) 

Theatre de 
(1928-29) 

Theatre de 
(1928-29) 

Theatre de 
(1928-29) 

Theatre de 
(1928-29) 



Prosper 

Hotel des Masques 

Les Caprices de 
Marianne 

Madame Bovary 

Les Rates 

Faust 

Le Chandelier 

Madame Capet 

Un Chapeau de 
pallle d'ltalle 

Arden de Feversham 

Dulclnee 

Manon Lescaut 

Phedre 

Un Garcon de chez 
Very 

Marie Stuart 

Macbeth 

Luclenne Favre, 
adapted by Gaston 
Baty 

Albert-Jean 

Alfred de Musset 

Gaston Baty, 
based on the 
novel by Flaubert 

H.-R. Lenormand 

Goethe, trans
posed by Edmond 
Fleg 

Alfred de Musset 

Marcelle Maurette 

Eugene Lablche 

H.-R. Lenormand 

Gaston Baty 

Marcelle-Maurette 

Racine 

Eugene Lablche 

Marcelle-Maurette 

Shakespeare, 
adapted by Gaston 
Baty 

18? 

Theatre Montpamasse 
(193^35) 

Theatre Montpamasse 
(1935-36) 

Theatre Montpamasse 
(1935-36) 

Theatre Montpamasse 
(1936-37) 

Theatre Montpamasse 
(1936-37) 

Theatre Montpamasse 
(1936-37) 

Comedle-Franealse 
(1936-37) 

Theatre Montpamasse 
(1937-38) 

Comedle-Fran$aise 
(1937-38) 

Theatre Montpamasse 
(1938-39) 

Theatre Montpamasse 
(1938-39) 

Theatre Montpamasse 
(1938-39) 

Theatre Montpamasse 
(1939-^0) 

Theatre Montpamasse 
(19^0-^1) 

Theatre Montpamasse 
(19^1-^2) 

Theatre Montpamasse 
(1942-^3) 
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Le Grand Pouoet 

La Queue de la 
Eogfe 

Emily Bronte 

Lorenzacclo 

Berenice 

Arleguln poll par 
1*Amour 

L*Amour des Trols 
Oranges 

Sapho 

Claude-Andre 
Puget 

Gaston Baty 

Slmone 

Alfred de Musset, 
adapted by Gaston 

Racine 

Produced by Gaston 
Baty and Jacques 
Charon 

Alexandre Arnoux 

Alphonse Daudet 
and Adolph Belot 

Theatre Montparnasse 
(19^3-^) 

Marlonnettes de 
Gaston Baty (19^3-^) 

Theatre Montparnasse 
(19^-^5) 

The&tre Montparnasse 
(19^5-^) , 

Comedle-Fran$alse 
(19^6-^7) 

Comedle-Ftancaise 
(19^6-^7) 

The&tre Montparnasse 
(19^6-^7) 

Comedle-Franca18e 
(19^7-^8) 

(Marlonnettes) 

La Langue des Femmes 
La Marjolalne 
Au Temps ovx Bert he 
fllalfe 

Gaston Baty 
Gaston Baty 
Marcel Fabry 

Archives Interna
tionales de la Danse 
(19^7-W 

L*Inconnue d*Arras Armand Salacrou Comedle-Frangalse 
(19^8-49) 

(Marlonnettes) 

La Traglque et plal-
sante Hlstolre du 
Docteur Faust 

Gaston Baty A Tour In Germany 
(19^8-49) 
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